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Mr* LaGUARDIA, ARE YOU PLANNING TO KILL NEW YORK WORKERS ?
The Daily Worker exposes your conspiracy with

the hope thereby of avoiding bloodshed. We do it to
forewarn the workers against provocative acts by your
police hirelings, against traps that could be made the
excuse for these vile murder plots.

* * *

TF/rE URGE the workers, every workers’ organiza-
'' tion, to protest vigorously, and without a mo-
ment’s delay. Raise the issue of LaGuardia’s growing

ready clear. You ARE planning, through your police,
to kill workers!

This can be the only conclusion from your
SECRET conference on Wednesday with the city edi-
tors of New York City newspapers. That conference
was to prepare “public opinion,” to prepare the white-
wash for the hasty obliteration of the bloodstains after
the foul murder of workers had been carried through
by your police.

A# A YOR LAGUARDIA, the workers of New York
-L**- City demand to know your plans. Are you deli-
berately and cold-bloodedly preparing, behind the
backs of the people, to murder workers? Are you
preparing an attempt to drown out in a blood-bath the
growing mass opposition to your banker-dictated,
starvation policies ?

The workers demand an answer!
And frankly, Mayor LaGuardia, the answer is al-

police terror in your local union, in your club and
lodge. Send protest resolutions and delegations to the
Mayor. Above all, send telegrams THIS MORNING
demanding that the police keep their hands off the
workers demonstrating today at the Welfare Depart-
ment, 50 Lafayette Street.

Rally today at the Welfare Department for ade-
quate unemployment relief!

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT MOVES TO CHOKE STEEL STRIKE
LaGuardia Secretly Plans Terror Against N. Y. Workers
Urges Press to
Prepare 'Public’
For Bloodshed

Recent Onslaught on Jobless, Sweeping Injunc-
tion in Bakers’ Strike, Attacks on Anti-Nazi

Meets, Part of Open Reign of Terror

NEW YORK—New York is planned as the next city
where workers and the jobless are to be shot to death by the
police.

This became clear Tuesday when Mayor Fiorello La-
Guardia called the city editors of the capitalist dailies to-
gether to prepare them for the killing.

In a secret session which has not been mentioned by a
single paper—even the liberal Post and World-Telegram aid-
ing the plot—LaGuardia told the editors that there is im-
mediate “danger of a revolution, beginning in New York.’'"

Cleverly, then, he laid the basis for a police attack on
the unemployed.

The police, he told the
editors, have about lost
patience with the unemployed. The
poor cops have been so aggravated
with these thousands who have
demonstrated for more food and
clothing for their families that
"there is grave danger that they ,
will shoot into one of these demon- !
strations and kill several people,’’ |
he moaned.

Clearly he indicated that he
woufc back the police to the limit
when they didkill the unemployed J
or striking workers.
Thus was laid the basis for news-

paper support for La Guardia. Po-
lice Commissioner O’Ryan and the
police, when the time comes to kill.
The administration is said to be
sure that the conference worked—

that the newspapers will support !
any brutality, even to murder.

Facts which make the calling of
this secret conference this week of
tremendous significance, national as
well as local, include:

1. A demonstration of the unem-
ployed has been called for today
before the office of Commissioner
of Welfare Hodson, 50 Lafayette St.

2. The fatal attacks on the work-
ers in San Francisco, Toledo. Bir-
mingham. New Orleans and Minne-
apolis (where a scab was the one
killed, however), are all seen as
part of a national campaign to
smash the rising tide of struggle
before it engulfs the power of the
bosses.

3. Two great new strikes, in steel
and textiles, have Wall Street in a
new panic.

New Stage of LaGuardia Terror
Last Saturday, which witnessed

the bestial attack of New York
police on a gathering of workers
before the Department of Public
Welfare—workers demonstrating for
tho “criminal” right to food to ap-
pease their hunger and a roof over
their heads—marked a new and
completely open stage of the terror
which the LaGuardia “progressive”
administration has been carrying

(Continued on Pane 2)

AFL IVorkers Protest l
Pcl’ce Clubbings: He-
inand Release of 10

NEW YORK—A. F. of L. work-
ers in locals 10 and 17G of the
Amalgamated Clothing Workers
of America today protested to
Mayor LaGuardia against the
brutal clubbing of unemployed
workers.

Their message to LaGuardia
states: “We a group of workers,
locals 10 ar.d 176 of the Amalga-
mated Clothing Workers of
America, vigorously protest
against the uncalled for brutal
attack of the police on the unem-
ployed who came to present in
a peaceful way for their just de-
mands to the commissioner.

“We want you to know that
many of us supported you in the
last election. We did r.ot expect
such action on your part and de-
rr.'ncl the immediate release of
‘those arrested.”

Cops Fill Court
At Trial of 10
Jailed Jobless
Lodge Additional

Charges Against Two;
SI,OOO More Bail

NEW YORK.—Surrounded with
police, in a court room packed with
cops, while other police barred all
workers from entering the court
room, with a cordon of mounted
police stationed around the building,
tiremen in raediness and detectives
mingling with the workers who at-
tempted to enter the building, hear-
ings were held in the case of 19
workers -arrested at the May 26
demonstration and after. A parade
of police and members of the rad-
ical squad were called by the dis-
trict attorney.

After adjournment for the day,
Jerimiah Lynch, who was brutally
beaten by the police, and David
Jenkins, whose testimony about
the assaults upon the prisoners
was printed in Thursday’s Daily
Worker, were seized by the police,
and additional bail of SI,OOO was
placed on them in order to keep
them in the hands of the police
and prevent any additinal testi-
mony from being given by them
about police brutality.
Joseph Tauber, I. L. D. attorney,

demanded that the police be re-
moved, stating that the place was
an armed camp. Magistrate Dryer
refused the request.

Si Gerson, city editor of the Daily
Worker, called by the District At-
torney as a witness to “explain” an
article that appeared in the May
25 edition of the Daily Worker, call-
ing upon the workers to demon-
strate at 50 Lafayette St., was the
first witness to appear. Gerson
clearly stated the policy of the Daily
Worker in printing all material in

| the interests of the working class.
Gerson said: “The article in

j question, which appeared in the
May 26 edition of the Daily Worker,

(Continued on Page 2)

Detroit : The Kingdom of Henry T. 1
By ERSKINE CALDWELL --- ■

EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first of five
articles on Detroit by Erskine Caldwell, one of the
country’s best known author. His play, “Tobacco
Road” is now piaying on Broadway. Caldwell is
not a Communist, and these articles are his first
contributions to the Daily Worker. They are based
on Caldwell's personal investigation of conditions
in Detroit. The second article,
“Detroit, The Eight-
Finger City,” will appear
Monday.

* * *

HENRY FORD is the father
“ of many things, and he
is proud of them all. He
smiles from ear to ear, and
chuckles from deep in his
chest, when he is called the
father of the automobile in-
dustry, the father of modern De-
troit, and the father of seventy
thousand men.

Catching Henry Ford in this
mellow mood may win for yourself
a brand-new Ford car, delivered
with compliments at your door. But
mention of Bloody Monday, the
March day in 1932, when five thou-
sand unemployed and hungry
workers, led by the Auto Workers
Union, demanded recognition of
his paternity, will prove that Fora
is an Incfian-giver, and you sud-
denly find yourself being booted
out of the throne-room. If you
object to being hustled so roughly

are employed. Ford's remaining thirty thousand
children are now bums, beggars, and panhandlers
asking for only three cents with which to buy a
cup of Michigan Avenue coSce.

After bringing the assembly line to its present
high-geared speed, Ford installed in his plant what
is perhaps the most thorough spy system in exist-

HENRY THE FIRST

■HRfr /

from his presence, you may be consoled by the
knowledge that your bouncer is no less than Kid
McCoy himself, the prizefighter who was sent up
for life in California for murdering his sweetheart
and who was parolled to instruct Ford detectives
how to be tough mugs.

The Ford Motor Ccmpcny, a closed corporation,
owned by Henry Ford and his son, Edsel, produces
at the present time about four thousand meter cars
and trucks each twenty-four hour day. The manu-
facturing is done at River Rouge in Dearborn, an ad-
joining suburb of Detroit. The plant occupies 1,096
acres, and approximately forty thousand workers

ence. This is known as the multiple
service department, and is ruled
over by Harry Bennett. For every
ten workers employed there is a
serviceman.

A Ford serviceman performs
the duties of a stool-pigeon. He
may be a uniformed guard, depu-
tized by the city police depart-
ment; lie may be an ex-chaingang
captain, brought up from Georgia
and shaved until his jowls are the
tint of a scalded pig; he may be a
scab, who. during periods of no
strikes, poses as a worker in order
to gain confidences; he may be a
Ford trade school graduate who has
been well trained in pushing and
speeding-up fellow workers.

No nation at war ever boasted
of such a perfected spy system as
honeycombs the River Rouge
Plant, the city of Dearborn, and
the homes of Ford workers. Henry
Ford’s fear of the worker —the fear
that the worker, goaded and
speeded up on the assembly line
beyond human endurance, may
turn as he did on Bloody Monday
—sends servicemen scouting day
and night. Not content with
searching dinner pails, clothing,

and hollow teeth for trade union leaflets, workers'
newspapers, and working-class literature, Ford at-
tempts to segregate workers in nearby districts, such
as Dearborn, Garden City, Lincoln Park, and Inkster,
where he and his servicemen can keep an active
eye on any movement one is likely to make.

If a worker is lucky enough to have escaped
breaking the do not rules inside the plant, after re-
fraining all day from no smoking, no chewing, no
talking, he must watch his step when he leaves the
plant. If he forgets to cross Miller Road by use of

(Continued on Page 7)

Attacks on USSR, Inner Disputes,
Mark Socialist Nat’l Convention

Workers of 114
Organizations To
Attend ICOR Meet
NEW YORK.—Jewish and Amer-

ican workers of 114 mass organiza-
tions and others will rally to the
ICOR meeting in Madison Square
Garden to celebrate the granting of
autonomy for Biro-Bidjan by the
Soviet government.

Carrying banners and placards
hailing the events, the workers will
march into the Garden where Earl
Browder, general secretary of the
Communist Party; William Weiner,
Reuben Brainin, Charles Recht,
Moisbe Katz, R. Saltzman. Louis
Hyman, H. Goldfrank, and H. Cas-
trell will address. S. Almazov will
be chairman.

Communist Ini 1 Announces
Agenda for 7th Congrses
By VERN SMITH

(Mcsccw Correspondent, Daily
Worker)

MOSCOW, May 30.—1 n fulfillment
of the decision of the 13th Plenum
of the Executive Committee of the
Communist International, the Pres-
idium of the E. C. C. I. in its ses-
sion yesterday decided upcn the fol-
lowing agenda fcr the coming Sev-
enth World Congress of the Com-
munist, Intimations.;:

1. report ch ivlMas cf the Ex-
ccu'i.e Committee o' the Commu-
nist. International, Comrade Piecfc,
reporter.

Negroes Conspicuously
Absent; ‘Left’ Groups

Want Control
(Special to the Daily Worker)

DETROIT. Mich., June I. The
economic crisis, the growing revo-
lutionary struggles of American
workers and the collapse of the poli-
cies of the International Social-
Democracy beat at the doors of the
Socialist Party convention, whose
business sessions opened this morn-
ing at Fort Wayne Hotel.

But the delegates were too en-
grossed with the parliamentary
technicalities—with a major battle
centering around the question of
whether 25 or 50 delegates shall be
sufficient to force vote by roll call—-
to Uriel?.

Yet the echoes of there world-
shaking events sifted through
speeches today and last night, when
a public mass meeting was held,
finding expression in radical phrases,
all sorts of pseudo-revolutionary ex-
hortations by reformist leaders in
conformity with new “left” maneu-
vers of the Socialist Party leaders
in an effort to prevent radicalized
workers and farmers from moving
toward Communism.

One hundred and fifty-six dele-
gates and 53 alternates were present.
Most of these are evidently party
functionaries and other dependables.
Proletarian delegates are so few,
that they are lost in the great mass
cf well-dressed, comfortable-looking
middle class people. Though your
correspondent has barn unable to
melee a final check rp yet, he has
so far seen cr.ly cas Negro delegate,
Frank Crorry.-ith, of New York.

U-cpltc unity on the nrfaco.
underneath ccr.fliei; ere brewing

i (Continued on Page 2)

2. Offensive of Fascism and the
tasks of the Communist Interna-
tional in the struggle for the unity
of the working class against fas-
cism; reporter, Comrade George
Dimitroff.

3. Preparations for a new im-
perialist war and the tasks of the
Communist Farty in the struggle
against imperialist war; reporter,
Ccmrr.de Ereoli.

4. Results of the building of So-
cialism in the Soviet Union; re-
porter. Ccrr.r-’do Kanaiirky.

5. Election of leading organs of
the Communist International.

Nazi Forgeries
Mark Plot To
Kill Thalmann
“Pariser Tageblatt” Re-

veals Plot To Forge
Comintern Minutes

PARIS. June I.—The Nazis are
building up their death sentence
"case’' against Ernst Thaelmann,
imprisoned leader of the German
Communist Party, on forged min-
utes of an alleged session of the
Executive Committee of the Com-
munist International, which were
fabricated by a certain Kcrody. who
is in the pay of the Secret State
Folice as a spy and agent-provcca-
teur, according to disclosures in the
Pariser Tageblatt, a demowatic
paper published here.

The tactics of the notorious
forged “Zinovieff letter,” which the
British diehards launched to over-
throw theLabor government in 1024,
are being revived ten years later to
renter.ee Thaelmann to death by
the “People's Court,” the newly es-
tablished fascist lynch tribunal.

The Deutsche Woehenschau, the
organ of the Nazi police, features
new “revelations” against Thacl-
mann. It cites a passage from
Theelmann’s speech at the Twelfth
Plenum of the Executive Committee
of the Comintern, in which he
speaks of (he international impor-
tance of the German rr-oluticn.
The police author disto'f-, Th.-.rl-
mann’s words: that the Corn.-.mist

(Continued on Pay 2)

S.M.I.U. to Face Wagner;
Toledo General Strike
Stalled by A.F. L. Heads

6

Electric Light Workers
Are Key to the

Situation

HOLD STORMY MEET

Meeting of Local Lead-
ers Votes to Aopeal

to Roosevelt
By JOHN WILLIAMSON

(Special to the Doily Worker) i
TOLEDO, Ohio,*June I.

The center of the strike situ-
ation here is the effort of the !
employers, the government
and especially the A. F. of L.
officials to prevent a general
strike. This, for the moment,
overshadows the Auto-Lite situ-
ation. The key to the situation
are the electric power men.

Last night the International
organizer, Bennett, and the lo-
cal business manager of the elec-
tricians, Oliver Myers, a “left”
phrase-monger, and Central La-
bor Union officials pleaded,
threatened and cajoled at a
union meeting to accept the
sell-out proposal which called for
a return of one of two succes-
sive 10 per cent wage cuts, on
the condition that the power
men do not participate in the
general strike.

The meeting was stormy. My-
ers spoke three times, finally
proposing postponement for an-
other 24 hours, until Coates,
president of the Toledo Edison,
arrives, stating: “Coates is my
old friend, and it is to your ad-
vantage to wait. You can get
more than a wage increase. In
fairness to yourselves and to
your city, wait for Coates.”
Finally the vote to postpone was
carried by 175 to 135.

A meeting last night of ex-
j ecutives of 93 locals that was
j supposed to set a date for a gen-

-1 eral strike and make prepara-
I tions for it, instead voted to ap-

: peal to President Roosevelt to

(Continued on Page 2)

Republic Steel Corp.
Hires Cops, Reds To
Prepare for Strike

By a Worker Correspondent
CHICAGO, 111., June 1.—The

Republic Steel Corporation, at
106th Street, has increased its
police force, beside stool-pigeons,
from two to 48. Rumors from
the Illinois Steel of South Chi-
cago say that this corporation
has been supplied with 6,000
beds and all provisions for the
future strike. During the past
three to four weeks they have
hired all young workers to break
the strike.

U T W Leader,
McMahon, in
Strike Stall
Nat’l Textile Workers’

Union Calls for a
United Struggle

WASHINGTON, D. C., June I.
With the 25 per cent curtailment of
hours in the cotton mills going into
effect June 4 upon orders of (be
N. R. A. officials, and the workers
in the plants preparing to slrlk’
against the edict w'hich means a 25
per cent cut in pay, Thomas F. Mc-
Mahon, President of the United
Textile Workers Union, who has
been- talking so boisterously about
strike, has failed to issue the strike
call.

Meanwhile the National Textile j
Workers Union is going ahead pre-
paring the workers to struggle
against the new cut and for the
code of the union and is calling on j
all cotton textile workers of the I
United and National unions to j
unite in the fight.

The National Textile Workers
Union is demanding that the cut
be rescinded and a minimum
wage of 60 cents an hour be
guaranteed in the cotton mills,
with the 30-hour week and 40
weeks a year for every- worker. j

"Soviet Union Has Only Peace
Plan Against War Makers ”

(Special to the Daily Worker) i and Japan, inspired by definite
circle*; of British immriali m

MOSCOW (By Radio)—Maxim :
Litvinoff, chairman of the Soviet 1
delegation at Geneva, in his speech I
summarized over two years of ac- j
tivity ot the disarmament confer- ;
ence, declared "Pravda,” central
ergsn of the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union, in a leading edi-
torial today.

“The results are deplorable,” said
Pravda, "the Geneva Conference
has completely failed cs a disarma-
ment conference. In the two years
since the beginning of ;he confer- ;
ence the capitalist countries, espc- |
dally the more aggressive of them, !
made great successes in the field of 1
armaments.

“It is common knowledge that
Japan and Germany withdrew from -

the conference in order to arm
themselves, without being handi-

capped, for the purpose of imper-
ialist aggressions. This dealt a blow
to the idea of disarmament.

Growing Armament Rare
“The rare for armaments con-;

ttrues with ever-growing t rimes. 1
and rei’ly to a gigantic extent. The .
citltlva icn of militarism and chsu-'
vinirm hes r• turned a iron:lrons
scale. War is openly advocated in
tine columns of the fascist news- ■
papers and magazines in Germany ’

circles ot isritisn imperialism.
I “The danger of a second imper- 1
I ialist war for a fresh redivision of j
| the world is now greater than ever. |j It is not surprising that the fate '
of the conference is questioned. The '
responsibility of the failure of the
conference fully rests on the capi-

italie' world, especially those imper-
! ialist countries which arc preparing
i a frcTi war in the near future, or

! carrying it on new in the land of
i the much-suffering Chinese nation.

U.S.S.R. Moat Active for Peace
| “The U.S.S.R. was and still is the
! adherent of the meet radical means

, of the struggle against the danger
icf imperialist war. She was, and

1 still is, the consistent adherent to
universal, complete disarmament.
The toilers of the U.S.S.R. still do
rot dcubt tliar ‘only one form of
peace Is possible, namely, disarmed
peace. And, that armed peace is

| just a truce, an interval between
jwars, sanctioning wars in principle

I and practice.’ (LitvinoS).
"It is common knowledge hat all

' of the proposals of the U.S.S.R.
. regarding complete and partial ci>

- moment were rejected by the
Geneva conference while the c x-
talist countries continued to arm

{Continued on Page S)

Johnson Warns of U.S.
Action Against

Steel Strikers

OPENLY HOSTILE
A. A. Committee Leaves
After Conference ;

Looks to Roosevelt
Bv MARGUERITE YOUNG

(Daily Worker Washington Bureau)
WASHINGTON, June I.

Clear indication? that the
Roosevelt government is try-
ing- to thwart the scheduled
national steel strike by mak-
ing threats and promises at
the same time, were given
today as N. R. A. administrator
Johnson bluntly declared that the
“groundwork” for invoking pen-
alties against denial of the right of
collective bargaining “has not aa
yet been laid.”

Johnson's threatening statement,
designed to open the door for an
administration declaration that the
strike is unjustified, was made soon
after chairman Wagner of the Na-
tional Labor Board had “promised”
to ask President Roosevelt to step
in to enforce collective bargaining.

The rank and file committee of
district leaders of the Amalgamated
Association (A. F. of L.), played
right into the hands of this double-
dealing strategy by backing down

| from issuing a militant statement.

■ They announced instead that they
: would tell Roosevelt next week that

| steel workers are ready to “help
I the President” arrange a conference
between them and the steel owners.

As the capitalist press headlin-
ed stories declaring “strike clouds
are lifting at least temporarily,”
it was evident that the steel work-
ers’ on’y guarantee against a sell*

(Continued on Page 2)

SMWIU Pittsburgh
Delegation Goes to
Wash’ton Tuesday

(Special to the Daily Worker)

PITTSBURGH, June I.—A dele-
gation of the Steel and Metal Work-
ers Industrial Union is orepared to
leave here today for Washington,
where a conference has been ar-
ranged with Senator Wagner for
Tuesday afternoon.

The delegation will be headed by
Pat Cush, National President, and
James Dean. Secretary of the union,
and will include delegates from Am-
bridge. Pittsburgh, Braddock, and
McKeesport, plus representatives
frem other important steel districts.

They will present to Senator Wag-
ner the proposals of the S. M. W. I.
U. for unicn recognition, a 6-hour
day; $1 an hour minimum; abolition
of Southern differentials; and
against Jim-Crow, all of which were
endorsed by the last Amalgamated
Association convention, the A. F. of
L. steel union.

Pat Cush said today that the com-
mittee is in full agreement with the
strike action and will notify Wagner
that unless all demands are met a
strike cannot be averted.

The union president continued:
"The terror against strikers in Ala-
bama. Minneapolis, and Toledo can-
not be sopa“a ted from the actions
of the N. R. A. and proposals for
arbitration in the new steel code."

A fascist committee cf 100 has
been organized among merchants
here, and under the string-nulling
-f the steel comanir-. w'li attempt
to suppress a’l union ec' .vlt:’ so rs

: o leave the field free for company
( “unions.”
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Jobless to Demonstrate for Relief at 50 Lafayette St. Today
Mayor Admits
That "Relief
Crisis Looms”|
LaGuardia Calls Parley

of Bankers as City
Slashes Relief

NEW YORK.—Unemployed
workers of New York City |:
will gather in a mass demon- i I
stration for relief at 10 a. m. |
today at the office of the De-!,
partment of Public Welfare.
50 Lafayette St., the. same j
spot where, a week ago. jobless
workers were attacked by police and |
13 of their number arrested.

The demonstration will pretest the I
slashing of relief allotments and the
cutting of State and Federal grants,
in addition to condemning the
brutal police attack on jobless dem-
onstrators last week-end.

Declaring that a “crisis" exists in
New York City’s relief system.
Mayer La Guardia yesterday called
a conference of bankers and 65
“prominent citizens" for Monday tc
“discuss" the relief situation.

Richard Sullivan, secretary of the
New York Unemployment Councils,
declared that the Committee of One
Hundred will demand that La Guar-
dia meet with the representatives
of the organized unemployed.

Among the bankers and other
“outstanding citizens" invited by La !
Guardia to this conference arc
Winthrop W. Aldrich. President of
the Chase National Bank. Felix M.
Warburg. Walter S. Gifford. Presi-
dent of the American Telephone
and "elsgraph Corporation. Lionello
F -. Banker, Almerindo Portfolio. |
Er Pasquaie Nargarella, Candy t
Me: :i . Edward Gerli. Silk |
manufacturer.

Preston Goodfellow, Publisher, j
Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Mrs. Ogden
Reid, Publisher. N. Y. Herald Tri- j
bune, William Randolph Hearst.
Publisher. Hearst Publications, j
William T. Dewart, Publisher The I
Sun, Fremont C. Peck, Publisher.!
Brooklyn Times-Union. James O’- j
Flaherty, Publisher. Bronx Home j
News, William F. Hoffmann, Pub-
lisher, Long Island Press. Leßoy L.j
Smith, Publisher. The Star. Colonel I
Julius Ochs Adler, Vice President,
New York Times Company, Adolph
S. Ochs, Publisher The Times, Roy
Howard, Scripps Howard Organiza-
tion and Arthur Brisbane of the!
New York American.

Three former governors of New j
York State and three former mayor? j
0f >Te„- York City will participate!
In LaOuardia's conference. They j
are Governors Alfred E. Smith.
Nathan. L. Miller and Charles S. j
Whitman: and Mayors John P. 1
O’Brien, Joseph V. McKee and John
F. Hylan.

‘ Serious. . . critical. . . no imme-
diate improvement of economic con-
ditions. .." states LaOuardia’s state-
ment, but he makes no mention of
abrogating the infamous bankers
agreemnt by which the city has
mortgaged the lives of the unem-
ployed.

The city has been drawing on |
$70,030,000 borrowed from the banks j
last fall. In its agreement with the |
bankers, the city promised not to j
allocate more than $3,000,000;
monthly for relief. More than half
of the S7O million was paid back to
the bankers at once, and used for
other, city purposes.

The state has cut down its appro-
priation for relief in the new Wicks
Bond bill to be placed before the 1
voters in November, and federal j
grants for relief throughout the
state are being cut each month.
From. 25 million in April, federal
grants to New York state will be
slashed each month until in August,
September and October, only *19.-
500,000 will be allocated to the state.
No provision whatsoever has been
made for after that date.

To "meet’* this situation, the Wel-
fare Department is about to slash
20,000 from the relief rolls, stop
payifig rents and fire 20.000 relief
workers.

It is in answer to this grave situa-
tion- and these new attacks on the
jobless that the unemployed workers
will demonstrate at 50 Lafayette

Strikers Call Workers
To Mass Picket Line in
Brooklyn; Noon, Today

NEW YORK.—’The United Beau-
ticians and Hairdressers Union, Lo-
cal 3. calls on workers to come to
Utica Ave. and Eastern Parkway to-
day, at noon, sharp. They will then
go to Dorine’s Beauty Parlor at 296
Utica Ave., in a mass picket line.
Workers there have been on strike
since May 2.

The cases of workers who were ar-
rested on the May 2nd picket line
were yesterday postponed as follows:
five will be tried on June 15: 14 on
June 14: two on June 22.

ATTENTION WORKERS Or CROWN
HEIGHTS

NEW YORK.—The Dalit- werlt-r can b*
>ougßf every night int!c«ng Sunder ,t
7t!ea end Extern Park-rat- _ opposite
Ifunictpe! Court.

CAA Folding Chairs Cheap
IJvv Also Office Furniture
KALMT 35 W. 26th Street

Attacks on U.S.S.R.
Mark Opening of
S, P. Convention

(Continued from Page 1)

between various groups which will
undoubtedly come to a head in the i
platform and resolutions commit-!
tees. Sc-called “militants” and the
“revolutionary” policy committee, |
the latter obviously under the in-
fluence of Lovestoneite renegades i
from Communism, are preparing to j
ccme to grips with the “Old Guard.”
However, these groups, though they i
express a desire for militant strug- j
gle on the part of large sections of!
the rank and file, do not differ from ]
the “Old Guard” on fundamental ;

principles, but merely on the best ]
method of keeping workers from'
accepting the revolutionary way out j
of the crisis.

Connter-Revolutionary Theory
The keynote of the convention i

was struck today, not by Leo Krzy- i
cki. National Chairman of the j
party, who made the keynote
speech, but by Dr. Max Winter,
former vice-mayor of Vienna, who
spoke later. Winter’s speech was
complete repudiation of revolution-
ary action and a defense of the
treacherous path of the Austrian
Social-Democracy, studded with vi-
cious attacks on the Soviet Union
and Communism. Winter developed
a number of ingenious counter-
revolutionary theories:

1. It is not possible to carry
through a successful revolution
during a period of mass unem-
ployment, (Before the crisis the
Social-Democratic leaders said the
workers are too prosperous and
therefore will not fight for Social-
ism: now it is the other way
around.)

2. Even if the majority of the
workers follow the Socialist Party.

f it is impossible to carry through
! a revolution in a small country

like Austria, surrounded by dic-
tatorships, unless other bourgeois
countries come to its aid.

3. It is impos:ible to carry thru
| revolution tinder any conditions
! in one country unless simultane-
-1 ously in every country of the

world workers are ready to do
I likewise.

Winter also declared that the fate
of the Austrian Socialist Party was

| sealed already in 1933 by capitula-
| tion of German Social-Democracy
| to Hitlerism, thus deliberately gloss-

j ing over the treachery of his own
| Party, its policy of “lesser evil,” j
which supported Dollfuss fascism j

! in preference to Hitler fascism, its i
joffers to make a deal with Dollfuss, jjits criminal restraint of the workers |
at a momentwhen they could have j
struck a decisive blow—all of which i

i have been admitted by Otto Bauer, I
! leader of the Austrian Soeial-Dem-
| oeracy.

“All the countries of the world;
must win a majority for socialism
nearly at the same time.” Winter;
spoke of this aim as a “distant one,”
thus continuing the traditional pol-;
icy of social-democratic leaders of
postponing proletarian revolution j
to the far indefinite future.

Attacks Soviet Union
Earlier in his speech, after rc-

citing a list of fascist countries :
surrounding Austria, Winter said:
“And behind approximately one

j hundred and eighty million fas-
cist-ruled people are a hundred
and forty million Russian people
under Stalin’s dictatorship. Small
democratic Austria [Austria of
the Dollfuss democracy.—A. B. M.]
with six millions was surrounded
by mere than three hundred mil-
lion? under dictatorship. One
against fifty, that was the polit-
ical pressure burdening Austria.”
Besides lumping the proletarian

dictatorship of the U. S. 8. R. with
fascist dictatorships in true Red-

baiting style. Winter here declares
that the Soviet Union was part of
the "political pressure burdening
Austria” and preventing revolution
against capitalism.

Toward the end, speaking of the
fact that “guns cannot kill the
spirit of socialism,” Winter made
another attack on the workers' re-
public: “Once more dictatorships,
from Lake Constance to Vladivo-
stok, try to suppress the spirit with
big guns.”

Though he attacked the Soviet
Union, he said nothing about the
Japanese aggressions against the
Workers Republic, nothing at all
about the war danger and the men-
ace of fascism in this country'. He
made no call for struggle for re-
lease of anti-fascist fighters. He
merely urged a change in methods
of socialist agitation, and then ex-
plained what he meant by saying
more attention should be paid to
winning the youth.

Passivity to N. R. A. Attacks
The keynote speech of Krzycki

reflected a new fake “left” orien-
tation of the party. Though he
spoke of the growing disillusion-
ment with the New Deal and re-
ferred to the strike wave sweeping
the country, he caller! for no strug-
gle against the Roosevelt program
end made no mention of the tre-
mendous war preparations and the
steady development of fascist ten-
dencies.

Toward the end of his speech, to
illustrate the point of his remarks,
he mad* quotations, not from Marx
cr Engels or Debs, or even Kautsky,

i but from Grover Cleveland, strike-
breaking President, who gave the
workers a taste of the New Deal of

• strike led by Eugene Debs.

Daily WorkerExcursionBest in
W orld s History, Say Managers

NEW YORK. The Daily |
Worker Excursion Committee, j
all of them seafaring men, yes-
terday expressed unutterable
contempt for the United States
battleships when asked how a
trip on one of the battleships
would compare with the trip up
the Hudson to Hook Mountain
on Saturday, June 9, when the
Daily Worker Daylight and
Moonlight Excursion takes place.

Manager No. 1 said - “I can’t
talk about anything but the ex-
cursion—on Saturday, June 9,
up the Hudson to Hook Moun-
tain, daylight and moonlight, the
Daily Worker Excursion. I am
fascinated by that excursion.
You can quote me on this, if
you want to. It will be the best
excursion in the history of the
world. Everything will he the

j best in the history of the world
; —the scenery, the beat, the girls.
I will be there myself.

Manager No. 2 said: “It will
be the best excursion in the his-
tory of the world. The Daily
Worker staff is going to play the
Labor Sports Union in Jhe best
baseball game in the history of
the world. We have the best bat-
teries in the history of the world
—Hathaway and Gerson. We
have to hide them every day so
that the Yankee and Giant
scouts won’t grab them. Why, we
almost had to give Milton How-
ard to get Hathaway from St.
Paul.”

Manager No. 3 said: “Every
word they say is true. It will
be the best excursion in the his-
tory of the world.”

Manager No. 4 said: “Amen.”

LaGuardia Secretly Plans Terror
Against Workers of New York City

(Continued from Page 1)

on in concealed fashion since it j
assumed office six months ago.

On Saturday the workers were [
clubbed and blackjacked by La- j
Cuardia’s cops. Scores were in- [
jured. Thirteen were arrested. Po-
lice carried guns in their hindr, |
some of them even carried rifles.
Felonious assault was the charge i
made against eleven of those 1
arrested —a charge under which ;
they may be framed into three to !
ten years in jail!

The next day—Sunday, May 27 !
when hundreds of workers crowded j
the courtroom where their com- j
rades were being tried, the judge |
ordered the room cleared when they I
booed his announcement of the i
bail—sl,soo for each defendant. As
the workers, protesting, filed out of j
the room and down the steps into i
the street, they were attacked by
scores of police and detectives who
appeared, by pre-arranged signal
from adjoining rooms. Their attack |
on two white collar workers, Mr.
and Mrs. James Lechay. was so des-
picable and sadistic, so inhuman,
that two metropolitan press report-
ers tried to object, to stop it. They
were punched in the face for their
trouble.

But this teiTor. this open and
bloody fascist brutality, did not be-
gin last Saturday. That date

I marked the culmination of one stage
of anti-working class terror as it.

! passed into a new and more virulentj phase. On this day it dropped ail
pretense to "liberalism." to "prog-

; ressivism, ’ to Mayor La Guardia ?

- hypocritical “It hurts me more than
! it hurts you" attitude.

The administration came out into
i the open. It no longer found it

| necessary to “make allowances” for
i the police—to indulge in mild cen-

: sure.
The city government came out

i openly. Tuesday’s New York Times
! carried the headline:

O’RYAN WARNS REDS RIOT-
i ING MUST STOP.

Says Police Will Use Force if
Necessary to Protect City from

! 'Foreign Intrigue'
DEFENDS TACTICS OF MEN
After Conference With Mayor

| and Hudson. He Appeals to Pnbllcj for Cooperation.
The story which followed stated,

j among other things, the following:
"General O’Ryan.. . when inter -

viewed in police headquarters.
.

.

i gave out a statement in which he
! announced that 'the police must

| maintain order in this city and
1 they are obligated to employ all

! force necessary’ in doing so.”
The same story carried the news

| that LaGuardia had conferred with
Police Commissioner O'Ryan about
“troubles that had been brought
about recently by radicals who de-
mand more jobs for the unem-
ployed." (Our emphasis—Ed. >

On the very same day (Tuesday)
appeared an open, lynch-inclting
editorial in the New York Herald
Tribune, under the title “Yellow
'Reds' ”

Not content with spreading its
slimy slander upon the jobless
workers who admirably defended
themselves against police attacks,
the Tribune proceeds in its attempts
to arouse lynch hysteria and whip
up sentiment for another attack on
the coming unemployment demon-
stration by linking up the assault
upon workers with the killing of a
policeman a few weeks ago by those
best agents of the police—organized
gangsters.

Yellow Capitalist Journalism
In this foul manner it, actually

puts on the same plane the strug-
gles of hungry and homeless work-
ers for food and shelter and the
activities of organized gangsterdom
(whose intimate connections with
New York's politicians and police is
too well known to need restatement.

“All that can be said of these
cowardly ’rats’ can be said of these
yellow Reds—and more,” the Trib-

j tine says, characterizing the police
! attack as premeditated by the
“rede!”

The editorial ends by calling upon
j the police to again attack workers'
demonstrations by stating. “The au-

I thorities are here dealing not with
: social doctrines but with organized
1 crime, for which it would be a costly
folly to make any more allowances

Civil Liberties Union
Demands Police Keep
Hands Off the Jobless

NEW YORK—The American
Civil Liberies Union today de-
manded that Mayor LaGuardia
appoint a special committee to
investigate police brutality both
on the occasion of the demons-
tration on May 26 and at the
police courts.

Demand was further made by
Roger N. Baldwin, Arthur Gar-
field Hays and John Hays Holmes
upon Commissioner O'Ryan that
the police do not interfere with
the demonstration scheduled for
tomorrow at the Welfare Depart- ,
ment.

“We consider the conduct of |
the police the most brutal and
inexcusable in the recent
months,’ the Civil Liberties Union
statement said.

than they do for the cruel and vi-
cious liberties that the underworld
takes with the public peace.”

This is an undisguised call for
mass murder—for the bloody sup-
pression of workers on strike, jobless
who ask for food.

Cops Fill Court at;
Trial of 10 Jobless

(Continued from Page 1)

announcing the demonstration, was
a press release, sent out by the
Trade Union Unity League. Sim-
ilar releases are sent out to the
capitalist press, but usually only the
Dally Worker, the newspaper of the
working class, prints them.”

Deputy Commissioner Stanley
Howe, of the Welfare Department
was called as a witness by the Dis-
trict Attorney, although Howe had
in the past hearings sat alongside
the judge on the bench. To the
demands of Tauber that Howe not
be allowed to appear since he rep-
resented the official police of the
Welfare Department and had sat
on the bench and conferred with
the police. Magistrate Dreyer smiled
and overruled the demand.

To every attempt of the I. L. D.
attorneys to question the witnesses.
Dreyer pounded his gavel and sus-
tained the objections of the District
Attorney to the I. L. D. questions.
Repeatedly Dreyer rose in his seat,
shook his gavel menacingly at the
I. L. D. attorneys, and threatened
to have them ordered out of the
court. When the District Attorney
said to Edward Kuntz, I. L. D. at-
torney. “Go out on the streets and
talk,” Dreyer again rose in his seat
and threatened Kuntz and Tauber.

The judge also told Kuntz to “go
out on the streets.” Kuntz asked
that since h« had proven himself
prejudiced in this case that the
judge disqualify himself to sit on
the bench during these hearings.

Mahr, the “receptionist” at 50 La-
fayette St. was called as a witness
by the District Attorney. He stated
that he had identified four of the
prisoners in the crowd which as-
sembled at 50 Lafayette St. on May
25, stating the exact position in
which they stood. His memory
proved bad, however, when cross-
examined by Eie I. L. D, and was
proven to have lied. The court,
however., could not see it in this
light.

Deputy Inspector James J. Wall,
who was in charge of the police at
the demonstration, stated that he
had “in a fatherly manner" asked
the workers to disperse. “I read
about the demonstration in the
Daily Worker," he said, adding, “I
only saw one policeman use a stick.”

As Magistrate Dreyer adjourned
the case until June 4. at 2 p. m. at
309 Mulberry St., other cops stepped
forward and arrested Jenkins, who
has been out on bail, on “felonious
assault” charges, and lodged addi-
tional charges of “felonious as-
sault" against Lynch. Dreyer fixed
additional bail of SI.OOO in each case.

“Stevedore" Cast NS ill
Entertain at Seamen's
Club Affair Tonight

! NEW YORK.—The International
Seamen’s Club, composed of marine
and non-marine workers in support :
of the struggles of the workers in
this basic industry, is sponsoring a
Spring Party for the benefit of the
Marine Workers Industrial Union,
Saturday night. June 2. The af-
fair, which will include excellent
entertainment by the “Stevedore”
cast, dancing and refreshments, is
being held at the headquarters of
the United Front Supporters, 11 W.
18th Street. A short address will
be made by Clarence Hathaway,
editor of the Daily Worker. Bring
your friends. Subscription 25c.

Gardes Delegation
Off to Washington,
To See Cummings
Mass Send-Off Tonight

at Hungarian Work-
ers' Home

NEW YORK.—A mass send-off to
the delegation of workers and in-
tellectuals leaving for Washington
to demand the return of citizenship
to Emil Gardos, militant Hunganian
worker, will be given tonight at the
Hungarian Workers Home, 350 E.
81st St.

The delegation consisting of rep-
resentatives from the Committee for
the Protection of Foreign Born,
trade unions, International Labor
Defense. John Reed Club and work-
ers in danger of immediate depor-
tation will leave for Washington to-1morrow, where they will present j
their demands to Daniel W. Me-j
Cormack, Commissioner-general of
Immigration, and Attorney-general
Cummings.

AFL Officials Aid
Move To Disrupt
ToledoStrike Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

intervene to save Toledo from
a general strike.

Friday night's demonstration,
which was supposed to mobilize
for a strike and get all direc-
tives, is *o be turned into a
harmless affair. Only 10,000
leaflets were issued and not a

[ single mention of a general
strike. The executives also voted
last night to "exclude Commu-
nists and radicals from the pa-
rade.”

“Away from the Battle"
At the Auto-Lite strikers’

meeting, Ramsey, local union
leader announced he has a new
plan “worked out in the quiet
woods away from battle.” He re-
fused to divulge all points of his
“plan” to the membership. Ob-
viously he has worked out some
strategy to liquidate the strike
under radical phrases. Ramsey
is presenting his proposals to
conciliator Taft, although he
would not present them to the
union meeting.

Rank and file members made
a motion that the union issue
a call for an immediate gen-
eral strike to all other unions.
It was carried unanimously.
Ramsey did not utter a word
about general strike.

It is quite obvious everything
is being done to scuttle the gen-
eral strike by trying to tie down
the electricians at the first pos-
sibility, and by trying t.o put
over some sell-out plan tonight
with arbitration in the center,
and then to turn the parade into
a so-called "victory parade."

The Communist Party is
warning the workers about these
moves, and is calling for the or-
ganization of committees inside
each union and at a general
meeting tonight to refuse to ac-
cept anything short of an imme-
diate, general strike.

An editorial in the Toledo
News-Bee Friday states: "We
have an idea that the labor lead-
ers have no stomach for the
strike which would begin a gen-
eral strike, and certainly respon-
sible labor leaders are fully
aware of the terrific conse-
quences of a general strike, and
are becoming increasingly alert
to find some means of avoiding
it.”

[camp
WO-CHKA
United Children's Camp

Committee
Announce- rciirtration open

Ages 10-15 inciusive

RATES—SI3 for TWO WEEKS
(Including Fare)

Register at District
Pioneer Office

35 EAST 12th ST.. Rm. 509
New York City

BASEBALL
GAMES YESTERDAY
AMERICAN LEAGUE

New York IPO POP CIS— 3 10 2
Philadelphia 140 012 02s—10 12 3

D:-shongr. Grimes end Dicker; Mahaffey
and Berry.
Detroit COl 100 001—3 9 2
Chicago COO 000 001—1 6 4

and Cochrane; Lyons and Mad-
Jeaki.
Boston 901 000 030—13 20 2
Washington 001 000 OOP— 1 9 2

Penncck nad Ferrell; Crowder, Russell,
MeColl and Phillips. Berg.

Cleveland a* St. Louis, postponed, rain.
NATIONAL LEAGUE

Philadelphia 020 000 100—3 11 2
New York 010 001 101—4 11 0

Darrow and Todd; Hubbell; Luque andRichards, Dannlnq.

Roosevelt in Acts
AgainstSteel Men’s
National Strike

(Continued from Page 1)

nut like that imposed on the auto
workers is to keep the leadership
of their strike movement directly
in the hands of rank and filers.
The administration meanwhile

stood pat in the textile situation,
Johnson holding conferences with
heads of the United Textile Work-
ers (A. F. of L.), but promising
nothing. Observers generally ex-
pressed the conviction that U.T.W.,
President Thomas F. McMahon’s
threat of a strike Monday unless
the scheduled 25 per cent cut in
production and wages is modified
will not materialize.

Gov’t. Pressure Against Strike
General Johnson today denied

that he premised Mike Tighe, In-
ternational President of the A.A.,
to consider reopening the steel code,
and discussed the steel strike as
though the only issue were recog-
nition of the A.A. for collective bar-
gaining. He indicated that it is his
opinion that proof of the denial of
collective bargaining by the steel
masters has not been established,
and thus justification of a strike for
recognition of collective bargaining
has not been established. .Asked
whether the presentation of de-
mands for recognition on May 21
and the refusal of plant superin-
tendents of U.S. Steel even to “con-
sider” the demands did not consti-
tute groundwork for a strike on this
issue, he answed, “not that I know
of,” and added: “I asked Mr. Tighe
for one case in which individual
plants had refused to recognize
representation for colleciive bar-
gaining, and I have not seen one.”

Johnson's position now is that
the A.A.'s letter to the American
Iron and Steel Institute for recogni-
tion. and the Institute’s refusal to
grant this, does not constitute proof
of the denial of collective bargain-
ing.

The rank and file committee left
late Saturday after conferring with
Wagner and putting up to Tighe an
"Open Letter to the President,”
which they had written for pub-
lication. Tighe disapproved of this—-
and the rank and file committee did
not issue it. They gave out a state-

(Classified)

FURNISHED One-Two room apartment
facing beach, park, reasonable. West
End, Bay Parkway; 2223 Bay View Place,
Brooklyn, Sunday; also Single and
Double Furnished Room.

WANTED Room for summer in Mohegan
(PeekskllU. Particulars wanted before
June fi. B. Gutman, 2409 Creston Ave..
Bronx.

WILL rent room with or without meals I
to responsible individual or couple in j
our home in Westchester suburb. Thirty
minutes Grand Central or subway. Write j
Box 17. Daily Worker.

TWO Rooms to let. or share apartment
All improvements. 327 E. 97th St., Apt.
14.

FOR rent, furnished room to employed
woman. Modern apartment. Summer
months J2O. Call Monday evening. 2819
Morris Ave. near 197th St., Apt. SM.

RUSSIAN, 25 cents groups. Schuyler 4-
0174.

FOR RENT, complete, in part or by the
room. Modern furnished six-room apart-*
ment. Cattell, 39*£ Washington Sq. So..
N Y. C.

FURNISHED room, modern elevator apart-
ment. private kitchen, 337 W. 14th St.
Apt. 74.

PAIR of Eye Glasses at Sean Murray
banquet, Wednesday Inquire 35 E 12th
St., 9th floor. Information window.

tents’
CAMP EQUIPMENT

Lowest Prices in
New York City

SQUARE DEAL
ARMY and NAVY STORE

131 Third Avenue
(near 14th Street)

THE WORKINGCEN'B STORE

For Meetings, Dances, B
Banquets, Conventions, Ets. |
STUYVESANT

CASINO
140-142 2nd Av. Near 9th St. 8

Catering for All Occasions I

I st. Louis M 3 010 MS—3 S 1 !
Pittsburgh C? 0 100 09~—4 3 2 j

Hallahan and V. Davis; BirkrJsr, Hsyt j
md padden.
Chicteo 000 000 021—3 7 0 |
!Cincinnati 010 000 000—1—5 1 I

Weaver and Hartnett; Frev and O’Par- 1
rell.

INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE
Baltimore 000 000 010—1 71 ;
Übcny 300 ICO 03x—5 0 1 f

Moore. Miner and Picinich; E. Chap- jnan and Finney.
Toronto 201 033 010—10 13 1
Rochester 100 000 003— 4 9 3 1

Schott and Smith: Kaufman, Liska end
Lewis.
Montreal 00T 330 000—7 10 1 !
3ulY?lo 003 402 OOn—9 10 1 I

Fritz. Pcmorski. Fisher and Citack; Wll- ison, Lisenbee and Spencer.

Nazis Busy Forging
To ‘justify’ Plot To
Murder Thaelmannj

(Continued from Page 1)
Party must concretely prepare the
masses for the fight to a decision
facing them, into the conclusion
that the German Communist Party |
—with the support of the Comin- !
tern—made terrorism its goal, and !
that this terrorist activity -was I
spurred on by Thaelmann.

Der Angriff, Goebbels’ personal!
newspaper, prints a forged photo of I
Ernst Thaelmann on its front page !
under the caption “Thaelman on a '
Spring morning walk.” The photo :
is a trick composograph, showing
Thaelmann in a, flowery garden— |
without a prison wall, prison build-
ings or guards in sight. The clumsi-
ness of the forgery is poved by the
fact that Thaelmann. although
standing in a bright sunlight, has
Do shadow.

This miserable forgery shows the j
extent of the agitation among Ber-
lin’s population concerning Thael-
mann's fats, which the Nazis are
trying to “quiet” syith these fabrica-
tions. An intensified world-wide
campaign for Thaelmann's freedom
can yet wrest him from the clutches
of his Nazi murderers.

ment. instead, declaring that: “The '
A.A. is a unit in Its demand that |
the President call the steel mag- !
nates to a conference.”

To place the emphasis thus on a
conference with the President and j
the steel owners, thus is merely to i
give the administration aid in s ail- !
ing off the strike by such a confer- j
encs—if and when they consider it ,
necessary—just as was done in the '
auto strike. The rank and file com-

-1 mittee’s statement under these cir- ;I cumstances that, “We feel sure ihat!
| they the government officials) will j

! realize that the one way out is a j
conference between our union and j

j the iron and steel institute be con-
| vened by the President” led con-

| servative observers to question j
l whether the committee were unac- !
auainted with “the Washington j

! run-around,” or were more inter- j
ested in politics within the union |

i than in the strike.
■ ■ ■ ——~ ■ ■■■■■ —

1

Brownsville Comrades Eat at

WINGS
Chinese-American Restaurant
LUNCH and DINNER—2Sc

707 Rockaway Ave.
Near I. R. T.

KRAUS & SONS, Inc. j
Manufacturers of

Badges-Banners-Buttons
For Workers Clubs and Organizations

157 DELANCEY STREET
Telephone: DP.ydock 4-8273-8276

■" 1 j
To Hire

AIRY, LARGE

MEETING ROOMS
and HALL

Suitable for Meetings. Lectures i
and Dances in the

Czechoslovak
Workers House, Inc. i

347 E. 72nd St. New York
Telephone: RHinelander 5097

LERMAN BROSH
STATIONERS and

UNION PRINTERS
l

Special Prices for Organizations '
20 EAST 14th STREET

New York City
ALgonquin 4-3356—4-8843—4-7823

Garment Section Workers
Patronize

Navarr Cafeteria
333 7th AVENUE

DR. JULIUS UTTINSKY
107 BRISTOL STREET

3?t. Pitkin and Sutter Aves., Brooklyn
PHONE. DICKENS 2-3212

Gffict Hears; 8-19 A.M., 1-2, 6-3 p.M

-WILLIAM BSLL - -1
official Optometrist or THE

L W. O.

106 EAST 14th STREET
Near Fourth Ave., N. Y. C.

Phone; TCmpkins Square 6-8237

! I j
OPTOMtTHSTIQTOOPTICIANS 1
!378 5T NICHOLAS AVt* 1690 LtXWOTON *Vf. |j!a 179-ST MY at 106'frSTHV.U

Tompkins Square 6-7697
Dr. S. A. Chernoff

GENITO-URINARY
Men and Women

223 Second Ave., N. Y. C.
OFFICE HOURS: 11 - 7:30 P.M.

SUNDAY: 12 - 8 P.M.

Dr. Maximilian Cohen
Dental Surgeon

WISHES TO ANNOUNCE THE
REMOVAL OF KIS OFFICE TO

41 Union Square. N. Y. C.
OR. 7-0135

CAthfdral 8-8160

Dr. D. BROWN
Dentist

317 LENOX AVENUE
Between 125th & 128th St., N.Y.C.

AARON SHAPIRO, Pod.G.

CHIROPODIST
223 SECOND AVENUE

ALgonquin 4-1432 Cor. 14th St.

Scientific Treatment of Foot Ailments

r~i)R *

EMIL EICHEI j
| DENTIST
• 150 E. 93rd St., New York City!
J Cor. Lexington Ave. ATwater 9-8838 I
! Hours; 9 a. m. to 8 p. m. Sun. 9 to 1 j
S iVember Workmen's Sick and Death |I Benefit Fund

Wisconsin 7-0263

Dr. N. S. Hanoka
Dental Surgeon

265 West 41st Street
New York City

JWIIIIIIUUZIMlim!ll»M«.IIUIU UUC-'gJBJU-——T3.
I lIT-T-:. ,

COHEN’S
117 ORCHARD STREET

Nr. Delancey Street, New York City
EYES EXAMINED

By JOSEPH LAX, O.D.
Optometrist

| Wholesale Opticians Tel. ORrhe.rd 4-45X0
Factory on Fremises

Phone: TOmpUlns Square 6-9554

John's Restaurant
SPECIALTY—ITALIAN DISHES

A place with atmosphere
where all radicals meet

! mE. 12th St. New York

We Have Reopened
JADE MOUNTAIN

i Ameri-an & Chinese Restaurant
197 SECOND AVENUE

(Bet. 12th and 13th St.)

Tompkins Square 6-9132
Caucasian Restaurant

“KAVKAZ"
Russian and Oriental Kitchen

BANQUETS AND PARTIES
332 East Uth Street New York City

WORKERS WELCOME

NEW CHINA
CAFETERIA

j Tasty Chinese and American Dishes
TI RE FOOD POPULAR PRICES

j 848 Broadway bet. 13th & uth st.

Russian and Oriental Kitchen
Comradely Atmosphere

VILLAGE BAR
1 221 SECOND AVENUE

near 14th Street. New York City

All Comrades Meet at '

NEW HEALTH CENTER CAFETERIA
Fresh Food—Proletarian Prices—so E. 13th St.—WORKERS* CENTER

ITO PAY at 8 P» Mo BIRO-BIDJAN CELEBRATION
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

2-jr. aOc, <oc, -fl. f.verv b of the 1 Unon Ik * ,.r-! IKire—P? sure to boy your tickets in adras.ce Arranged by “ICOR*’ in cooperation with 114 organisations
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Hillsboro Workers
Force Withdrawal
Os Picketing Ban
Two Demonstrations in
r 2 Days Storm City

Council, Court
(Daily Worker Midwest Bureau)
CHICAGO, June I.—Five hundred

unemployed miners heroically de-
fended themselves against police
clubs and gas bombs unleashed
against a demonstration in Hills-
boro, 111., yesterday, protesting the
fascist ordinance passed by the
Hillsboro City Council, prohibiting
the right of workers to strike, as-
semble and picket and denying the
ri fit of free speech.

Vorkers milled around the court
T; two hours demanding the re-
lease of three workers arrested
under this vicious decree. Several
gas bombs, thrown into the ranks
of the workers, were picked up and
hurled back at the sheriff’s forces.
The demonstrators then marched
to Taylor Springs, two miles out of
Hillsboro, where the City Council,
which is composed of Communists
and other workers recently elected,
welcomed the demonstrators.

Seething with indignation, 1,000
workers stormed the City Hall on
the previous day demanding the
repeal of the ordinance. Penned in
by the workers and scared yellow,
the City Council offered a compro-
mise, allowing workers to assemble
if the authorities are first asked for
permission. This the workers re-
jected. The Mayor had previously
admitted that the ordinance was
adopted on orders from above. The
Mayors of Nakomis and Litchfield
have announced identical decrees.

The Council, confronted by the
angry workers, stalled for' time
while waiting for the arrival of the

Workers Court To Hear
Testimony on Hagopa
Frame-up on June 8

NEW YORK.—-Testimony on
the frame-up of Michael Hago-
pa, class-war prisoner serving a
three year sentence and at pres-
ent held in solitary confinement,
will be presented at a mass trial
next Friday evening at Irving
Plaza, 15th St. and Irving: PI.

Participating in the trial will
be Rabbi Benjamin Goldstein of
the New York Committee to Aid
the Victims of German Fascism,
and the following members of
the legal staff of the Interna-
tional Labor Defense: Joseph
Brodsky, Fannie Horowitz, E.
Kuntz, and Joseph Tauber, as
well as Joseph Gilbert of the
Taxi Drivers Union, and repre-
sentatives from the Needle
Trades Workers Industrial Union.

The trial, arranged by the Ha-
gopa Defense Committee and
the Midtown Section of the
1.L.D., will both expose the
frame-up of Hagopa and edu-
cate the workers in self-defense
before the bosses’ courts.
County Sheriff and his forces. They
voted to uphold the ordinance, and
then voted to reconsider their vote
as the mass indignation grew. Fi-
nally, when the arrival of the Sher-
iff and his armed thugs failed to
intimidate the workers, the Council
agreed to all the demands of the
workers: for the right to picket,
meet and assemble at any time
without permission, and no dis-
crimination in relief against unem-
ployed workers who refuse to scab
on strikers.

The fight against the fascist edict
was led by the local Unemployed
Councils, the Progressive Miners
Asinciation, its Women's Auxiliary,
and other organizations.

A mass conference has been called
for June 4 to take further steps
against the virtual martial law now
prevailing in fJontgomery County.

H7ITH the virulence of the most
" deadly and dreaded disease-

germs, the aides of the Nazis in
America are attempting to inject
their vile poison into the vital blood-
stream of the American workers.
Like their masters in Germany, the
spread of their virus is encouraged
by all the forces which, fearful of
the growing power of the militant
workingmen of this country, spring
to their aid in open or concealed
fashion.

They have made one of their main
points of activity the big German-
American population of the United
States—the same German American
workers who have for decades been
in the forefront of this country’s
most militant labor struggles, who
have been identified with the most
advanced sections of the American
working class since, and even be-
fore, the eight-hour day struggles
and the Haymarket massacre.

These little Nazi leaders in Amer-
ica, moreover, aping their “fuhrer”
Hitler in Germany, invite the help
of fascist groups of all nationalities
in their attempt to blind and to
bleed the workers whom, by outright
lies, they attempt to enroll and
makeuse of for their own advantage.

In their activities in the United
States, the Nazis use the same dema-
gogy in attempting to win support
for themselves that Hitler and his
gang used in Germany. They speak
of restoring prosperity, of leading

WHAT’S ON
REMEMBER June 9th The Daily

Worker Day and Moonlight Excursion.Sports, tennis, dancing, baseball and more.Get your tickets now at all Workers Book
Shops.
Saturday

Manhattan
ANTI-WAR Rally and Track and FieldMeet, Max Bedacht, speaker. Movies,tide show, mass games, dancing till dawn.

Dimer Park, Brooklyn. Tickets at all
workers clubs and at gate 25c.

DANCE and Entertainment, HarrietTubman Br. L.S.N.R. at Office WorkersUnion, 114 W. 14th St. Jazz Johnson’s Or-
chestra. Charles Alexander, speaker. Sub-
scription 25c.

PARTY given by Midtown Br. F.S.U.,168 W. 23rd St. Room 12, 9 p.m. Lots of
fun. Adm. 25c.

RAVIOLI PARTY, dancing and enter-tainment, Lower West Side Workers Club,
107 McDougal St., 8 p. m. Subscription15 cents, including Ravioli 25 cents.

CONCERT AMD DANCE. Esthonian Hall,
27 W. 115th St., 8:30 p. m. Auspices:
Unit 418. Sect. 4. Benefit Section Fnan-
cial Dr. Program—refreshments—jazz band
—Adm. 25 cents.

Y. C. L. Downtown' 3 is having a party.
128 Broome St., Apt. 13, 4th floor.

PARTY, Dance and Entertainment. 108
E 14th St.. 8 p. m. Proceeds for the

iaerican League Against War and Fas-m. Adm. 15 cents.
ARTISTS JUNE DANCE. Irving Plaza,
ring PI. and 15th St., 8:30 p. m. Red
it Negro Jazz band—refreshments. Sub-

scription 49 cents. Auspices: Artist'sUnion.
CONCERT AND BALL. Irvnig PlazaHall, Main Hall, Irving PI. and 15th St..,

8:30 p. m. Auspices: Br. 4, I. w. 0.,celebrating Red Wedding. Adm. 35 cents’.
SPRING PARTY. 11 W. 18th St. Cast

of Stevedore—C. A. Hathaway, speaker.
Auspices: International Seamens Club.
Benefit M.W.I.U. Subs. 25 cents. 8:30 p. m.

SPRING FESTIVAL. Hotel Newton. 2528Broadway i94th St.) 9 p. m. Auspices:
West Side Br. F. S. U. Delightful concert
—elaborate buffet—good time to all-admission 35 cents.

f TAMES LEOHAY, Rose David. Jenkins
d Elwell, the victims of recent police
utality will appear at a party given at

O. P. E. E. Headquarters, 232—7th Ave.a ;' 23rd St. Dancing, refreshments.
Sponsors: A. O. P. E. E. and United Front
Supporter.

WORKERS DANCE LEAGUE AnnualFestival. Ten Groups Competing. TownHal!. 8:30 p. m. Tickets, 35 cents, 55 cents,75 cents. Come help choose the winner
THEATRE COLLECTIVE at LaborTemple Theatre, 14th St. and 2nd Ave.

’ Marino Models, Inc." 8:45 p. m. Adm.30 cents and 55 cents.
GRAND Dance and Entertainment at

German Workers’ Club, 79 E. 10th St.
Solo dancer, proletarian songs, surprises
Donation 15c.

Bronx
WANT A GOOD TIME? Delightful en-

tertainment and refreshments at house
party given by Y. C. L. Unit 8, Sec. 15.
2700 Bronx Park East, Apt. X2.

PARTY AND DANCE Excellent dance
music refreshments games, at 1401
Jerome Ave. cor 170th St. Admission 20
cents. Auspices: Mt. Eden Br. F. S. U.8:30 p. m.

HOUSE Party, 2800 Bronx Park East,
Sec. K. Apt. 41, Lucy O Smith's house.Dancing, games, refreshments. Siubscrip-
tton 15c.

Brooklyn
ROOF Garden Party at Dr. Nallmans,366 Stone Ave., 9 p.m. Open air movies,

refreshments, dancing. Adm. 25c. Aus-pices: Brownsville Br. F.S.U.
VETCHERINKA AND CONCERT given byMaxin Gorki Br. 705, I. w. O. Freheit

Mandonil Orchestra, entertainment. 363
Sutter Ave. 8 p. m. Benefit "Morning
Freheit."

DANCE AND ENTERTAINMENT given by
Knitgoods Center of East New York
Brownsville Youth Center, 105 ThatfordAve. Admission 25 cents.

Corona
Y. C. L. DANCE AND ENTERTAINMENT

L. I. Civic Club, 102-14 Polk Ave. Getoff at Alburtis Ave. station and walk
north. Admission 25 cents.
Sunday

HIKE to Hunters Island from PelhamBay Station, 9:30 a. m. sharp. Bring
lunch. Lots of good entertainment—fun.Daily Worker Chorus.

OUTING to Hunters Island. Meet 10a. m. at Pelham Bay Station. Refresh-'lants, games, singing. Midtown Sectionthe I. L. D.
HIKE to Hunters Island. Meet 9 a. m.
’lham Bay Station. Arranged by Mil-

linery United Front.
ENTERTAINMENT—Dance and FestivalVenezualan Hall, 6 E. 116th St., 7:30 p. m.

Excellent entertainment, buffet, F s. u.
Balalaika Orchestra. Cuban Rhumba Band.
Auspices: Harlem International Br. F. S.U. Admission 25 cents.
; A NITE OF SOVIET CULTURE: New
Soviet Poetry and plays. Dancing tofollow. 1401 Jerome Ave.. Bronx. Adm.115 cents. Auspices: Mt. Eden Br. F. S. UPIERRE DEGEYTER ORCHESTRA, first
■American revolutionary symphony presents
Symphony Concert and Frolic. Irving:Plaza, Irving PI. and 15th St., 8:30 p. m.rubsoription 35 cents.

JOHN REED CLUB "Red -Literary Eve-
ng.’’ Writers, poets and critics includ-
S Oakley Johnson, Wallace Phelps,

/' ftillp Rahv, Alfred Hayes, Leonard Spier,
Fanya Foss, Leon Denen and others. 430
—6th Ave., 8:30 p. m.

FOR THE NEXT FOUR WEEKS everySunday at 11:30 a. m. at 15—5th Ave.,Brooklyn, a class in Public Speaking willbe given. Instructor M. Greenbaum. Clasaconducted by Section 7, C. P.
NEW THEATRE Night. Workers Lab.Theatre, the Artef in "Yegor Bulitchev”Group in "Dimitroff." H. W. L. DanaEula Gray. Roy Harris and ’’Kykunkor,"Africkn Dance Opera. 1,500 seats, 25c. 35c,83c. 93c. inc. tax: sth Ave. Theatre,

38th Bt. and Broadway. 8:30 p.m.
OUTING to Camp Nitgedalget. Harlem

Prog. Youth Club, 1538 Madison Avenue
(104th St.) Register to assure yourself a
seat. Round trip sl. Leave 7:30 a. m.
prompt.

CELEBRATION First Anniversary ItalianWorkers Center, 558 Morris Ave., Bronx,
7:30 p.m. Drama, Farza, Singers, Dancing,
Contribution, men 25c.

RAW Deal Party. Medas Club, WhitePlains Rd. and Waring Ave., Bronx/Music,marionette show, dancing, play. Adm. 15cAuspices: Unit 15-01 Y.C.L.
PICNIC and Outing at Van CortlandPark. Committee at 242nd St. and Broad-

way Subway to give directions until 12
o’clock. Games, sports, refreshments. Ar-
ranged by Washington Heights WorkersCenter and Women’s Council 38.

» * *

THEATRE ARTS Workshop (sponsored
by League of Workers Theatres) bi-weekly
sessions, Monday, June 4. Alfred Saxe on
"Newsboy from Script to Performance.”Theatre Collective, 52 W, 15th St., 8:30
p. m.

Camp Norwood, N. J.
MEMBERSHIP MEETING of Followersof Nature. Sunday, June 3rd. 11:30 a. m.

Official opening of camp postponed for
June 9th.

Boston, Mass.
JOHN REED CLUB presents a sym-

posium on "How to Combat the War
Menace.” Sunday, June 3rd, 8 p. m.
825 Boylston St. Speakers: Alfred Baker
Lewis. Socialist Party; Job Webber, Amer-
icae League Against War and Fascism:
and a representative from the League of
Nations Association. Prof. H. W. L. Dana,
chairman. Contribution 25 cents.

Philadelphia, Pa.
THIRD ANNUAL PICNIC of C. P.. Sec-

tion 3. Sunday. July Ist, at 52nd and
Parkside Ave., Fairmount Park. All sym-
pathetic organisations in West Phila, 'arerequested to keep this rate open.

Armed Police Seek to
Terrorize Youth

Day Marches
PITTSBURGH, Pa„ June I.

Pittsburgh police, acting under the
orders of the steel companies which
rule the district, and under the per-
sonal leadership of police superin-
tendent Ben Marshall and Safety
Director Marshall Bell, sought In
vain to disrupt the parade of Na-
tional Youth Day marchers on the
South Side Wednesday.

Only the militant demands of theparade committee blocked the at-
tempt on the part of the officers,many of them drunk, to prevent the
parade from even starting. When
Dave Doran, Y. C. L. organizer, pre-
sented the protesting officer with
the permit, signed by the safety di-rector, the patrolman was so drunkhe attempted to read the paper up-
side down.

First the police heads barred all
banners from the parade, stating
flatly that if banners were carried
there would be no parade. The
Parade committee, however, imme-
diately protested strenuously, and
finally a compromise was arranged
whereby all the banners were piledon the ground and Marshall and
Bell eliminated those which were
most “objectionable.”

The “objectionable” signs included
those calling for a united front of
all steel workers on the coming
strike, the Communist Party can-
didate banners, and those dealing
with National Youth Day.

In perfect order the paraders fol-lowed, the scheduled line of the
march, flaunting the five banners
which police were unable to bar,
and arrived at Armstrong Park.

At the park, a cordon of policeassembled to surround the grounds,
but despite the heckling of jingo
bystanders, the speakers took the
platform to deliver coolly their ad-dresses, which were ioudly ap-
plauded by the audience of young
workers.

In his talk, Doran used the chargelevelled by “patriotic” organizations
that the marchers were “desecrat-ing” Memorial Day, against thejingoes, pointing out that it was
really the hundred-per-centers whodesecrated the day with their warpropaganda for another imperialistslaughter.

* * *

Two Arrested in Michigan
ANN ARBOR. Mich., June 1.

Two students were arrested hereon National Youth Day when they
passed out anti-war leaflets to
spectators of the war-like Memorial
Day parade. The leaflet announced
that evening's meeting, called by
the Michigan League Against War

Arrest Atlantic City
Daily Worker Carrier

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J„ June
!•—The Daily Worker carrier
here, Johnson, has been re-
arrested and comes up for trial
Monday before the labor-hating
Judge Altman, who never fails
to give limit sentences on laborcases.

Workers and organizations areurged to send letters and wires
of protest to the judge urgingthe release of this worker whohas done much to raise the class-
consciousness of Atlantic City
workers.

900 Out, Forcing Cotton
Mill in South to Close

GREENVILLE, S. C. (F.P.l—ln-
crease of the stretch-out and the
firing of four union men having
seniority rights caused a walkout of
the night shift of the Piedmont
Cotton Mills at Greenville. The
plant was closed, with 900 workersout.

Eight Cabbies Arrested
As Cops Protect Scabs

CLEVELAND, Ohio (F.P.)—Four
taxicabs were smashed and eightstriking drivers were arrested asYellow Cabs attempted to cruise the
streets in Cleveland. The yellows
were out in the business section
with cops inside and windows pro-tected by chicken wire.

and Fascism, student afliliate to the
American League Against War and
Fascism. One of the arrested stu-
dents is a member of the YoungPeople’s Socialist League from the
city high school, the other comes
from the University of Michigan
and is a member of the National
Student League.

Maurice Sugar, Detroit attorney
and member of the legal staff of theInternational Labor Defense, spoke
on “The Peace Policy of the Soviet
Union,” and Rev. J. H. Bollens,
chairman of the American CivilLiberties Union in Detroit spoke on
“Civil Liberties and the Menace of
Fascism” to an auditorium filled
with workers and students.

Resolutions were passed unani-
mously to send a telegram to Mayor
Couzens of Detroit calling for the
release of James Victory and pro-
testing the persecution of Negroes
in Detroit. A telegram of encour-
agement to the Toledo strikers and
support of a general strike was sent
to the truck drivers on strike in
Minneapolis.

* • »

150 Youth in Buffalo
BUFFALO, N. Y., June I.—One

hundred and fifty young workers
demonstrated on National Youth
Day at McKinley Square against
imperialist war and fascism. Speak-
ers included Henry Shepard, Com-
munist Party, W. C. MacQuiston,
Marine Workers Industrial Union,
Tom Joyce, Marine delegate to
World Youth Congress Against War
and Fascism held in Paris last year,
and Jim West of the Young Com-
munist League.

* * *

Pledge to Support Steel Strike
YOUNGSTOWN. Ohio, June I.

Five hundred workers demonstrated
against imperialist war and fas-
cism here on National Youth Day.

The growing sentiment in favor
of the preparations for the comingsteel strike was in the forefront of
the entire demonstration.

A resolution demanding the im-
mediate withdrawal of troops from
the Toledo strike zone was unani-mously passed and sent to Governor
White. Another resolution pledging
the active support of the unemploy-
ed at the demonstration to the steel
strikers was also passed. A dancewas held in the evening.

* * *

NEW YORK. Workers who
have not returned their National
Youth Day collection boxes are
urged to do so at once. Bring
them to the American League
Against War and Fascism, 112 E.
19th St.

* * -

CHICAGO, 111. The National
Youth Day parade which began at
the stock yards here, saw 1,000

the population out of the misery of
low wages, hunger, joblessness, star-
vation.

But Nazi Germany today is the
best living proof of the shallow
and empty mockery of these prom -

ises. Instead of the higher
wages that Hitler so vociferously
promised, the workingclasa of
Germany today is among the most
victimized, the most poverty-
stricken in the world. Resent-
ment grows daily in Germany, a,
far-flung reaction on the part of
the masses who were taken in by
the Nazi demagogy.

Yes, Nazi Germany is living proof
that Fascism is powerless to show
the way out of the crisis. Only the

big industrialists, the munitions
manufacturers, flourish under fas-
cist rule.

American workers—all sections
of the American population for
whose support the U. S. Nazis are
casting their' bait,—should consider
the plight of their brothers in Ger-
many, and destroy the Nazi gang
in this country before it has a
chance to spread.

* * •

One recognizes these Nazi friends,
whether they are as openly allied to
them as the tenth-rate pen-pusher,
George Sylvester Viereck, and a
growing group of bankers, indus-
trialists and legislators In this
country, or when their support is
hidden behind hypocratical verbal
“opposition.” In the latter cate-
gory, the past few months have re-
vealed more clearly than ever be-
fore, are the LaGuardias and
O'Ryans and Deutsches, the S. P.
leaders who speak with them from
the same platfoims, as well as the
Hamilton Fishes and the Ralph
Easleys.

Such a line-up explains the in-
creased activities in the United
States of the "United German So-
cieties” and the “Friends of the New
Germany.” It explains also, par-
ticularly in New York City, the ap-

youth in the line of march, demon-
strate against imperialist war and
fascism. Ranks were closed against
all provocation. Two carloads of
Silver Shirts, carrying huge Ameri-can flags and singing the Star-
spangled Banner, tried unsuccess-
fully to provoke fights with the sup-
port of the police.

Three thousand workers gathered
in Washington Park for the demon-
stration. Harry Haywood, National
Secretary of the League of Struggle
for Negro Rights, called on all
youth, Negro and white, to build a
solid movement against war and the
fascist attacks on the Negro masses.
A young steel worker called for sup-
port of the coming steel strike
struggles. Other speakers were,
Claude Lightfoot for the Young
Communist League and Maurice
Fine for the Youth Section of the
American League Against War and
Fascism.

* * *

300 in Akron N. Y. D.
AKRON, O. Celebration of

National Youth Day was combined
with a solidarity demonstration for
the Toledo strikers. Three hundredyoung and adult workers pledged
not to take part in capitalist war
and resolutions were adopted de ■manding withdrawal of troops from
Toledo, release of all workers ja.iled
and that all charges against them be
dropped. These were sent to Gov-
ernor White and Mayor Klotz of
Toledo.

The Daily Worker, the Young
Worker and other literature was
sold and the workers listened atten-
tively to Grace Brown from the dis-
trict Y. C. L. at Cleveland. Walter
Valatka of the Akron Y. C. L. Joe
West from the Relief Workers'
Union and E. Triva for the Com-
munist Party. Ben Atkins of the
Unemployed Council was chairman.

* * *

2,500 in Paterson
PATERSON, N. J.—About 2,500

young workers from Trenton. Eli-
zabeth, New Brunswick, Newark,
Passaic, Perth Amboy and several
other cities gathered here and
paraded through the working class
section of Paterson, led by the Red
Front Band, in a colorful demon-
stration that will be remembered
for a long time.

In spite of attempted interference
by a large number of police, the
workers held a meeting at which
Carlson, District Organizer of the
Young Communist League, and
Ruby Bates spoke. A sports meet
followed.

* * *

Parade of 200 in New Haven
NEW HAVEN, Conn.—A parade

of 200 marched against imperialist

By EDWIN ROLFE

I pearance of D. A.W.A. (Deutsch

1 Amenkanischer Wirtschafts Aus-
schuss, or German American Pro-
tective Alliance).

How the Racket Works
The D.A.W.A., formed by the

United German Societies, was, ac-
cording to the Nazis’ own announce-
ments, organized to fight against
the "Jewish anti-German boycott."
It functions in the following man-
ner:

For a minimum of $5 a year, de-
pending on the size of the establish-
ment, a storekeeper is given the
D. A. W. A. emblem to paste in
his window. This circular em-
blem has the D.A.W.A. Initials sand-
wiched between a rising sun and an

eagle, which looks like a first cousin
to F, D.’s blue eagle. This emblem
in a store-window, according to a
Nazi statement, is meant to tell
passers-by and the “buying public
in general” that the store carries
products made in Germany—hams
on which the holy swastika has
been stamped, etc.

As for the consumer, all he has
to do is to fork over a dollar and
he is entitled to a similar emblem,
to be worn as a button In his coat-
lapel. Wearers of the button pledge
to make purchases only in stores
whose windows have the D.A.W.A.
emblem displayed.

A pretty racket, isn’t it? And all
the five-spots and single dollars go
to swell the coffers of the United
German Societies and keep its lead-
ers liberally supplied with ea-%v cash.

Publish "Trade Guide”
But there’s more to the racket

than that. The gang has also got
together and published a “Trade
Guide,” in which the names and
addresses of the D.A.W.A. stores are
listed, and in which “Consumers are
requested to patronize the firms
enumerated herein and to refer to
the D.A.W.A, wherever an oppor-
tunity presents itself.”

The whoto racket is a thinly-dis-

Youth Meets Ignore Provocation of Cops, Fascists
“DownWithBosses War
and Fascism!” Rings

Through Streets
war and fascism, through the streets
of this city on National Youth Day,
in spite of denial of a permit by the
police up to the time of the meeting.
Mike Jacobson of the American
League and a student from Yalewere among the speakers.

An Anti-War Rally and dance
was held in the evening, attended
by 300.

Youth Defies Police Guns
WORCESTER, Mass, As 150

young workers swung into Kelly
Square here, singing the Interna-
tional, applause and cheering
greeted them; workers on the side-
walks joining in the singing.

Fifty police were there with tear
gas bombs, and three machine guns
were mounted in the Square, but
the youth marched on, gathering a
large number of workers into their
ranks. Speakers addressed the
demonstrators from the roof and
windows of the Workers’ Center.
Later, an indoor meeting was packed
as representatives from the National
Student League, Finnish and Li-
thuanian Youth organizations, Far-
mers’ Youth organizations, Y.C.L.
and the Communist Party, called
for a united struggle against war
and fascism. Five hundred adults
and youth gathered for the evening
festival.

A meeting was held at the same
time at which a Youth Conference
against War and Fascism was
planned for the middle of July anda committee of seven was elected to
make the final arrangements.

Nazis in U. S. Start New Racket to Intimidate
Workers and Small Tradesmen in Neighborhoods

guised attempt to introduce the
same terroristic methods in the
United States which have character-
ized the Nazis in Germany. In many
cases storekeepers and others have
been forced to buy the
emblem under threat of physical
harm. And this is not to be won-
dered at, in a city whose police de-
partment liberally issues arms-li-
censes to Nazi thugs and hoodlums,
while it brutally attacks gatherings
of anti-fascist workers on the city
streets; a city whose administration
goes even further, and grants tie
facto recognition to the Nazis’ rule
of a section like Yorkvilie, in which

EMBLEMS OF NAZI TERROR METHODS IN THE UNITED STATES
While LftGuardia’s police bestiaMy attack workers demonstrating for relief, they openly sanction

the Nazi attacks on workers. Above are photographs of two proofs of Nazi terrorism, carried on with
the full approval and tinder the very eyes of the city administration, which not so long ago recog-
nized the “Nazf autonomy'’ of YorkvUle. One is the DAWA emblem, which the Nazi chiefs force
storekeepers and workers, under threat of physical attaok, to purchase. The other is a vicious dagger
recently found on the scene of an anti-Nazi meeting in Yorkvilie after Nazi thugs had attempted to
attack the workers. The swastika is engraved on one side of the razor-edged Wade. On the other side
is etched the letter “A,’’ which stands for IHtler’s first name, Adolf.

anti-fascists outnumber by far the
armed gun-thugs, gangsters and
mercenaries of all kinds, hired by
Hitler’s American underlings.

Fight Nazi D.A.W.A. Fake
The “Trade Guide” is a small, thin

booklet of 48 pages. Space does not
permit us to enumerate the stores
listed in it. But there are several
establishments, located in working
class sections, which have an-
nounced their Nazi partisanship by
flaunting the D.A.W.A. emblem.
Other stores which carry the D. A.
W. A. sign are listed in the Bronx
and in Brooklyn, in the working
class neighborhoods where many
militant struggles have been carried
on in recent years.

Socialist, Communist—all anti-
fascist workers and all anti-fascist
intellectuals—must band together in
every section of the city in a con-
certed drive against the Nazi pest—
HERE AND NOW! The widest
united front can and must be built
up in every neighborhood against
the fascist movement.

We must not forget for one mo-
ment that the Nazi movement is
trying desperately to group around
itself all the fascist and hoodlum
elements in American life. A
struggle against the Nazis to day, in
every shop, in every Union, in every
city a struggle that will never be
undertaken by Samuel Untermyer
who fears an aroused workingclass
more than he hates the Nazis, is
the basis for the defeat of fascism
in America generally.

These neighborhood mass
meetings, demonstrations and
struggles in the city of New York
are the methods by which we must
fight today. Such a fight carried
on now will not only prevent the
Nazis and their American counter-
parts from getting a foothold here
but will also place the La Guardia
administration in its true light—as
the defender of the anti-labor, anti-
Semitic, barbarian Nazis.

RED WEDDING
EVA TAIB and

MURRAY FELDMAN
Celebrating 'with
CONCERT & DANCE

given by
BRANCH 4. 1.W.0.

Saturday, June 2nd
8:30 P. M.

Irving Plaza Hall
Irving Place and 15th Street

Musical Program—
YOSEL CUTLER

Dancing till Dawn-Adm. 35c

• See and Hear the Victims of
the Recent Police Brutality!

SATURDAY, JUNE 2
at

AOPEE Headquarters
232 Seventh Ave. at 23d St.

•

The Lechays, Elwell and Jenkins I
will appear in person

•

Dancing Refreshments
Sponsored by

United Front Supporters
Associated Office and Profes-
sional Emergency Employees

SUPPORT THE CAMPAIGN
TO SEND A REPRESENTATIVE FROM

THE UNITED STATES
To Paris for the International Women’s Congress
Against War and Fascism, July 28, 29, 30, 1934

SUNDAY, JUNE 3WEBSTER HALL
2:30 P.M. ll9 EAST 11th STREET

PROGRAM
Principals of Cast of “MEN IN WHITE"
in a New Anti-Nazi Playlet, GEORGETTE
HARVEY, Star of "Stevedore,” will sing,
FE ALF, a splendid German Artist in Anti-
War Dances (Accompanist—Estelle Parnas)

Tickets on Sale at Workers Book Shop, tional Women’s * Con-rev: 'Against" War
50 E. 13th St., 1.100 Seats at 25c., 400 and Fascism. Room 605. 112 E. 13th
(reserved* Seats at $1 York City. (Organized by

American League Against War and
-■■■ Fa seism *.

Kansas City Police
Threaten to Murder
Negro Communist
Police Judge Says Will
Teaeli Berry Lesson for
“Mixing with Whites”
KANSAS CITY, June I.—"And

we ain’t gonna let that nigger go
We're gonna learn him sump'n ;
about bein’ smart and runnln’
around with w’hite folks. .

.

Thus spoke the police judge in
answer to protests of workers
against the arrest of A. W. Berry.
Negro worker and Section Organ-
izer of the Communist Party here
Berry was arrested for organizing a '
union of relief workers on forced
labor projects.

Captain of Detectives Dahlin said
in an interview with a defense at-
torney that his men “had orders to
pick that nigger up on sight,” and \
that they “meant to either run him |
out of town or kill him.’’

Striking Canadian Mine
Workers Return to Work

GLACE BAY, Canada (F.P.)—
Because one of their fellow-workers
was dismissed unfairly, the Amal- .
gamated Mine Workers, Canadian (
union, struck six collieries in Cape
Breton. Officials promised a tem-
porary reinstatement and an inves-
tigation and the men returned to j
work.

On the

I Strike Front
Philadelphia Judge Tries
To Railroad Young Pickets

PHILADELPHIA, June I.—Five
young workers were held in SI,OOO
bail each for court this morning by
Magistrate Fitzgerald. They were
part of 20 arrested yesterday when
police tried to break up a mass
picket line in front of the Earle
Theatre where an ushers’ strike has
been going on for three weeks. Po»-
lice charged into the pickets, and
one worker was severely clubbed
about the head.

This morning, Fitzgerald refused-
to postpone the hearing until an.
I.L.D. attorney could arrive to de-
fend the workers.

“I’m ready,” he said, "So let’s go.
I don't care what the N. R. A. is
supposed to guarantee the workers
they have violated the laws of
Pennsylvania, and I’ll see that they
get justice.”

He refused, at first, to listen to
testimony contradicting the police.

John Slavin, president of the
newly formed A. F. of L. Ushers
Union, tried desperately to disso»
date members of his union from
those arrested, charging that they
were a bunch of Communists who
had broken into the picket line .
without invitation. An offer to prove
that the strikers, disgusted with the
failure of A. F. of L. officials to
help, had asked the young workers
to help them picket, was refused by-
Fitzgerald.

if

Most Modern Os All Soviet Hotels Now
Nearing Completion in Leningrad

One of the finest and most modem hotels in Europe is being bunt
in Leningrad by Intourist, the State Travel Company of the Soviet Union;
on the banks of the Neva. Already three-fourths completed, the new
building stands on a specially constructed granite quay, opposite the old
Summer Palace of the tsars and 1
across the river from the famous
Fortress of Peter and Paul.

The completed structure will have
cost 30,000,000 roubles (about $lB,-
000,000). It will contain 1,100 rooms
with bath and shower. The lower
part of the building is faced with
polished granite, while the upper
structure is of fine marble. The
latest in hotel equipment is being
installed for baggage, laundry and
food handling. A personnel of 1,000
is being trained by Intourist, which
will operate the hotel when opened.

This latest hostelry, supplement-

ing the Astoria and Europa, will
be used mainly for foreign visitors.
A resplendent Restaurant accom-
modating 2,000 people, high vaulted .
modem lobbies, banquet halls, bil-
liard rooms, gymnasium, Roman
swimming pool, spacious roof gar-
den. a broadcasting station and
other luxurious appointments are
being installed,

Two of the foremost Soviet archi-
tects, Eugene Loewensohn and I. T. -

Fomin, have designed this new
hotel.

• ■un«u<mo»ian)i 1■" 1 " a

30,000,000 Rouble Hotel Nearing Completion in Leningrad

CAMP UNITY
IS BUZZING WITH ACTIVITY

We’re busy preparing for the grand opening.
Because June is Communist Party Month in
Camp Nitgedalget. opening is postponed to

JUNE FIFTEENTH
For full information phone AL 4-1148, -

or write the city office at 50 E. 13th St.
or direct to Camp Unity, Wingdale, N. Y.

PLAN YOUR VACATION AT CAMP UNITY THIS YEAR

June Is Extra-Special at Camp m

NITGEDAIGET y
Beaeon-on-lhe-Hudson, New York

Because It’s Communist Party Month!
REAL DOINGS! THIS WEEK-END

Dan Davis, Sports “DEL", Chalk Talk
Jan Haufrecht, Chorus w \i. Baumann, Tenor
John Bonn, Theatricals Pierre Degeyter Trio

ANDREW OVERGAARD will speak
THE ONLY WORKERS’ CAMP NOW OPEN:fej

sl4 A Week §2.50 A Day
Cars leave 2700 Bronx Park East at 10:30 AM. Daily. Also F-idav 7PM SiSaturday. 3P M Phone EStabrook 8-1400.

"

Workmen’s Sick and Death Benefit Fund
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA :!

ORGANIZED 18*1— INCORPORATED 1579
Main Office: 714-716 Seneca Ave., Ridgewood Sta., Brooklyn, N. Y.

58,235 Members in 351 Branches
Total Assets on December 31, 1931: $3,488,895.98

Benefits paid since its existence:
Death Benefit: $4,888,210.93 Sick Benefit: $12,162,051.73

Total: $17,050,262.66
If orkers! Protect Your Families!

In Case of Sickness, Accident nr Death!
Classes.® 111 Benefit aCCOrding t 0 the a «* at U*e time of initiation in one or both

CLASS A: 40 cents per mcnth-Death Benefit $355 at the age of 16 to *l7=HL in# figa of 44. '

CLASS B: 50 cents per month-Death Benefit $550 to $230Parents may insure their children in case of death up to the age of 18Death Benefit according to asre S2Q to S2OO. e 1 10

~,

SIC/L B<’,nl‘'V Paid from ,h* thlrd riay of ‘he doctor’s certificate, $9 andanotherTorty weekT We' k for the flrsl forty wceks ’ half oJ the amount for
Sick Benefits for women: $9 per week for the first forty weeks; $4 50 eachfor another forty weeks.
For further information arply at the Main Office. VV lilam Spuhr. NationalSecretary, or to the Finanelal Secretaries of the Branrhes
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New Strike Battles
Proves Correctness
Os Convention Line
tVciMon* Will

L«ad Strwgplos
bt marttn y<Hivfi

PE economic and politic*!
developments in the conn-

ay. particularly the rising
wave of strikes since the
Eighth Convention of our
Party, have conclusively dem-
mstrated the correctness of
Mir convention analysis and deci-
sions. In the Convention Resolu-
tions of our Party it is stated: “The
nagnitude of the struggles shows
hat the masses are accumulating

mormous revolutionary energy and
hat big class battles are maturing.”
rhe valiant strike struggles of the
workers in Toledo, Minneapolis, in
the ports of the Pacific and Gulf
'oasts, in Alabama and in numer-
ous other industrial centers prove
that we are in the midst of big
'lass battles with many more and
Digger class battles maturing.

Accordingly, the Convention has
also outlined the tasks before the
Party. On the basis of the examina-
tion of our past work the Conven-
tion pointed out. that the present
situation "requires a quickening of
the tempo and improvement in the
quality of the work of the Party.”
Application of Party Resolutions
It stands to reason, that in order

for the Party to carry through the
convention resolutions and deci-
sions, it is necessary first of all to
make these resolutions understood
by every Party member. Os course,
we Communists never study resolu-
tions in a vacuum. Resolutions to us
are guides to action. We study them
on the basis of our experiences and
concrete tasks. But we not only
study them, we immediately apply
them. The practical political and
organization results of our work
really demonstrate to what extent
our resolutions were understood and
carried out.

However, from the information
on hand we cannot say that in the
Party, above all in the Party units
and Party fractions, the decisions
of the Party Convention are fully
known and properly understood.
And because in the past our Party
has adopted good resolutions, but
failed to carry many of them out,
it becomes necessary to sound a
timely warning concerning the res-
olutions of the last convention. In
the Open Letter to the Party mem-
bership the Central Committee
stated: “In many resolutions we al-
ready set ourselves the task of de-
veloping our Party into a prole-
tarian mass Party. . . . But all these
resolutions have for the most part
remained on paper.” We must not
repeat this mistake.

It is a fact, that the resolutions
as well as the major reports and de-
cisions were not sufficiently pop-
ularized amongst the membership.
The entire popularization of the
convention was in the main limited
to section or city membership meet-
ings. where a report was made on
the convention with a few' com-
rades partaking m the discussion.
In the units the most accepted
method was for a comrade from
the district or section to make a
report. which was followed by a dis-
cussion of so many comrades as
could be crammed into on eve-
ning. On the average, this was the
most that was done to popularize
the convention. Os, course, it must
also be called to the attention of
the entire Party that methods have
been employed to make the deci-
sions of the Eighth Convention
known and understood, that were
not used before. For example, open
discussion meetings of Party and
non-Party workers, group meetings
of non-Party workers in some con-
centration factories with reports on
the convention, and special meet-
ings of Party fractions. These are
correct methods that must be widely
applied.

Popularizing Convention
Resolutions

The fart, however, remains that
for nearly two months since the
convention, the decisions and res-
olutions of tine convention are still
not made the property of the entire
Party membership. It is also an
undeniable fact that our Party press
writes very little about our Con-
vention Resolutions and decisions.
Only occasionally do single mem-
bers of the Daily Worker editorial
staff refer to the Convention Res-
olutions and as for our language
press, the situation is still worse.
And it is precisely the Party press,
especially the Daily Worker, that
must play the leading role in the
explanation and interpretation of
the convention resolutions and deci-
sions.

It is essential to remember that
our convention was guided by the
resolutions and proceedings of the
Thirteenth Plenum of the Comin-
tern Executive Committee, by the
political report of Comrade Stalin
to the Seventeenth Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet,
Union. This means that our Party
membership must be made familiar, j
not only with the resolutions and
decisions of our own Party conven-
tion, but also of the Thirteenth
Plenum of the E.C.C.I. and the re-
port of Comrade Stalin. It would,
therefore, be wrong to believe that
our comparatively new Party mem-!
bership. studies and digests the j
basic documents of these three
gatherings. This work must be or- '
ganized, directed and led by our
leading Party functionaries and
Party press.

Steps to Be Taken
Though our convention was held !

two months ago. we must continue
with greater energy to popularize;
its resolutions in the lower units, j
We must immediately undertake
the following five simple but very !
Important steps:

In the first place, it is necessary |
to undertake a broader study of the I
ey.vention then hitherto, in the

"Seedy'’ Mill Owner*
Stick Snout* Deep in
RFC Dough Trough
By Labor Research Association

Textile mills have now fol-
j lowed railroads, banks, insur-

ance companies and other corp-
orations in getting fed at the
trough of the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation, govern-
ment subsidy institution for sick
capitalism. Companies first, to
benefit from a recent loan are
H. R. Mallinson. silks i 5500,000
loam: U. S. Finishing Co.. (sl,-
400.000 loan'; and Botany
Worsted Mills ($1,000,000 loan).

The loans were extended
through the Textile Industry'
Mortgage Corp., through which
further loans may be made to
other “needy” mills. For a full
discussion of the significance of
the R. F. C. and its loans to the
capitalist class, readers should
consult the new Labor Fact
Book, Vol. 11,

shop nuclei and the fractions of the
most important trade union organi-
zations. The experience of the best
conducted discussions in the nuclei
must be made widely known
through our press, so that it should
serve as an example to other sec-
tions of the Party. The success of
this discussion depends, of course,
on the extent to which the political
tasks of the entire Party are placed
concretely before the membership
in the light of their work in the
shop and trade union. It must be
illustrated by the concrete experi-
ences of the comrades themselves.
The discussion must be closely in-
terwoven with the control tasks and
the plan of work of the district and
section. This will show' to the com-
rades the relationship of their own
shop and trade union work with the
main political line of the Party.
This work must be organized under
the direction of the leading and
most experienced comrades.

Secondly, we must establish study
groups in each unit, or on a section
and city scale, for a number of
units to study our convention res-
olutions and decisions. For this
study we can utilize the already
published material of our conven-
tion, the 13th Plenum and the 17th
Party Congress. It w'ould also be
advisable for the next three or four
week-ends to organize special func-
tionaries' classes on a section or
city scale to do the same.

Tasks of Party Press
Thirdly, the editorial staffs of all

our Party press must be made con-
scious of the role they have to play
as interpreters of the Party con-
vention decisions and their applica-
tion. The various phases of the
sharpening class battles now tak-
ing place in the country, which re-
flect themselves in the columns of
our Party press, must be used to
illustrate and explain the Party
convention, its decisions and res-
olutions.

Fourthly, most of the material
of the Eighth Convention, the
Thirteenth Plenum of the Comin-
tern, and the Seventeenth Congress
of the C.P.S.U., is already made
available in pamphlet form. To date
the sale of this printed material
does not indicate that the district'
and section organizations are mak-
ing real efforts to place this ma-
terial in the hands of the Party
membership. This must be corrected
at once. The Party membership
must be explained and assisted to
buy these publications.

Fifthly, the leading Party organ-
izers, agitators and propagandists,
must write for the Party press their
experiences in the numerous strug-
gles since the convention, showing
to what extent, and with what re-
sults, the convention decisions were
applied and what improvements in
our Party work have occurred since
then.

We believe that the immediate
and serious application of these
proposals will help our Party mem-
bership to understand the conven-
tion resolutions and decisions and
speed up their execution.

Ohio A. A. Conference
Showed Desire for

United Front

A STRIKE in the steel in-
dustry is the next decisive

jbattle in the class struggle in
the United States. Upon the

i development of this battle
much hinges perhaps the

I immediate development of the
j American labor movement.

It is therefore necessary to an-
! alyze very carefully every force in
I the impending fight.

As anyone at all familiar with the
| steel industry' knows, there are two

j unions with mass following there,
j one the militant Steel and Metal

I Workers Industrial Union, affiliated
; with the Trade Union Unity League,
| the other the Amalgamated" Associa-
tion of Iron. Steel and Tin Work-
ers, affiliated with the American j
Federation of Labor. A solid fight- |
ing united front between the work-ers in these two unions—a unity
which is being steadily urged by
the S. M. W. I. U.—will be the de-
cisive factor in the whole situation. |
Unity spells victory for the steel 1
workers; disunity (Meat.

It. is in this light that, we must, j
examine the recent conference of!the Amalgamated Association in the I

Minneapolis Example of Technique of Turning
Offensive Into Retreat , Victory to Defeat

This is the second of a series of
articles by Bill Dunne on the
great strike movement in Min-
neapolis. recently defeated by a
combination of a group of Trots-
kyites, Farmer-Labor politicians
and their agents in the Central
Trades and Labor Council of Min-
neapolis.—Editor

» » *

H

THE more one shuffles Hie
cards dealt in the final

showdown to the members of:
the Minneapolis Drivers and
Helpers Union 573 in the mil-
itant struggle in which the
whole ■working class had a
stake, the clearer is the proof that
the workers were cold decked by
James P. Cannon, his lieutenants m
the leadership of the union, Gover-
nor Olson and his Farmer-Labor
Party henchmen in control of the
Minneapolis Trades and Labor As-
sembly.

The panic-stricken retreat from a
developing general strike situation
to abject surrender of the militant
workers to compulsory arbitration
under the regional Labor Board
cannot he explained on the basis of
a sudden shift in the relationship of
class forces.

It is the result of the inherent
and incurable opportunism in-
separable from the Trotskyite
position and which is its main
ideological base. It is all the more
menacing to workers who come
under the influence of its priests
and altar boys, as the Minneapolis
defeat shows, since these artful
rascals can even be yelling for a
general strike while they prepare
the machinery to make it impos-
sible. This is the practical result
for workers of opportunism
covered by revolutionary phrases.
Truce Meant Defeat for Workers

The signing of the “truce,” after
the building trades council had de-
clared a sympathetic strike and
general strike sentiment was mount-
ing in the other unions, disrupted
the working class ranks and spelt
death for the main demands of the
auto truck drivers and helpers.

That the general strike was on
the order of the day in Minneapolis
is admitted by the Trotskyite sheet
for May 26. It says, under a Min-
neapolis date line: "The rank and
file of the unions are ready for this
action and it is possible that they
may go out in a day or two. (Since
this was written 35,000 building
trades workers have gone out—Ed)”

To show by a number of facts the |
general upsurge that was taking;
place in the labor movement—and i
to one who knows the Twin Cities j
they are of the greatest significance I
—we quote again from this sheet:

.“The St. Paul drivers voted to go
out but failed to do so at the last
minute and agreed to arbitrate a
point or two. . . The street car men
(Minneapolis) made a similar deci-
sion. The labor movement seethes
with indignation against the leaders \
responsible for these actions in the'
face of the situation created by the j
drivers strike.”

In regard to the general strike j
possibility, Cannon wired from Min-
neapolis on May 22 that “sentiment
for it spreading like wildfire.” He
stated further in the same dispatch
"if the negotiations fail a general
strike of sympathy with the drivers
may result.”

In order to show by their own
statements that the shameful set-
tlement and surrender of the
strikers to N. R. A. and compulsory
arbitration was not the result of a
defeated strike, to show that it bore
no relation to the actual disposition
of class forces at the time, we quote
still further from an editorial state-
ment in the ‘'Communist” League
sheet for May 26:

"In pitched battles last Saturday
and again on Monday the strikers
fought back and held their own.
And on Tuesday they took the
offensive, with devastating results.”
“Businessmen” volunteering to put
the workers in their place and
college boys out for a lark—as
special deputies—to say nothing of
the uniformed cops—handed over
their badges and fled in terror be-
fore the mass fury of aroused work-
ers. .. A second feature of the fight

Ohio District (District Six).

At the last conference of the A.
A. in Canton a decision was made
to invite all local unions in the steel

! and metal industry, including the
I locals of the S. M. W. I. U. The re-

j sponse to the invitation was satis-
j factory. Practically all of the locals
attended.

* * *

THE work of the conference—which
reflected the forces working for

and against unity very clearly—-
started off well enough with reports
on the wmrk of the A. A. lodges.
However, during the reports some
discussion arose about united action.
Immediately the question w' a s
raised whether nop-A. A. members
had the right to be in the confer-
ence. In order not to create any
unnecessary friction and to demon-
strate again our sincere desire for
unity, the delegates of the Steel and
Metal Workers Union present de-
cided to submit a short statement,
explaining our position, and leave
the conference. During the discus-
sion of the question, all kinds of
motions were made in favor of us
to stay; some were made against us
staying. The decision finally wps
that, due to the custom of the A. A.
lodges, and in accordance with the
A. A. constitution, A. A. lodges must;
have secret meeting when they eon- 1
duct their business.

Hear S. M. W. I. IT, Organizer
During the following 15-minute'

recess, S. M. W. I. U. delegates dis- |

By BULL DUNNE
at the City Market. , . is the fact I
that the whole union went into
action on the picket line in mass
formation; thousands of other union!
men went with them. ..It is not a j

Speaking of the National Guard.
| the Minneapolis Journal on May 26
! said: “Almost simultaneously with
the mobilization order was a truce
agreement between the employers

Up; ~

*-

IfialaS! *
- „v. " ;i— K.

A Minneapolis worker falls under the blows of a police dub in the
recent drivers’ strike. The drivers later fought back so militantiy
that the above scene wasn’t repeated.

strike of the men alone but of the
women also.”

Does the foregoing—and the
general facts are corroborated from
all other sources—sound like the
5,000 Auto Truck Drivers were in a
position which made it necessary
for them to surrender?

On the contrary it shows that the
striking Drivers Union and huge
sections of the working class were
on the offensive. Leaders who sur-
render while their forces are on the
offensive are either fools or crooks
or both. There were plenty of all
three types in the Minneapolis
struggle as we shall see.

The “truce” was signed under
these conditions, the strike of the
drivers—the militant core of the
whole movement—was over, nego-
tiations began, the working class
forces were demobilized and the
strikers’ demands went splashing
into the slimy pool of class col-
laboration.

The “truce” was signed only to be
violated by Governor Olson. What
kind of truce is it when the enemy
is allowed to bring up powerful
reinforcements while the working
class and its organizations are dis-
armed?

and strikers under which no trucks
were moved and mass picketing dis-
continued. This truce continued
until a settlement was reached,”
(My emphasis—B. D.),

We have seen what the settle-
ment was—wages to remain as at
present for one year and compul-
sory arbitration.

As soon as Governor Olson en-
tered the situation, backed by two
infantry regiments and one of ar-
tillery, the shameful retreat of the
leaders began. Having signed the
“truce” jointly with the officials of
the Central Labor Council and thus
made a united front with Olson’s
henchmen, the Trotskyite leaders
committed themselves to the nego-
tiations while some of their own
striking followers were being called
to the armories as members of the
National Guard. The calling of the
troops put Governor Olson at the
mercy of the organized labor move-
ment. Under no circumstances could
he have defended this action by
himself.

Trotskyite White-wash
It remained for the Trotskyites

and the Central Labor Council offi-
cials to furnish the formula with

textile Mill Barons Reap a
Golden Harvest-And Cut Pay

Duidends totalling $250,000 were paid by seven mills in the
Greenville, S. C. area on or about April l. Orr Mills of Anderson
is paving $112,000 for the year. Others in the district who paidout dividends for the first quarter were Calhoun Mills of CalhounFalls ($15,000), Victor-Monaghan, Dunean and Southern FranklinProcessing Co.

In nearly every case financial reports show that the year 1933was more profitable for the employers than was pre-Roosevelt 1932.
American Bemberg Corp., Eiizabethton, Tenn. _American Glanzstoff Corp.. Eiizabethton, Tenn. __

~ ~~~i ■>..«”
Amoskeag Mfg. Co., Manchester, N. H _ 7 ’ sKalBrighton Mills. Boston. Mass. _

~—

Graniteville Mfg. Co., Graniteville, a C. isi'sosKendall Co., Boston, Mass. '
Merrimack Mfg. Co.. Lowell, Mass. __Z_ 2SI 207Mt. Vernon-woodberry Mills, Baltimore, Md.New England Industries, Inc., Maine

'

Newmarket Mfg. Co., Lowell, Mass. _
_

1 "" fi 4Russell Mfg. Co.. Middletown. Conn.**
Tubize Chatillon Corp., Hopewell, Va.

'I! rv/JU, ,or depreciation, taxes, interest aid other charges.1 ) During of receivership, June, 1933, to February 9. 1934.Reports of first quarter profits, issued by the National City Bankof New York, show that seven textile and apparel companies—namesnot given—reported a net profit of $1,274,000 as against a deficit of
$49,000 for the first three months of last year.

cussed the whole matter in a
friendly and informal manner with
the A. A. delegates. So good an
impression did the S. M. W. I. U.
members make on the delegates that
w'hen they reconvened they voted
almost unanimously to hear Joe
Dallet, an organizer of the S. M. W.
I. U.—with the understanding, how-ever. that he was not to attack the
officials of the A. F. of L.

Dallet spoke and gave our posi-
tion on the burning question of the
united front. After he spoke, an
extended discussion developed
around the motion that followed
Dallets speech, the motion that the
A, A. District Conference elect, a
committee to meet with a commit-
tee of our union on the question of
the strike struggle in the industry'
in our district. The proposal was
defeated after a long debate. An
amendment to refer the mat-
ter to the International offi-
fials was adopted. The amend-
ment was carried on the argument
that one district was not in a posi-
tion to establish such a procedure.

Red Scare Raised
During the discussion a very in-

teresting point arose, when some-
one—evidently desiring to sidetrack
the discussion on the united front-
sent. a note to the chairman, “se-
curing" him of being a Communist.
It later developed that this charge
was leveled against the chairman,
Erwin, by reactionary officials of
the Otis Lodge of the A, A.

In reply' to the “charge” Erwinstated that while he was not a Com-
munist he ha.d recently discoveredwhat Communism was and had agreat deal more respect for theCommunists than for some of the“rugged individualists'’ in the or-ganisation. At the same time, he
stated, the “charge” should be pre-
sented through the proper channels
in the A. A. 'Following the speech
of Dallet,. we were informed. Erwin
took a stand for united action in
the coming steel strike in order to
be victorious.)

After the withdrawal, the S. M.
W. I. u. delegates had their own
conference where they explained to
the comrades present the urgent
necessity for unity. This conferencewas particularly necessarv sincesome of the S, M. W. I. U, dele-gates were antagonized by their ex-
clusion from the A. A. conference.

* * ♦

WHAT are the lessons of the Ohio
conference of the A. A.?

Firstly—and above all—it demon-
strated the absolute necessity for
working among the members of the
A. A. This conference showed us
very clearly the possibilities of mak-
ing great headway there.

Secondly, it showed us the char-
acter of some of the opposition
leaders within the A. A., people lik"
Erwin of Youngstown, and Long of
Weirton. Erwin hs,s been trying to
sit on two chairs at the same time.
We must ask Brother Erwin frankly

i

, which the whitewash for Olson wasI mixed. This is what it was:
“Governor Olson has got to makea showing or Roosevelt will send in

federal troops from Fort Snelling.”
This stool-pigeon formula was

circulated widely among the strik-
ers.

The next little job was to liqui-
date the general strike sentiment.
Once more Cannon and the local
Dunne dynasty furnished the re-
quired explanation. (We wish read-
ers would scrutinize this counter-

| revolutionary contribution carefully
because we will encounter it againj and again in the United States as
the present mass struggles develop).
Here it is—mouthed over and over
again by these leaders to get all its
delicious flavor and then expector-
ated into the clean arena of the
class struggle where so far the main
slogan had been “general strike.”

“We can’t have a general strike
because there is no revolutionary
situation.”

That general strikes produce rev-
olutionary situations was not hinted.

An extension of this latter slogan
was formulated as;

“You can’t fight bayonets with
empty bellies.”

The defeatist character of this
combination of slogans and rumors
circulated by the Trotskyite leaders
and the Central Labor Council offi- '
cials is obvious. They were designed I
to halt the growing mass movement '
and they accomplished their pur-
pose.

A (tall to (surrender
Even the propaganda for a gen-

eral strike circulated by the rene-
gade-dominated Drivers Union was
definitely limited. We quote from
their leaflet entitled “Conciliation,
But NO Surrender, Offered by Strik-
ers to End Strike and Disorder:”

“We call on every employed
worker in Minneapolis not under
contract to lay down his tools.
To declare a holiday.” (My em-
phasis—B. D.).
For sheer anti-working class or-

iginality in devising ways and
means of forming a united front i
with the treacherous bureaucrats I
of the labor movement this slogan
Is in a class by itself. Worship of
the “sanctity of the labor contract"
—the traditional shibboleth of the
most treacherous official labor lead-
ers in their efforts to keep workers’
ranks divided—has never been car-
ried out with such reverence even
by Tobin himself—the head of the j
A. F. of L. union to which Drivers |
Union 574 is affiliated.

There was a fourth slogan. With- j
out the real defeatist character of
the settlement being explained to j
the strikers—and, of course, not to!
the rest of the organized workers
by the leaders—the lying statement
was widely circulated that; “We
have won 90 per cent of our de-
mands.”

By these propaganda methods
the general strike situation was j
liquidated, Governor Olson’s face j
was saved—the drivers strike de-
feated and compulsory arbitration
fastened upon them. Arrested work-
ers remained in jail and were fined
and given workhouse sentences. \

The capitalist press was jubilant.:
It had a right to be. What it and !
employers had believed to be a new
revolutionary leadership in process j
of formation had proved to he of
the same gutless and unprincipled
character as that they had been!
dealing with for years.

* * *

(The next article will deal with
covert maneuvers in the nego-
tiations and settlement and some
of the background of the Min-
neapolis struggle.)

Milwaukee Steel, Metal
Workers Endorse H. R. 7598

MILWAUKEE, Wis. (By Mail).—
Shop gate meetings were held last
week before the A. O. Smith,
Pressed Steel Tank. International
Harvester and Harnischfeger Corp.
plants by the Steel and Metal
Workers Industrial Union on the
subject of the Workers Unemploy-
ment and Social Insurance Bill (H.
R. 7598). In each case leaflets and
copies of the bill were distributed
at the factory the day before the
meeting.

After the discussions the workers
voted on resolutions to send to Con-
gressmen O’Malley and Cannon de-
manding that they vote for H. R.
7598. At every meeting these reso-
lutions were unanimously approved.

to put his cards on the table. Either
Brother Erwin, you come out openly
and decisively for the united front,
for a united strike of the steel work-ers, or you come out against it. But
you must make your position clear.
Long Supports Strikebreaking NRA

As to Brother Long. His speeech
at the opening of the conference wasa typical A. F. of L. chauvinist
speech. His line was that, Roosevelt
',ves, the same Roosevelt who put
over the automobile sell-out agree-
ment) is 0.K., but, somehow, the
company had put it over on Roose-
velt. This, of course, is an attempt
to instil illusions about Roosevelt,
and the N. R,. A. in the minds of
the steel workers, illusions which
will be absolutely fatal to the de-
velopment of a successful strike in
the steel industry. His present pol-
icy is a. continuation of his policy
in the Weirton strike where he de-
moralized the fighting spirit of the
strikers by protracted negotiations
with Washington, with the N. R. A.
officialdom—and finally helped de-
feat the strike.

Immediate Program
What must be the immediate pro-

gram of action?
While never losing sight, for one

moment, of the urgent necessity of
building and strengthening the
united front between the S. M. W.
I. U. and the members of the A. A.,
we should:

1. More than ever Intensify our
campaign to build the S. M. W.

Strike Wave
Sweeps City
Os Cleveland

Metal, Taxi Struggles
Show Fighting Mood

of Workers
CLEVELAND, Ohio. The Steel

and Metal Workers Industrial Union
conducted a strike at the Chandler
and Price plant against the com-
pany’s policy of discrimination and
for the enforcement of the agree-
ment made between the company
and the union some time ago. The

| strike started as a result of the
J firing of two members of the union.

, The reason given by the company
was that one of the workers was
too old and the other had to be laid
off because of lack of work, although
this same worker is one of the com-

j pany’s oldest employees.
The plant is organized practically

! 100 per cent in the Union. The men
in the shop called all the members
of the Union and the other work-
ers together a week ago Monday and
decided by a unanimous vote to go
on strike. A picket line was organized
and proper committees were placed
in charge of the different activities
during the strike. Through its
proper mass picketing the strike be-
came so effective that practically all
the office force and all the foremen
were kept out of the shop. During
the strike those few remaining out-
side of the union signed up.

On Friday, May 25, the company
called for a representative commit-
tee and settled the strike 100 per
cent in favor of the men. That is,
the laid-off workers and members
of the union were reinstated in their
jobs, and an agreement reached that
from now on all grievances and pro-
posals by either side will be taken
up with the committee authorized
by the union to deal with the com-
pany.

The members of the Steel and
Metal Workers Industrial Union at'
Chandler and Price displayed cour-
age and carried out a real militant
policy of strike strategy. These
workers have shown the difference
between the strikfes led by the S.
M. W. I. U. and strikes led by the j
high-salaried officials of the A. F. i
of L.
Wave Os Strike Sweeps City Os

Cleveland
At the present time a number of

strikes are going on in the city of
Cleveland: the gas station oper-
ators’ strike, the taxicab strike and
now the developing mass struggles
and oncoming mass strike in the
steel industry. In the taxi strike as
well as in the gas operators’ strike,
a tremendous discontent is develop- j
ing among the rank and file against
the A. F. of L. leadership. In fact
among the taxi strikers a split is
taking place. The overwhelming
majority of the strikers are fight-
ing bitterly and have rejected the
policy of the officials of the union
of betraying the strikers.

The Joint Council of Industrial
Unions together with the Steel and
Metal Workers Industrial Union is j
initiating an intensive drive in
preparation for the coming steel
strike.

Mass recruitment into the Steel
and Metal Workers Industrial Union
among the unorganized masses in
the steel mills, building up of the
opposition within the A. F. of L.
Local Unions, mass meetings,
parades and demonstrations; joint
committees of action in preparation
for the strike in the mills and de-
partments, raising of finances for j
the preparations of the steel strike
are the immediate tasks of the hour.

No time must be lost. All forces
must be united to prevent the A.
F. of L. leaders from misleading the
steel workers as they have misled
the workers in the auto industry.
We must make the Steel and Metal
Workers Industrial Union into the
Union of the workers, capable of
uniting all the workers, organized
and unorganized, in the steel and
metal industry.

The Fight for the United Front of the Steel Workers
A. A. Opposition Leaders

Must Take Decisive
Position

I. U. The union recruiting cam-
paign must be dramatized by
meetings, automobile parades, etc.
In short—mass recruitment into
the union.

2. Immediately set to work (o
train a crew of organizers among
our members in the steel mills,

3. In each district initiate a
special financial drive for the steel
campaign. The financial campaign
must be explained politically as
something that must be carried
out in order to develop success-
ful struggles in steel.

4. That we strengthen and in-
crease our acitvity among the A.
A. members in the following man-
ner:

(a) Set up united committees
in the departments in the mills,
and, if possible, on a local scale.

(b) In some mills call meet-
ings under the joint auspices of
the S. M. W. I. U, and A. A,

(c) If at all possible, get. out
joint leaflets, over the heads of
local, district and national A. A.
leaders w'ho stand in the way of
unity.
These are the next steps in the

campaign to unite the steel workers
of Ohio for the coming struggles
in this basic inrittitry.

Monopoly Practices
In Steel Industry
Encouraged by NRA

♦

federal Body
Major Firms Control

Policies
By HV KRAVIF

Labor Research Association
THAT the NRA code from the iroa
* and steel Industry has encour*
aged monopoly practices was re-cently charged by the FederaSTrade Commission. -

The Commission’s report statJlthat: (l) the domination of t’l
policies in the steel industry und#the code had been placed in th*
control of the major companies;

j (2) sharp price increases and pric#
fixing had followed; (3) and that
the industry was seeking to find ia
the code legality for practices pre-
viously outlawed by the commission
as opposed to “fair competition.”

The concentration of control in
the hands of the steel trust is il-
lustrated in the voting set-up ofthe industry’s Code Authority. U.
S. Steel Corp. and its subsidiaries
have about 40 per cent of the total
voting strength; Bethlehem Steel
Corp. has another 13 per cent; and
eight other companies have a com-
bined vote of 30 per cent of the
total. The other 17 per cent of

the voting power is shared by 50
companies, the largest one having
one and one-half per cent of the
total vote. „

4 Realm of Steel Trust
This evidence strongly confirms

the exposure of the steel trust by
Horace B. Davis in his recent book,
Labor and Steel, (International
Publishers, 381 Fourth Ave., New
York City; popular edition, $1).

In the chapter devoted to the
“Steel Trust,” Davis points out that
U. S. Steel Corp. ruled by the J. P.
Morgan & Co. interests since its
formation in 1901, is dominant in
the territory between the Rocky
Mountains and the Alleghenies, and
in the Birmingham area through
Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad
Co. Bethlehem holds a similar
position in the East. Between them
these companies control the Pacific
Coast area. Together with eight
other companies Republic Steel,
Jones & Laughlin, Youngstown
Sheet & Tube, National Steel, In-
land Steel, American Rolling Mill,
Wheeling Steel and Crucible Steel
Co. of America—they control S 4
per cent of the country’s raw steel
capacity. And It is estimated that .
with ten other companies they make
90 per cent of the gross sales in
the steel industry.

Steel Trust Practices
Although led by U. S. Steel, the

steel trust is composed of othef
important firms in the industr .
which we have listed above. The I
do this as a matter of policy, IA
order that no one of them shall
have an advantage over the other
in labor costs. It is common knowl-
edge that the big companies also
act together on prices and the
Federal Trade Commission report
shows this practice extended under
NRA.

Today, the control of each in-
dividual company is concentrated
in a very few hands and since th"
managements lean heavily on ban!
for credit, advice and the raising d
additional capital, the financiej
have utilized their strategic posi-
tion. Bankers have taken over out-
right the management of certain
companies. The Morgan firm or-
ganized- and controls U. S. Steel
Corp. Bethlehem is also, but less
openly, a Morgan concern, with
representatives also of Rockefeller
and Mellon ftterests. Several'Beth-
lehem directors were on one or
more of the Kuhn, Loeb & Co. “pre-
ferred lists.” In most, if not all
important matters of policy, Beth-
lehem has acted with U. S. Steel,
as for example in cutting wages,
in export trade, and to a certain
extent in the dividends of the do-
mestic market.

Morgan, Mellon Links
Morgan is indirectly linked to

several of the “independent" steel
companies. Morgan banks have,
since 1927, participated in bond
Issues for at least two of them:
Youngstown Sheet & Tube and Na-
tional Steel Corp. Morgan allies in
Cleveland the Van Sweringen
group and the strong Hanna inter-
ests—are between them tied up with
Republic Steel Corp., National Steel
Corp., Otis Steel Co„ and Youngs-
town Sheet & Tube.

The Mellon interests are repre-
sented on Bethlehem, Republic
Steel, American Rolling Mill Co,,
Crucible Steel Co., and the smaller
Pittsburgh Steel, Gulf States Steel,
Alan Wood Steel, Mystic Iron
Works, and Davison Coke & Iron
Co. Jones & Laughlin is l'epre-...

sented on the (Mellon) Union Trust
Co. of Pittsburgh.

The strongest steel magnates out-
side of the Morgan and Mellr i
groups, are the Hanna and Math
groups of Cleveland. Most of tl
large “independents” are tied tc --

gether by a net-work of cross-
directorships, and also by a criss-
cross of jointly owned iron-mining
subsidiaries.

fl!i Travel
Fuil Hiking and Camping Outfits
Breeches, Shorts, Slacks, Sweaters,
Shirts, High Shoes. Sneakers, WorkShoes, Hnrsehidr leather Clothes, etr.TENTS, COTS, BLANKETS
SPECIAL—Suede & Wool Windbreakers
Hudson Army & Navy

105 THIRD AYE.
*

Corner 13th Street
Mention Daily Worker for Special

Discount
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Dimitroff Addresses An Open Letter to Austrian Workers
MISTAKE LAY IN FAILURE TO TURN STRUGGLE TO ONE FOR SEIZURE OF POWER BY WORKERS

By GEORGE DIMITROFF

I HAVE before me a letter dated Dec.
7. 1933, which I received in the Leip-

zig jail only on Jan. 15. 1934. from a
group of workers in the Karl Marx
House, which now. after the February
events in Austria, has become known
to the whole world.

Here is the text of the letter:
Karl Marx House.
Vienna, Dec. 7, 1933.
Dear Comrade Dimitroff:

On behalf of many we give you our warmest
greeting*. Millions are listening to your cour-
ageous words.

You give new strength to miUions. Your
struggle shall not be in vain. It is also our
struggle.Thc great army of the class-conscious
proletariat stands behind you in serried ranks.

We ask you, Comrade Dimitroff, to send us
a few lines in reply. With greetings for free-
dom .

. .

(A number of signatures follow!
On the very same day that I received this

letter I tried to send the following short reply
through the strict police censorship:

"Today 1 received your friendly letter of
Deeember 7, last year, and read it with great
joy and thankfulness. As far as my eonduct
at the trial is concerned, I was oniy trying to
fulfill my proletarian duty and to remain
faithful to my heroic class right to the very
end.

"With militant fraternal greetings. . ,

I do not know whether even this short reply
reached its destination.
I read and re-read the letter from the Aus-

trian workers many times while in the dungeons
of Goering’s secret police in Berlin, when I
learned from the German fascist press about the
heroic battles of the Austrian workers. With
a throbbing heart I followed the development of
events and the outcome of the armed battles
between the Austrian proletariat and fascism,
feeling great joy over the manifestations of pro-
letarian heroism and deep hatred for the treach-
erous policy of the leadership of Social Democ-
racy.

After arriving in the U. S. S. R.. although I
was still ill as a consequence of the hardships of
imprisonment and the tension at the trial,
nevertheless, as soon as my health permitted,
I tried first of all to acquaint myself with the
Austrian events and the historical lessons which
followed from them not only for the workers
of Austria but also for the workers of all cap-
italist countries.

I would now like to share my impressions and
some of my thoughts about the Austrian events
with these comrades '.vho wrote to me, as well as
with all the Austrian fighters for the proletarian
cause.
Our Claes Ties

I do not know how many of those who wrote
this letter are still alive. But now, every Com-
munist feels that in the struggle for the common
cause of the workers he is linked up by indis-
soluble bonds with the Austrian workers who
remained alive, as well as with those who have
fallen in the battles.

We Communists feel drawn still closer to the
workers who have fought and are still fighting,
now that Austrian reaction in celebrating its
sanguinary victory over the working class.
Thousands of slain and wounded workers, thou-
sands of prisoners, terror raging throughout the
country, a regime of tyranny for the proletariat,
comparable only to the fascist regime in Ger-
many—this is the result of the hangman's w*ork
of the Dollfuss government.

The bourgeoisie is covering with glory the
Dollfusses and the Peys, who used howitzers to
shoot down the workers and their wives and
children. The Papal Nuncio sends these hang-
men his blessings. And at the same time the
cowardly leaders of Austrian Social Democracy
read the workers a lesson, telling them that it
was not necessary to take to arms, that the
working class committed an error by answering
with an armed struggle the general offensive of
fascism which threatened to sweep away not
only all the economic and political gains of
practically half a century of struggle of the Aus-
trian working class, but even threatened its
bare existence.

But would capitulation without struggle have
saved the Austrian proletariat from reaction?
No. it would only have made the reactionary
forces more arrogant and more sure of their
strength.

The Austrian proletariat was right in its de-
termination not to betray its own class, in re-
fusing to submit without struggle, to a fate
resembling that of the working class of Germany
which was betrayed by German Social Democ-
racy. The armed struggle of the Austrian pro-
letariat served as a clear warning, not only for
the Austrian bourgeoisie but also for the bour-
geoisie of other countries. It showed that the
proletariat will not reconcile itself to the reign
of fascism.

Where the Mistake Lay
No, it was not the armed struggle of the Aus-

trian working class that was a mistake; the mis-
take was that this struggle was not organized
and led in a revolutionary Bolshevik way.

The fundamental weakness of the February
struggles of the Austrian workers who suc-
cumbed to the pernicious influence of Social
Democracy, was that they failed to understand
that it was necessary not only to defend them-
selves from the attack of fascism, but also to
turn their armed resistance into a struggle for
the overthrow of the bourgeoisie and for the
seizure of power by the proletariat. The armed
resistance of the Austrian proletariat to fas-
cism did net grow into a genuine armed insur-
rection. This was the main mistake.

Reaction has triumphed in Austria. But this
victory is temporary; it is of such a nature that
it evsn now contains elements of the future
defeat of the bourgeoisie. What is necessary at
present is that the Austrian workers should not
despair, should not lose confidence in the
strength of their class but, on the contrary,
should draw all the necessary political and or-
ganizational conclusions from the lessons of the
February battles, especially with regard to
Social Democracy.

A Pre-Requisite for Victory
Remember 1905 in Russia, comrades. At that

time Czarism quelled the heroic uprising of the
“ussian workers But who, however, does not

know that it was just this uprising that was the

historical prerequisite for the victorious Oc-
tober in 1917? In 1923, the September insur-
rection of the Bulgarian proletariat was sup-
pressed. But just as in 1905 the Russian prole-
tariat, under the leadership of Lenin, was able
to benefit by all the lessons of the insurrection,
gain confidence in its cause and carry its
struggle to final victory, so the Bulgarian work-
ers. with their Communist Party at the head
end under the leadership of the Communist
International, after the bloody suppression of
the uprising, became even more steeled,
strengthened their Party, and are now unwaver-
ingly carrying on the struggle against Bulgarian
fascism. After the experience of the Septem-
ber insurrection, the Bulgarian proletariat
clearly perceived the roots of its weaknesses and
the correctness of the theory and practice of
Bolshevism.

The Bulgarian proletariat and its Communist
Party, which was driven underground, accepted
the doctrine of Bolshevism as the foundation
for their activity and struggle and converted the
defeat of the September uprising into the pre-
requisites for the victorious development of the
revolutionary proletarian movement in Bulgaria,
And now, even the class enemy is compelled to
admit that the Bulgarian proletariat and its
Party have become much stronger than they
were before the September insurrection in 1923.

The Austrian workers should take these his-
torical lessons to heart. And as in 1903 in Rus-
sia and in 1923 in Bulgaria, so now in Austria,
as a result of the sanguinary suppression of the
working class combatants, the proletariat and
the bourgeoisie have become separated by an
unbridgeable gulf, which is one of the condi-
tions necessary for the future victories of the
proletariat.

II

OTTO BAUER speaks of the catastrophe in
Austria. Yes, there is a catastrophe, but it

is the catastrophe of the whole Second Inter-
national, of its theory, policy and tactics. It is
the catastrophe of the Social Democratic theory
of the peaceful, painless growing of capitalism
into socialism through bourgeois parliamentary
democracy; the catastrophe of the reformist
policy which tries to patch up disintegrating
capitalism; the catastrophe of the tactics aimed
at averting the proletarian revolution.

After the collapse of German Social Democ-
racy. this is the second catastrophe, a catas-
trophe towards which the Social Democratic
parties of other capitalist countries are similarly
heading. It is in vain that Otto Bauer, in order
to prove that the coming to power of fascism
was inevitable, refers to the example of Ger-
many where, upon Hitler’s coming to power, as
he says, neither the powerful Social Democratic
Party nor the strong Communist Party offered
any resistance. But if the German Social
Democracy had not, throughout this entire
period through its Severlngs, Zoergiebels, and
Grzesinskies, conducted a sanguinary struggle
against the anti-fascist front which was rallying
under the leadership of the German Communist
Party if it had not sabotaged the numerous
proposals made to it by the Communist Party,
including that of January. 1933, to fonn a united
front against fascism; if it had not rejected the
proposals made at that time by the Communist
Party for immediate proclamation of the general
strike and if it had not broken up the joint ac-
tions of the Communist and the Social Demo-
cratic workers against fascism, then we can
confidently assert that ihe German proletariat
would have been able to prevent the fascists
from coming to power and the German people
would not have become victims of the fascist
orgy. The Communist Party of Germany,
unfortunately, was not at thßt time strong
enough to overcome the sabotage and betrayal
of Social Democracy and to lead the German
workers to an open armed fight against the Hit-
ler bands. It Is clear that in Germany just as
in Austria now. Social Democracy bears full
responsibility for the victory of fascism.

The Historical Test
The events in Austria and Germany and the

victorious construction of socialism in the U. S.
S. R, constitute the greatest historical test,
based on the experience of millions of people, of
the two policies: the policy of the Party of Lenin
and Stalin, the policy of the Comintern on the
one hand, and the policy of Austrian and Ger-
man Social Democracy, the policy of the Second
International, on the other. The first policy the
policy of the proletarian revolution, has already
brought the working class in the U. S. S. R„ as
well as the basic masses of the peasantry which
are under its influence, to socialism. The sec-
ond policy, Ihe policy of conciliation with the
bourgeoisie, as has been strikingly shown by the
events in Italy, Germany and Austria, has led to
the victory of the counter-revolution, to the
triumph of fascism.

The U. S. S. R.. the great creation of the Bol-
sheviks, stands firm like a rock—the bourgeoisie
and the landowners have been crushed, the
power of the working class has been established,
a strong proletarian state has been set up, a
powerful workers’ and peasants’ Red Army has
been formed, a new, socialist economic system
has been built up, unemployment and pauperiza-
tion in the villages and have been abolished,
and there is a steady rise in the material and
cultural level of the toiling masses in town and
country. But in Austria and in Germany there
is not a trace of "democratic socialism’’ left.
There, Dollfuss and Fey, Hitler and Goering
hold absolute sway. The working class have
had all rights taken from them, arms are in
the hands of the bourgeoisie, the Vienna “Com-
mune” (Gemeinde) is occupied by the Heim-
wehr. and the communal workers' houses which
Social Democracy held up as a symbol of the
"peaceful growing into socialism" have been
partly destroyed by artillery fire and are being
taken away from the Austrian proletariat.

Siluation in 1918
But. comrades, in 1918 you had everything in

your hands. You had arms, you formed your
Soviets of Workers’ and Soldiers’ Deputies. You
were flanked on two sides by the Soviet Re-
publics of Hungary and Bavaria. The bour-
geosie lost their heads. They were afraid that
you would deal with them as the Russian work-
ers dealt with their bourgeoisie in 1917. They
were afraid that you would confiscate their
houses and palaces for the workers. Now they
bombard your workers’ houses with artillery and
give them to the murderers of your wives and
children to live in. They expected that you
would disband all their political parties; now
they have suppressed your organizations. They
expected that you would close down the whole
bourgeois press, now they have closed down your
press. They were afraid that you would fill up
the prisons with the Dollfusses and the Keys,
the Starhembergs and the other hangmen of

\ ;
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the workers; now they fill them with workers
and execute the revolutionaries.

If the Austrian and German proletariat had
in 1918 followed the policy of the Russian Bol-
sheviks, there would now be no fascism in Aus-
tria, Germany, Italy, Poland and in the Balkan
countries. And there is no doubt that the
working class and not the bourgeoisie would
have been master of the situation in Europe.

But Austrian Social Democracy, with Fritz
Adler and Otto Bauer at the head, misled the
working class. It made an alliance with the
bourgeoisie against the revolution. It tried to
frighten the Austrian workers by the difficulties
of the heroic struggle of the Russian workers
and peasants, it promised the workers to estab-
lish socialism without revolution, without blood-
ied, solely by means of the ballot and parlia-
mentary stratagems. It urged the workers not
to fight the bourgeoisie, but to compromise with
them on the basis of small, temporary conces-
sions, and by this means the bourgeoisie saved
themselves from the revolution. You, comrades,
unfortunately, did not listen to the voice of the
Communists who ware trying to convince you of
the fatal effects of this policy. For years you
submitted to the treachcr" of the lrnd*n'hip of
the Social Democratic Party which, with its pol-
icy of capitulation to reaction, led the working
class from retreat to retreat and from defeat to
defeat. For fifteen years reaction and fascism
had been organizing their forces systematically
and unhindered under the very nose of the So-
cial Democratic Party.

Through Revolutionary Struggle
Was it possible, however, to hinder this con-

solidation of the forces of reaction and to hold
Austrian fascism in check? There is no doubt
that this was possible, but only through rev-
olutionary struggle. Remember, comrades. July
15, 1927,when the masses went out on the streets
upon the acquittal of the fascist murderers of
Shattendorf. That moment was a turning point
in the class s'niggle and in the relation of theclass forces in Austria. It gave the bourgeoisie
a great advantage over the proletariat, and the
bourgeoisie commenced to make vigorous prep-arations to establish a fascist dictatorship in
Austria.

If the Social Democratic Party had had even
the least dpsire to struggle It could have easily
converted th* movement of July, 1927. into aproletarian revolution; but even if it had not
sufficient courage to do this, it could E*iU haveachieved the defeat of fascism. The only thingthat was necessary was not to hold back the
w’orkers. but Social Democracy broke up thispowerful action of the Austrian proletariat
against fascism. It surrendered the arms of

the workers’ arsenal in 1927, It concluded the
Huettenberg Pact In 1928, opening the doors of
the factories to the fascists; it introduced the
law. of Julius Deutsch on discipline in the army
which permitted the government to clear the
army of proletarian elements; it commenced to
reform the constitution of December 8, 1929, in
accordance with the demands of the Heimwehr.
Since 1930 through the agency of Seitz, It per-
mitted fascist demonstrations and banned Com-
munist demonstrations.

Social Democracy had its military organiza-
tion (the Schutzbund), store* of arms, two-thirds
of the entire population of Vienna behind it, and
held almost undivided sway over the working
class of the whole country. And yet the fas-
cists killed one worker after another with im-
punity, and every time Social Democracy re-
treated, it threatened that at the next murder
it would compel the bourgeoisie to put a stop to
the terror “by the force of the organized work-
ing class.” The Dollfusses, the Feys and the
Heimwehr went on with their work, knowing the
worth of such statements. By endless retreat
you do not demonstrate the strength of the
organized working class.

11l
*ND yet the Austrian proletariat could have

won in February, 1934. you, Social
Democratic workers, had refused to follow the
Social Democratic leaders who from the very
beginning demoralized your struggle by their
policy of capitulation and defeatism, if you, to-
gether with the Communists, had taken the
organization and the leadership of the struggle
into your own hands at the proper time.

An armed struggle is not an act which is sep-
arate from the general policy of a party. A
party which is constantly retreating, which in
the course of fifteen years calls on the workers
to evade the struggle, cannot in the course of
twenty-four hours politically and organization-
ally adopt the line of armed struggle.

Otto Bauer in his pamphlet, “The Uprising of
the Austrian Workers” is now complaining that
the general strike was not successful. But had
Social Democracy taken pains to prepare it?
No, on the contrary, the Social Democratic lead-
ership tried beforehand to clear itself in the
eyes of the bourgeoisie from all responsibility
for the strike, declaring that tinder the four con-
ditions (violation of the constitution, supres-
sion of the Social Democratic Party, suppres-
sion of the trade unions, appointment of a com-
missar of Vienna), the workers would them-
selves take the initiative of declaring such a
strike.

"In the mills and factories and in the party
organizations ever more numerous became the

Austrian Barricade Fighters in the V. S. S. R.
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Some of (he 30fl heroes of the Austrian ether countries, and to the former members
armed fighters who are now- in the Soviet of the Austrian Socialist Party, that Dimi-
Union. It Is to their comrades in Austria and troff addresses his letter.

voices of those who were impatient for a fight, j
who wanted to hasten matters and repeatedly !
declared: 'Don't let us wait any longer! When
one of these four conditions is carried into
effect, we shall find that we are not fit for a :
struggle. Let us strike now while we are still
fit for it. Otherwise we shall meet with the
same fate as that which overtook our com-
rades in Germany'.”—Otto Bauer. The Upris-
ing of the Austrian Workers, p. 14.

The Workers Were Right!
These workers were a thousand times right.
Bauer himself now affirms that during the j

February days the leadership of the Social j
Democratic Farty was opposed to struggle, but
could no longer hold back the spontaneous
movement of the workers. Otto Bauer drags in
the crisis to justify the treachery of the Rail-
way Union bosses, who broke the strike on the |
railways and thus allowed the government to \
bring in artillery from Burgenland while the |
workers of Floridsaorf were shedding their!
blood. He tries to whitewash the printers’ union !
officials who, on February 13, on the second day
of the armed struggle, called on the printers I
to end the strike and return to work.

In his pamphlet. Otto Bauer relates that the j
Social Democratic leaders allowed themselves to ,
be arrested so that they might not be obliged
to join the workers in the fight, and precisely |
those leaders were arrested "who did not take :
the least part in the struggle, and on Monday, I
as on other days, sat in their trade union of- I
flees, in their offices in the Vienna. Rathaus, In I
their regional, district and municipal offices,'’ !
ißauer: The Uprising of the Austrian Workers).

Yes. it was so. That is how the traitors to j
the working class always act. But is the sec- |
retary of the Second International, the leader of |
the Austrian Social Democracy, Fritz Adler, who ]
shamefully stole away from the struggle, and I
who, at the time when the Austrian workers j
were fighting with arms publicly declared that
he could not take part in their struggle J"because he was busy with current affairs”—is !
he any better than these cowardly deserters !
who call themselves leaders of the working I
class?

Comrades, can we go into struggle with such
deserters in our ranks? These deserters are
people who before the battle already wail about!
defeat, who attempt to bring panic into the ranks I
of the combatants at the first shot. These
people do not want the victory of the working |
class; they are afraid of it. They only want to I
scare the bourgeois a little, to make it more j
ready to come to terms with them. Thus, they
first hold the workers back, and then delib- i
eratel.v limit the scope of their action, trying to !
keep the broad masses out of it. To the workers |
who wanted to support the Schutzbund in its 1
struggle their reply was. "Go home and cook |
your dinners while there is gas; armed struggle ;
is the business of the Schutzbund and doesn’t j
concern you.” They refused to give arms to j
workers who wanted to fight.

I
As a Soldier of the Revolution

One’s heart aches at the thought of the suf- \
ferings which the Austrian working class is now j
enduring as a retribution for the crimes of the 1
Social Democratic leadership.

My consciousness, as that of a soldier of the !
revolution, cannot reconcile itself to the fact j
that the glorious fighters of the Karl Marx were !
members of the same party as the members of |
the Corinthian and Vorarlberg organizations of |
Social Democracy, who deserted to the camp of I
the Heimwehr at the first shot in Linz. It is j
hard to realize that the Social Democratic pro- j
letarians who fought and died with so much !
heroism, were for many years led by such mis- *
erable political Philistines and cowards as Otto j
Bauer, Friedrich Adler, Deutsch and Saltz.

VOUR armed struggle was in fact a struggle j* for the re-establishment of the constitution |
which Dollfuss had violated, and it did not go j
beyond these limits, it did not turn into a !
struggle for power And yet in the epoch of i
the general crisis of capitalism, when the bour- 1
geoisie is no longer able to govern by the meth-
ods of parliamentary democracy and enters I
upon the road of fascism, the fundamental j
question of the struggle of the working class is ’
not the re-establishment of bourgeoisie democ-
racy. which has outlived itself historically, but
the struggle for the overthrow of the bour- j
geoisie, for the dictatorship of the proletariat. ;
Only the slogan of Soviet power brought to the ;
consciousness of the broad toiling masses could
have cemented the ranks of the fighters and
created an indissoluble bond between the work-
ers in action and the rest of the proletarians 1
and peasantry. Only if the Austrian workers
had set themselves the aim of fighting for
Soviet power could their armed action have i
grown into a genuine armed uprising.

Yes comrades, unfortunately, your armed 1
struggle was not a struggle for power and thus,
as Marx and Lenin have taught, it was not a j
genuine armed uprising. The fact that your i
armed struggle lacked this aim—the seizure of !
power—was the fundamental defect of your
heroic action.

It H as No Accident
But it was by no means an accident that in

that struggle the Austrian workers did not go
beyond armed resistance. It followed from all
the political principles of the Austrian Social ’
Democracy. "We do not intend to overthrow
either capitalism or the bourgeoisie," the poli-
tical thesis of the Social Democratic leadership '
declared. In other words, in that concrete sit-
uation it meant,: “You, the fighting workers. 1
must not attack the enemy: you mutt only de-
fend yourselves against him in your communal 1
houses.” Guided by such principles, the workers
let the initiative in thisV.ruggle slip out of their \
hands—they surrendered it entirely to the .
enemy.

What was the fate that overtook the workers
who followed this principle of Social Demo-
cratic leadership? Locked in their houses,
isolated from each other, they were held as If |
in a mouse-trap. They did no: secure porses-
sion of either the approaches to these houses or i
the hills, from which the enemy’s artillery could
with impunity bombard such positions of the
workers as the Karl Marx House. By advising
the workers to stay at home and wait for the
outcome of the struggle of the Schutzbund. the I
leaders of Social Democracy cleared the streets
of the working class districts of the city for the
government troops, which moved over them
completely unimpeded. The government troops
had the opportunity of taking or." s ronghold
after another from the workers who were on

j the defensive, whereas offensive tactics on th#
j part of the workers could have brought con*

| fusion among the troops and drawn the waver*
I ir.g dements among them to the side of th*

I proletariat.
The bourgeoisie did not stand on ceremony is

requisitioning privately-owned means of trans*
per* for the struggle against the workers, nor ia

: takina prisoners as hoclazes, whereas the fight*
! mg workers, trained in rhe school of Austrian
Social-Democracy, starved—but would not vio*

f late private property bv requisitioning prewl-
| sions It did not occur to them that they must
also take hostages from the bourgeoisie. And

i now Otto Bauer and the leader of the Schutz*
bund, Julius Deutsch, are flaunting this petty*
bourgeois lack of stamina as a model of civs*

j virtue. If the Russian workers had in tnetr
! time adopted this sort of tactics, they too,
I wuld now have the Dollfusses and the Fey*
riding on their backs.

What heroism, what self-sacnficing fortitude
j on the part of the workers, and what a crim*

: inal waste of workers’ blood on the part of the
| Social Democratic leaders!

IV.

UUHAT is to be done now, comrades? The first
j " thing to do is to analyze seriously the ex-
periences of the period beginning with 1918 and

! ending with the armed struggle of February,
I 1934. to use the lessons of this struggle, which,
like a mirror, fully reflects the bankruptcy of

| the Social-Democratic policy, and the sooner
l this is done. th» better it will be for you and for

1 the whole of the Austrian w*orking class; th#
j nearer It will bring this working class to de-

j cisive victory.

As against Bauer’s “criticism” in which he
j glosses over his own crimes and those of the

i whole Social-Democratic leadership, you muEt,
j in my opinion, subject to the severest and most

j ruthless criticism the system of views with
I which Social-Democratic leadership poisoned
| the workers. You must cast a glance back on

, the road which you traversed under the leader-
| .ship of Social-Democracy and ponder over it;

] you must remember what the Soclal-Demo-
; cratic press wrote, what the Social-Democratic

t leaders said in defending the choice of this
road, and compare these with thp inexorable

! facts. You must critically think over the
| pamphlet of Otto Bauer, which is in fact an
| indictment against the author himself and
! against the whole Social-Democratic policy. You

' must recall what the Communist International
said to you during these 15 years. And you

| must tell your class
t
the whole truth, however

I bitter it may be.
1 And this truth will bring you to the conclu-
sion that the Communists have proved right,

| and not the Social-Democrats; the Comintern
and not the Second International. The Com-

| munists were right when they said that Aus-
' trian Social-Democracy w Tas leading to the de-

-1 feat of the revolution of 1918. They were right
1 when they warned you that the policy of Social-

| Democracy was leading to the strengthening of
. the bourgeois dictatorship. The Communists

| were right when they said that Social-Democ-
racy was safeguarding the rule of capitalism

j instead of leading the w’orkers to socialism.
j They were right when they said that unless th#j bourgeoisie was deprived of its power all the eco-
j nomic, political and social concessions w'hlch
the working class wrested from the bourgeoisie,

j all Its communal houses, and so on, were in
j constant danger of being taken away again.

' The Communists w*ere right when they said
j that the interests of the proletariat would be

i safeguarded not by compromising with the
i bourgeoisie, but by an irreconcilable class strug-

gle against it.

Social-Democratic Bankruptcy
The truth will further compel you to admitJ that Austrian Social-Democracy is now politi-

; eally bankrupt. The Party to which so much
j was given and w*hich lost and ruined every.
| thing has no more right to exist. Such a party

I only deserves the hatred of the working class,
j Only after overcoming the political and organ-
izational influence of Social-Democracy will th#

! Austrian proletariat get on a new road which
will lead it to victory over the Dolfusses and
Keys, over the Heimwehr and over fascism.

You must break with the Social-Democratic
organization, and together with the Commu-■ nist workers establish a genuine fighting unity
of the working class of Austria. This fighting
unity is possible only on the basis of revolu-

-1 Honary struggle. This unity will increase ten*
; fold thp strength of the working class, will mak#
many times weaker the offensive of fascism,
will increase the revolutionary influence of the

| proletariat on the peasantry and create the
conditions for the victorious struggle against the
bourgeoisie and capitalism, for the struggle for

j Soviet power.
At the present time the greatest danger for

! the revolutionary unity of the working class of
i Austria would be to attempt to resuscitate and

save Austrian Social-Democracy, even on a basis
; of a new “Left" program. Such attempts would
; bring nothing but the disruption of the work-
ing class movement of Austria. For are there
not among you people who in the course of
these 15 years did nothing but "straighten” th*
policy of Social-Democracy in a "Leftward” di.

’ rection? You see the results.
Forth? workers who are disappointed in S#-I cial-Democraey. it would be an equally fatal■ delusion, if in the struggle against Dolfuss fas-

cism, they were to think of seeking support in
Hitler fascism. Remember that th* Austrian

1 National-Socialists were on the side of the
; 'Slaughterers of the workers during the armed
struggle of the Austrian proletariat. Now like

! brown” ravens they flock to the field of battle
and, using the sacrifices and sufferings enduredby the proletariat for their demagogic ends,attempt to draw ihe Austrian workers, who are
disappointed in Social-Democracy and are at
the parting of the ways, to the side of Hitler

1 fascism.
We, Communists, look with the greatest- con-

fidence to the future of the Austrian working
class. We are firmly convinced of the final vic-tory of the proletariat throughout the weald.This firm conviction gave me the strength dur-
ing the Leipzig trial to look the ferocious enemy
.‘■’raight in the face just as the glorious fighters
of the Karl Marx House looked in the face of
death. Beyond the incendiary fires and ruin,
beyond the slavery and misery'- which fascists

(Continued on Page 8)
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AS ONE AIR-PILOT
TO ANOTHER

BY A GROUP OF PILOTS AND MECHANICS

THE recent aero workers’
strike in Hartford, which

ended last week, has jarred
the officials of this powerful,
autocratic company. The
spontaneous rebellion of the
workers arose out of the eco-
nomic conditions and low wages,
in comparison with enormousprofits of the company exposed in
the last investigation. The workers
decided on organizational action to
present demands and if necessary
fight for improvement in wages and
conditions. The A. F. of L. stepped
in and followed the usual role of
appropriating the cash for services
promised without any definite pro-
gressive action which soon became
apparent to the workers.

The result was that the workers
formed an independent union with
rank and file control with a worker,
La Vista, a motor builder, as presi-
dent. Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
officials were inclined to smile in-
dulgently at this effort of the work-
ers to organize, but this young in-
experienced independent union sur-
prised not only the Pratt and Whit-
ney Co., but the whole industry. In
the sacred stronghold of the Con-
necticut Yankee with its good old
New England fear of God and the
police, the workers struck. For six
weeks they picketed in spite of the
police, local press and lack of
finances. They learned plenty—so
did Pratt and Whitney Co. The
workers learned the value of col-
lective action as a weapon and the
bosses learned that in the future
such action cannot be ignored by
them.

Lessons Learned from Strike
The wages in the factory for all

classes of work was low, from 40
cents per hour up to approximately
75 cents per hour for highly skilled
labor. The average was low. The
company is wealthy and retained an
arrogant attitude until about 1,200
men walked out.

After six weeks of struggle, the
workers returned. They have made
mistakes, learned many lessons, and
their morale is good. It is obvious
now that the whole plant should
have struck, including the Chance
Vaught subsidiary, the engineering
staff and the office force. Although
the engineers expressed their desire
to join the strike, no provision was
made to include them. Inventory
was taken during the strike and
with union consent, a number of
workers were allowed into the plant
for this purpose. This was a mis-
take. A complete stoppage is neces-
sary for success. If an emergency
concession is made because of ne-
cessity it should be as limited as
possible so that the union can be
solidly maintained with full sup-
port for the strikers. Workers on
the 'inside arc always a wedge to
split and break a strike.

The strike also proves the
necessity of organizing the
aviation industry on industrial
lines combining all classes

of workers, factory, engineering,
pilot and field operation into one
economic union composed sectionally
with one objective. This objective
to be the raising of the economic
status of workers in all phases of
the aviation industry, each section
to be supported by all in its de-
mands.

The big companies, such as United
Air Transport, of which Pratt and
Whitney is a subsidiary, use this
system, and through a parent com-
pany control the manufacturing and
air operating companies. The avia-
tion workers must realize that a
chain of various sectional workers
in any industry, and particularly in
aviation is only as strong as its
weakest link.

No Definite Gains
The workers have returned under

a 30-day agreement with a repre-
sentative of the Boston Regional
Labor Board and the company with
a promise of satisfactory settlement.
Nothing definite as to wages and
recognition has been gained. How-
ever, the feeling in the factory is
tense. The workers are jealous of
their union and a close watch is
kept on those who are not 100 per
cent for the organization.

The workers effectively used their
economic power in some cases, as
for instance—During the strike the
boss of the factory cafeteria who
operates the concession, fired a
waiter who walked out in sympathy
with the factory workers. When
the strikers returned they discovered
the waiter was not reinstated. The
union held a meeting and decided
to retaliate and boycott the cafe-
teria. Workers fetched their lunches
and refused to patronize the cafe-
teria.

Another instance—T here is a
laundry doing a considerable volume
of business laundering workers’
overalls and aprons. This laundry
had a large income from the work-
ers in the Pratt and Whitney plant.
During the strike they were ap-
proached by the union for moral
and financial support but they
evaded any definite support. Last
week the laundry representative
called to collect the workers’ laun-
dry and in a few minutes left empty
handed. The workers had again
struck back.

Although nothing definite had
been gained in the negotiations the
union is solid and its mistakes are
those of a young inexperienced or-
ganization lacking finances. Clari-
fication is necessary and such mis-
takes can be corrected by sound or-
ganizational activity. The workers
have returned but they are watch-
ing future developments keenly.
They realize that the bosses have
won the first round. They were
able to jar this arrogant company
to a full stop and make them listen.
It will be easier the next time. The
w.iole situation is full of possi-
bilities. If these workers continue
to build their union and hold their
ranks solid on class struggle lines,
past mistakes can be corrected and
the real foundation laid for a strong
economic militant union that will
eventually benefit all aviation work-
ers in the country'.

ljj|gtteHogget,
DOM.*.-' , if' WORKERS’ UNION
COLLECTS FULL MONTH’S
WAGES FOR HOUSEWORKER

MADE ILL BY OVERWORK
Though the N.R.A. protests that

employers of domestics can’t be
made subject to rules and regula-
tions as to wages, hours, etc., the
Union is demonstrating the power
of the organized workers to secure
better conditions.

Fcr a year, Martha Scheffer,
union member, worked for Mrs.
Mina Bodzin, 247 Eastern Parkway,
Brooklyn. For $25 a month, Martha
did the cleaning, washing, ironing,
the cooking and window-washing,
and cared for the two children.
This wasn’t enough: in May,
“spring cleaning” was instituted in
the Bodzin household, and Mar-
tha. was asked, in addition to the
already crushing duties, to wash
the walls and woodwork and shellac
the floors.

Her health broke and she had to
be taken to a hospital. Her feet
were seriously affected. After two
■weeks in the hospital the doctors
advised her not to work for a
month. “I'm so glad she finished
the floors before she was taken
sick,” said Mrs. Bodzin.

Martha was taken ill about two
weeks after her previous pay-day.
She received SB, and $2 for the
clinic. The Union decided to de-
mand a full month's pay for her
and sent a delegation consisting of
one Finnish worker. (Martha), and
one Japanese, one Negro, one white
American and one Esthonian to the
employers’ home. As there was no
one home the delegation decided to
wait in tne park across from the
apartment building for the return
of the family. The building super-
intendent called a cop. demanding
the delegation's arrest. The cop
singled out the Negro worker for
arrest, whereupon the delegation
declared if one was arrested all
must be.

Under fire of their protests the
cop withdrew7 , with the threat to
arrest them if they came again.
Mr. Bodzin, hearing of this inci-
dent, agreed to confer with the
committee in the headquarters of
the F.W.I.U. at 60 West 45th St.
He objected to the demand for a
full month’s salary for Martha and
to the mixed delegation which he
said had “disgraced” him. Upon
a threat to picket his home he
agreed to pay the other 15, a check
which Martha got two days later.

Mr. Bodzin’s attitude was one of
heartbroken reproach for Martha.
He admitted that she had been
overworked, but thought she should
have refused to work so herd. H?
also reproached her fw* ac 1* inqu:’
ir.g as to the health of the children.
Further jre explained that it meant |

a sacrifice for him to hire domestic
help but that he did so because
his wife was not very w'ell and
strong and should not work.

Can You Make ’Em
Yourself?

Pattern 1535 is available in sizes
36, 38. 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48. Size
36 lakes 214 yards 36 inch fabric
and 114 yards contrasting. Illus-
trated step-b.v-step sewing instruc-
tions included.
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Send FIFTEEN CENTS (15c) in
coins or stamps (coins preferred)
for this Anne Adams Pattern. Write
plainly rrm~. address and style
ru""’ 1 STATE
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■—.u . 243 West 17th I

Street, New York City. '

Save Expense
But Menace
Miners’ Lives

By a Mine Worker Correspondent
SPRINGFIELD, 111.—I am em-

ployed at the Old West mine, be-
longing to Panther Creek Coal
Co. I’ve been working here for the
past ten years but never did I find!
such bad conditions as now. Thisj
mine is controlled by the P. M. A.. I
and close to 400 men are working!
here on an average of two to three I
days a week. The company is bent j
on making as much profit as pos-1
sible without spending a penny on
repairs. The air is bad, but whatj
is worse, the top is bad, the logs are I
strewn all around, without cleaning,!
so that it’s dangerous to go a step.
The reason for this is that the com- i
pany does not want to hire morej
day men to clean up and keep the
roadways in good shape. The ;
company doesn’t give a damn.

What is also bad is the condition
of the air shaft. Several weeks ago j
when our “lifter” went bad, it took I
us three hours to get out of the]
mine, because only five men were
permitted at a time up those rotten
stairways. In case of fire or blow
up, we all would be cooked in there.
Yet up to now not a thing was
done to improve this.

Once in a local union a kick was
made against these conditions, but
the local politicians said, “Let’s not
start any trouble, we got to wait till
we get stronger."

What I want to know is how can
our union grow when we permit our j
conditions to get worse and worse? |

Company Cheats
Crippled Miners

By a Mine Worker Correspondent
NELLIS, W. Va. —I have been

working in hundreds of different
mines, but the mine I am now
working at, the Han Coal Mine
Corp., is the most dangerous mine.
About 550 men work here. They

call it the butchers’ mine. Every
single day some of the miners get
hurt, a finger chopped off. hands
broken, lags broken, back broken, or
crashed to death.

When a worker gets his finger
cut off or his hand broken, or leg,
or anything else, they carry him
into the mine to attend the water
pump, or some other place, so that
the poor worker does not have com-
pensation. and takes another work-
ing man’s job.

The company has its own doctors,
who play with the crippled men as
if they were animals, not humans.
For instance, one coal digger last
year had a coal rack fall upon him
and break his shoulder blades. The
second day the doctor sent him
back to work with pick and shovel,
with a shoulder blade broken in
three places.

By a Mine Worker Correspondent
CLYDE MINE. Pa. Some time

ago, a miner working here in Clyde
i No. 3 of the Rainey Coal had no
1 costs. The assistant boss threatened
: to send him home unless he has
| his place posted up. The law is
that the company furnishes all the

I posts and timbers.
The man demanded from the boss

ja car of posts but did not get it.
J When ordered by the boss to post
j his place or go home, and not wish-
ing to lose a day’s work, he did the

: next best; he went into an old
worked out place and tried to knock
a post down. He did, but with the
post came tons of rock and slate,
which killed him.

Os course now the bosses are not
blamed, neither is the Rainey com-
pany. The man that got killed is
blamed because he violated a min-
ing rule by going into an abandoned
place and knocking the posts down.
Really though every miner knows
that if this man went home, he
might have had his lamp stopped
the next day, he would have lost a

| few days work, and while we may
i blame the man for doing something
that is dangerous, and against the

By a Worker Correspondent
AKRON, Ohio—Akron, the rubber

manufacturing center of the world,
traditionally a non-union city, has
now about 3,500 workers organized
in A. F. of L. Federal locals.

Last June the A. F. of L. with
the aid of N.R.A. penetrated this
non-union city with little or no
resistance from the rubber barons.
What little resistance was offered
was for the purpose of camouflage.

Coleman Claherty was sent here
by Bill Green as his chief repre-
sentative. He set up an elaborate
office in the finest bank building
in Akron. So far, the only thing
the rubber workers have received
from the A. F. of L. is an oppor-
tunity to pay $1 per month dues
and listen to ballyhoo from Clah-
erty and Stanley Denlinger, lawyer
politician.

From the very beginning, Clah-
erty’s program has been one of
stalling and preventing any strug-
gle whatsoever. At first he had
to use “wait till we get 100 per cent
organized"; second, “wait till we get
a rubber code; third, “wait till we
decide what we want”; fourth, “wait
till I draft a blanket agreement for
the industry as a whole.”

He was about five months draft-
ing the agreement. Then he called
the leaders of the various locals to
several meetings to sell them (the
leaders) this agreement, at the same
time keeping the rank and file in
complete ignorance of the contents.
-4Rter several weeks of officers’ meet-
ings, it was announced that “the

CLEVELAND NEWSIE
SPEAKS

t

1 DON’T know whether you
have heard about the news-

! boys’ strike here in Cleveland.
1About 600 of us went out on

j strike Monday, May 21. It was
; about time, too. Forty cents

i a day was all we could ever
manage to make. And when you are
the only one in the family that’s
working, 40 cents don’t go very far.
And some of the fellows sure have
it tough. There’s my best friend,
Joey. His mother’s half blind, with
a cataract on her eye. His pop can’t
work any more, taking tickets. He
needs a new artificial leg. His leg
is sore and he’s been in bed for
weeks. The kid sister takes care
of the house. Joey still goes to
school, and can only sell papers
in the afternoon. It ain’t so bad in
my house. At least no one is sick.
My pop ain’t worked for a year.
But he looks around and gets a
day’s work once in a while. Mostly
mom counts on the couple of dollars
I bring in to feed pop and four of
us kids. But lately I haven’t been
able to do even that.

Now this here strike has been go-
ing along swell. A delegation went
down to see Mayor Davis, but, of j
course, he was out. Boy, we had
plenty to tell him. We want more
on each paper sold, and the right j
to return unsold copies.

The other day we had a big mass
meeting in the square. You should
have been all the cops! Millions of
them. You’d think W'e was all Dil-
lingers, by the way the police sailed
into us, flinging their clubs around.
Believe me, they don’t tickle! Some
of the fellow’s were beaten up ter-
rible, and they arrested about 50
of us. But that’s nothin’. At least
75 of us had been in and out of
jail for one thing or another since
the strike began.

Funny thing happened today.
You know, the truck drivers be-

long to the A. F. of L. You’d think
a real union would try to help us
and support us, and not go against
us. But that’s what the A. F. of L.
is doing. The truckmen in their
union wmrk for the same papers
W’e do.

Today every press truck has got a
big sign on it—“Union Truck.” And
dicks and cops followin' so as no-
body hurts 'em. They don't want the
drivers to sympathize with us. They
don’t, believe in that. They get each
one Lo think of his own skin and
the devil with the other fellow.
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Smart guys. But we’re smart too.

Today Joey and I walked down
Prospect Avenue lookin’ for some of
the fellows. We got leaflets to give
out. We spot Tony and Ed on the
corner, and give them the high sign
to follow us, because the dicks and
cops keep their eyes open for us.
They got trucks filled with gang-
sters to bust up any meeting. So
we walk about a block together and
slip Tony and Ed a bunch of leaf-
lets to give out. It says we want a
dollar for the night newsies. And
do the guys eat those leaflets up!
You know, this way we'll get some-
where.:. V/c'r? gonna stick to this
until we get decent conditions.

Miners Forced Into
Dangerous Places By

Threats of Dismissal
Then Get Blamed for Accidents. Although the

Bosses Themselves Made Them Break Rules
! rules, we must place the whole
! blame on the coal company for not
furnishing the miners with the

| necessary posts and timbers.
The rule should be established

whereby, if any miners lose a day
jor a part of a day, due to lack' of
the necessary supplies, the coal com-
pany shall pay these men at the
prevailing daymen’s wages for the
lost time. This would soon stop
the practices of the bosses who com-
pel miners to go into abandoned
places.

In the last few weeks, seven men
were hurt in this mine alone. Prac-
tically all of these accidents are the
fault of the company. No one gets
fired, no one gets blamed, but the
men who get hurt. Our local of
the U. M. W. A. is controlled by
a set of officials that do not see
these things, because they are like
their master, John Lewis. They be-
lieve that they are here to protect
the interest of the coal company
and not the interest of the miners.

We must change this situation, by
removing out of all the union of-
fices the agents of John L. and the
coal companies.

A CLYDE NO. 3 MINER.

Rubber Workers Grow Tired
Os A. F. L. Stalling Tactics

agreement would be ready to pre-
sent to the membership in about
two weeks or ten days, and we
know you will like it. One of the
high points is a minimum wage of
75 cents per hour.”

This 75 cents per hour is all we
heard about from the officials. They
were determined to sell the whole
thing on this one point, and when
finally the agreement was read in
the locals, it revealed itself as being
a masterpiece for the rubber barons.
It does not call for a closed shop,
not even recognition of any union.
But it contained many clauses that
placed it in such slow channels
that it will never reach its pro-
posed destination. And now as the
peak period of the season has
passed there is no hope of getting
anything for the workers. The rub-
ber industry is seasonal, and Mr.
Claherty can use this fact to try
to stall a while longer.

There are rumblings of upheav-
als in some of the locals indicat-
ing complete dissatisfaction. The
A. F. of L. will not be able to hold
these workers much longer under
these conditions. Goodrich local
now has splits in it, about three fac-
tions, also the company union exists
in all the large shops. There is
one sure thing, if these workers
ever become disorganized again, they
will have no faith in any kind of
a union and many years will be re-
quired to organize them again. They
nylril-erwbeseyaDan.— b.. ah etao
were betrayed by the A. F. of L.
several years ago, and that still
lingers in the minds of some of the
older workers.

WITH OUR YOUNG READERS
Conducted by Mary Morrow, Chil-

dren’s editor, The Daily Worker, 50
East 13th St.. New York City.

Chicago, 111.
Dear Comrade Editor:

In our troop of Young Pioneers
there are two little Negro girls.
They had to sell flowers so that
they would be able to eat on
Mother's Day. Their Mother had
to make the flowers and they had
to sell them. So you see that the
bosses don't care about mothers,
but only to make profits for them-
selves.

Comradely yours.
EUGENE GRASSE.

* # *

The June issue of the New
Pioneer is out! Be sure you get
your copy. There's lots of adven-
ture in it, a grand account of the
Russian explorers on the Chelyus-

kin expedition, and the beginning
of a serial about Russian Pioneers
in China.

PUZZLE CORNER

Sec how many different ways
you can arrange the numbers one
to nine (1 to 9), using each num-
ber only once, so that they add
up to 15 in every row, across and
down.

You ran .join the Daily Worker
Puzzle Club by sending in your
answer.

Puzzle Club Members! At last
membership cards have been sent
out. If you don’t receive yours,
please let us know.

PMA Chiefs
Hide Origin

Os HR 7598
By a Mine Worker Correspondent
PANA, 111.—I was present at the

! recent State Committee meeting of
| the Unemployment Councils at
i which a report was given by the
Secretary E. Jones, on the number
of local unions down state which
have endorsed the Unemployment
Insurance Bill HR 7598. Close to
40 locals P. M. A. and Auxiliary
have given support to this bill, after
the Progressive Miner came out in
an editorial openly supporting the
fake Wagner Bill.

I asked one of the Board members
from our district, why does the
P.M.A. officialdom support such fake
stuff, when they know it is against
the unemployed and also when they
know that the only real bill is the
one introduced by the Unemployed
Councils, thru pressure on Congres-
man Lundeen. The Board member
told me he didn’t know, but I
think it was one of those “political”
moves of the P. M. A. “brain trust”
at the time when they called upon
us to support Nesbit and all that
gang.

The P. M. A. officialdom thought
that by this horse trading they
would get in the good graces of the
N. R. A. and maybe horn in on
John L., and now since they got no
results and also seeing that the rank
and file after all knows what is
good for them, they haven't come
out in the last issue of the
Progressive miner, giving space and
explanation to our Bill 7598 as the
only bill “which really means some-
thing to labor.”

The P. M. A. officials are still
trying to cover up the fact that
this bill is the work of the Unem-
ployed Councils for the past three
years, and they are trying to make
it look like it's a Lundeen bill. We
miners don't care what it's called,
but I wish the Daily would point
out to the workers that this Bill
was and is the result of the hard
work by the Communists and tens
of thousands of unemployed Coun-
cil members, -whom the P. M. A.
officials and other labor states are
attacking today.

UNEMPLOYED MINER.

NOTE :

We publish letters from coal
and ore miners, and from oil field
workers every Saturday. We urge
workers in these fields to write us
of their conditions of work and
of their struggle to improve their
conditions and organize. Please
get your letters to us by Wed-
nesday of each week. I

i

LETTERS FROM
OUR READERS

THE “DAILY” IN THE NAVY
YARD

New York.
Dear Sir:

On May Ist, “Daily Workers” were
distributed at the gate of the Brook-
lyn Navy Yard. These papers were
taken by almost all the men. When
we got to the entrance, the Marines
and cops started to take the papers
from us. I want to tell you that a
lot of the men got sore at this be-
cause they had no right doing it.

The “Daily Worker” is a regular
newspaper and just because it says
things the officials don’t like, it
doesn't mean they can take it from
us. The paper ought to send a
letter to the Commandant of the
Yard raising Hell and asking what
right he had in having the Marines
take the papers away.
A GROUP OF YARD WORKMEN.

ON WORKERS DEFENSE CORPS
New York.

Comrade Editor:
There appeared recently in the

Daily Worker, opinions of workers
about the necessity of organizing
“Workers Defense Corps."

With the rising tide of the class i
struggle and the simultaneous
threat of fascism, I think the ques-
tion of this defense of the working
class is immediate and should re-
ceive careful consideration. It seems
to me that in order to insure the
victory of the workers in the fourth-
coming showdown it is essential
that they be better prepared to face
and muster the actual technique of
struggle.

I think it is especially important
to spread the "Workers Defense
Corps’’ idea among the young work-
ers, because these workers are, due
to lack of experience, easier prey
and victims of fascist demagogy.

A WHITE COLLAR WORKER.

l°/o GOLD

Both principal and interest payments
are based upon a fixed quantity of
gold, providing the investor with pro-
tection against loss resulting from pos-
sible further depreciation in the U. S. •

dollar

CircuLi** D-13 open r~-

SOVIET AMERICAN
SECURITIES CORP.

30 Broad Street New Yocl

PARTY LIFE

25? Not 2 Million Convention
Manifestoes ShouldBePrinted
Non-Party Farmer Thinks Quota Too Small;

W/ill Sacrifice and Work to Spread Them
I say we should distribute 20 or

25 million of the Eighth National
Convention Manuifesto of the Com-
munist Party. This is not impos-
sible or so difficult. It can be ac-
complished if 25,000 Party mem-
bers and sympathizers pay for and
distribute an average of 1.000 pam-
phlets each. Those who can’t
spare SI.OO can no doubt collect
from those who have read the
manifesto.

Where it is impossible to reach
all farmers, one good way is put the
manifesto in cars, and hand them
out on the streets and at public
meetings. Hundreds and thousands
of farmers’ cars are parked in towns
on Saturday nights, at picture
shows, etc. Also all public gather-
ings of farmers should have the
manifestos distributed. Those dis-
tributed to farmers might be stamp-
ed with the address of the National
Farmers Weekly Newspaper and
those to workers with the Daily
Worker, etc.

In order to carry out the afore-
mentioned plan I am walling, if
necessary, to miss many meals and
many night's rest.

We must not delay until nearly
time for the November elections this
fall.

E. C.
Denver, Colo.

* * *

Editor’s Note.
We are publishing the above let-

ter to show the reaction of the
non-Party masses to the Manifesto

of our Party. Unfortunately our
Party Districts have not approached
the distribution of this Manifesto
with the same enthusiasm. Up to
the present time not two million
but only 500,000 Manifestos have
been distributed, 234.000 of which
were distributed in New York Dis-
trict. The rest of the country and
particularly the concentration dis-
tricts underestimated both the im-
portance of the manifesto, and the
eagerness wath which it is received
and read by the workers and farm-
ers everywhere. We would like to
accept the suggestion of the com-
rade who is willing to sacrifice rest
and food to distribute 25 million
copies. If the task is approached
in this spirit by the comrades in
the districts, the first two million
copies can be easily put into the
hards of the workers and farmers,
and funds raised for 20 million
more. Let’s go, comrades.

Join the
Communist Partv

35 E. 12th STREET, N. Y. C.
Please send me more informa-
tion on the Communist Party.

Name

Street
3ity ,

g% 'DxrtZt&isJgMipgj&i
PtA,:

By PAUL LUTTINGER, M.

Several correspondents have re-
cently inquired regarding the symp-
toms and, prevention of arsenical
poisoning. We have collected all the
letters on this subject and are re-
plying to them collectively:

There are two sets of symptoms,
one from arsenic compounds and
one from arseniuretted hydrogen
gas. Within a few hours after
inhaling arseniuretted hydrogen gas,
the following symptoms may appear:
weakness, dizziness, headaches,
vomiting, jaundice, and sooner or
later, anemia.

Arsenic compounds give the fol-
lowing symptoms: irritation and
later ulceration of the skin; ulcera-
tion of tbe nose; discoloration of
the skin and thickening of the skin
on the palms and soles; irritation of
eyes; sore throat; hoarseness; vom-
iting; abdominal pain; diarrhea,
pain and numbness in the arms and
legs.

Arsenic is a harmless metal, but
poisoning occurs from compounds of
arsenic. The most poisonous of
them is white arsenic or arsenious
acid which is a solid compound.
Paris Green and Scheele’s Green
are the arsenical compounds most
often employed; they are mixtures
of arsenic and copper. When com-
pounds containing arsenic are
heated, vapors arise which are
yellow in color and have a char-
acteristic garlic odor. Arseniuretted
hydrogen is a gas which has no
color but a very bad smell and it

arises when acids are poured over
metal containing arsenic.

The workers who come in contact
with arsenic most often are those
who remove hair from hides; those
who make artificial stones and
enamels; those employed in de-
colorizing glass and crystal; the
workers employed in the preserva-
tion of furs, feathers and skins;
taxidermists who stuff animals;
black or green bronzers; the makers
of insecticides (bug-killing powders
and fluids); those engaged in the
chemical industry and those who
prepare green dyes and paints.
Copper and lead ores contain a
relatively large amount of arsenic.
How Does Arsenical Poisoning Take

Place
If the skin is broken, arsenic may

enter the body through a scratch or
sore. In the majority of cases, how-
ever. poisoning takes place by
breathing dust or the vapor from
arsenic compounds or by swallow-
ing small quantities of arsenic.

(To be continued.)

WOCOLONA
BUS EXCURSION

Bus leaves 50 E. 13th St., Sunday.
June 3, at 8:30 A.M. -Return in
the evening.

Round Trip Fare. . .-.51.00
BRING LUNCH

Tents still available for
the Summer

Information: Nevlns 8-8331 •

Tickets going fast—Get yours today 1

Daily AVorker
firmAt ORGAN COMMUNIST PARTY U.S.A. ( SECTION OP COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL!

DAY and MOONLIGHT
~ EXCURSION

To HOOK MOUNTAIN on the
Beautiful Steamer "CLAREMONT"

(Capacity 3200)

SATURDAY, JUNE 9th
Dancing Entertainment Mass
Singing led by Daily Worker Chorus

Baseball Tennis Swimming
Hiking—Refreshments at city prices

Boat Leaves Pier A at 1 P. M.
Returns at Midnight

Tickets in advance $1; at Pier $1.25
Tickets on sale at Daily Worker City Office,
35 E. 12th St.; Workers’ Book Shop, 50 E.
13th St.; I. W. O. Book Shop, 80 Fifth Ave.;
699 Prospect Ave., Bronx; Scandinavian Book
Shop, 4012 Bth Ave., Brooklyn; Co-op. Barber
Shop, 62 Herzl St.; Yonkers Book Shop. 27
Hudson St.. Yonkers.

ANTI-WAR TRACK and FIELD MEET
and PICNIC ZZZS

2—“The Patriots” (Soviet Anti-war Film at 8:30 P.M.)

W¥ ff I | 17 3—Workers Laboratory Theatre—in a new show

uimer Park—TODAY ~~

.

.
6—Dancing—Open Air Pavilion—Till Dawn

25th AYE. STATION—WEST END LINE MAX BEDACHT ~ 7:00 p M-

ADMISSION—In Advance—2oc; at gate—2sc Refreshments
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CHANCE
THE

WORLD!
By MICHAEL GOLD

i THERE were so many outright lies and distortions in Max Eastman's
* recent book defaming the Soviet writers (“Artists in Uniform”)
that even the series of articles by Joseph Freeman some time ago
could not answer all of them. One would need to write a book in
answer, but I am sure the intellectuals who praised Eastman's book
would scarcely bother to read this new one.

In fact, Eastman served his purpose so aptly that he was embraced
almost with tears of gratitude.

Many things had been said against the Soviet Union by the usual
professional anti-Sovieteers. They had attacked the form of govern-
ment, mentioned the famine, the “dictatorship of Stalin," the G.P.U.,
and so forth.

But still it was obvious that a great culture was being born in
1 the Soviet Union—its moving pictures, its novels, its new schools and

„ colleges and laboratories, etc., all this could not be denied.
But Max Eastman rushed into the cultural trenches and supple-

mented the work of Ralph Easley, will Durant, and the rest, with a
“documented'' study.

How pleased everyone seemed in the plute press; how pathetically
eager to believe his every' syllable.

* * * •

A Vicious, Lying and Silly Book
IT IS a vicious book, a lying book, and it is also a silly book.
* Eastman blames everything bad that has happened in the world of
Soviet literature on Stalin: yes, the thesis is as stupid and simple as
all that.

Yessenin, the poet, killed himself because of Stalin; so did Maya-
kovsky and Polonsky and others; and it is about as accurate as if one
blamed Hart Crane's suicide in America upon President Hoover.

Stalin has broad shoulders, and he is carrying the leadership of
the biggest and most tremendous construction job in the world today.
He can take a lot of blame and laugh at It, but it is really a joke to
blame all the literary' schools of Russia on him—the futurists, the ac-
meists, the constructivists and the realists—peasant poetry and fac-
tory poetry, Mayerhold's stage theories versus those of Stanislavsky’s,
etc., etc.

The fact of the matter is: Soviet literature is a vital and mighty
force that has responded in a vigorous way to the Revolution. It split
into many formal schools; it had its own bitter literary' quarrels, de-
bates and enmities; it even swung too far to the left, Into a kind of
infantile leftism, which the Communist Party finally had to correct.

In fact, the only time Stalin intervened directly in the literary bat-
tles in the Soviet Union was when he announced that the time had
come to build a broad united front among the writers.

And what were these battles? They were only the same ones that
go on in every John Reed Club in America, or in the revolutionary art
circles of every other land. They were battles for revolutionary clarity,
purpose and passion in art, a break with the bourgeois past, an at-
tempt at self-purification.

Someone always gets hurt in a fight, but these literary battles of
the Soviet writers have cleared up many things. They have been neces-
sary. In proletarian art groups in this country, we have seen the same
kind of debate (on a smaller scale, of course).

* * * *

Enemies of Communism
THE people who really hate, yes, hate the Soviet Union and wish it
’ destroyed, are often ashamed to come out nakedly for war on the
Soviets. To preserve the liberal pose, they need an intellectual mask,
and Max Eastman furnishes them camouflage.

He has done this before, of course. It has become his career.
In the Daily Worker for Aug. 8, 1925, I found the following char-

acterization of Eastman in reference to an earlier anti-Soviet book
he had written:

"We have seen on what a rotten foundation Eastman is trying
to erect his building.

"He exploits single incidents of the Party discussion in order to
blacken our Party and to undermine all confidence by perverting the■ meaning of facts and distorting every proposition.

“I should think, however, that any serious and reflective reader
need not even take the trouble to verify Eastman's references and
‘documents’ (which moreover would not be accessible to everybody)
but find it sufficient to say to himself this:

“ ’lf the derogatory characteristics given by Eastman to the lead-
ing personnel of our Party had been true, how could this Party have
gene through ihe long years of underground struggle, have made the
greatest revolution in the world, have been able to lead millions,
and to assist in the formation of revolutionary parties in other

. countries?’
“No honest worker will ever believe the sort of picture drawn by

Eastman.
"It contains its own refutation. It is immaterial what were East-

man’s intentions. His book can only render service to the worst ene-
mies of Communism and revolution.

“It therefore objectively constitutes a weapon of counter-revolu-
tion."

■ * • •

MOW who do you think wrote this withering attack on Eastman?
It was none other than Leon Trotzky. who has since degenerated

into a kind of Max Eastman himself, and writes books and articles
that “contain their own refutation," and "that can only render sendee
to the w'orst enemies of Communism and revolution."

* * » ■

THE bourgeois intellectuals often mourn publicly for Trotzky; he is
* another handy camouflage behind which to fight one’s anti-Sonet
war.

Max Eastman had gathered into a book supposed to present Trotz-
kyism" all the w'hite guard lies he could find.

And in the same reply, Trotzky, still somewhat careful politically,
refuted the slanders of his own champion.

“Lenin left a famous political wdll, which Stalin suppressed,” said
Eastman.

"As for the famous will, Lenin never left one, and the very nature
of his relations with the Party as well as the nature of the Party it-
self, made such a ‘will’ absolutely impossible.” Thus said Trotzky in
1925.

“Eastman makes it appear as if the Red Army, through the change
in its leadership, had broken up and lost its effectiveness, etc.," Trot-
zky continues. “It is a mystery how' and whence Eastman derived this
notion. Its absurdity is quite patent. At any rate, we should not recom-
mend imperialist governments to base their schemes on Eastman's
revelations.

“Eastman, by the way, does not seem lo notice that by characteriz-
ing the Red Army thus he supports the thoroughly rotten Menshevik
legend about Bonapartism and Praetorianism—since it is clear that
any army, apt to be broken up on account of a personal change In
leadership, would not be a Communist or proletarian, but precisely a
Bonapartist and Praetorian army.”

And the still-uneastmanized Trotzky. who now accepts Eastman
as his own. then told this Eastman that his little book contained so
many “fallacious and mendacious assertions, from w'hich we need se-
lect only a few of the more important” for rebuttal.

And this is the authority on Soviet literature, Max Eastman. Now
on the verge of a possible W'ar against the Soviets he has fired his an-
nual gun of lies, distortions, sneers and slanders. It is his career. He
has had no time in ten years to say a word about Alabama or New
York capitalism; he has been too busy “improving” the Soviets.

Can such a man. if he has the least shred of honesty, fail to under-
stand what a despicable role he is playing? Certainly not!

WORKERS and INTELLECTUALS
Support the first American Symphony

of Revolutionary Musicians

The PIERRE DEGEYTER ORCHESTRA
presents

SYMPHONY CONCERT and FROLIC
Program to include works of:

Mozart. Greitr, Bruckner, Cewell, etc.
SUNDAY, JUNE 3rd IRVING PLAZA
8:30 P.M. Subscription 35 cents lrving PI. and 15th St.

New Masses Announces
$750 Prize for Best

Proletarian Novel
NEW YORK—The New Masses in

j conjunction with The John Day
Company, publishers, announce a
prize of *750 for the best, novel on

I an American proletarian theme sub-
j mitted before April 1. 1935.

The judges of the contest are
! Granville Hicks, literary editor of
the New Masses; William F. Dunne,

' journalist: Alan Calmer, national
• secretary of the John Reed Clubs of
the United States: Richard J.
Walsh, president of The John Day

! Company; and Critchell Rimington,
I vice-president and associate editorI of The John Day Company.

Any novel dealing with any sec-
-1 tion of the American working class■ may be submitted in the contest.
I The one definite requirement is that
I novels entered in the contest be
j not only written from the point of
j view of the proletariat, but be ac-
j tually concerned with the prole-

] tariat. The term proletariat is de-
| fined, for the purposes of the con-
I test, In its broadest sense, to in-
j elude, for example, the poorer far-
j mers, the unemployed, and even the
lower fringes of the petty bour-

J geoisie as well as Industrial workers,
j The characters, however, need not

I all be drawn from the working classI so long as the book is primarily
i concerned with working class life In
I America.
t Manuscripts must be received at
the New Masses office, 31 East 27th

| Btreet, New York, before April 1,I 1935 to be eligible for the *750 prize.
| The prize money will be in additionto royalties accruing to the author

j from The John Day Company which
i will publish the book. Alf manu-
scripts submitted must be signedI with a pseudonym; accompanying

| each manuscript there must be a
| sealed envelope with the pseudonym

j on the outside and the author’s real
name and address inside.

In making the announcement of
the contest in the current New
Masses, it was stated that "the
judges in making their decision will

I try to consider all relevant factors.
| They will consider the author's pur-'
! pose and the extent to which he
has realized that purpose. They
will ask themselves whether char-
acters are representative and
whether they are convincing. They
will measure the significance of the j
theme by their understanding of'
the present situation and temper of |

I the American proletariat, and they>
| will also consider each novel in
i terms of the author’s conception
and aim.

“It is to be hoped that the con-
test will attract workers as well as
professional novelists."

Workers Dance League
Competition to Open
At Town Hall Tonight

NEW YORK.—Ten workers' dance j
| groups, representing many different j1 cities, will compete at Town Hall !

j tonight for prizes to be awarded for ■| the best dance compositions. Those j
' who have been invited to act as ;
judges are Fe Alf, Johnßovingdon. :

! Nadya Chilkovsky, and Sophia
! Delza. all of whom are well-known j
dancers, as well as Emanuel Eissn- :
berg, dance critic of the World-Tel-
egram; Harold Elion, National Sec-
retary of the League of Workers'
Theatres; Mike Gold, Daily Worker
Columnist, and Rose Wortis, of the
Trade Union Unity League.

On the day following the festival,
delegates of the different W.D.L.
groups will convene at 108 W. 14th
St. to discuss the activities of the
past year, to lay down plans for fu- j
ture activity, and to elect officers
for the ensuing year.

TUNING IN
7:00 P. M.-WEAF—Basebsll ResumeWOR—Sports Resume

WJZ—Flying;—Captain At Williams
WaßC—Belaseo Orchestra

7:15-WEAF—Homespun—Dr. William H.
Foulkes

WOR—Talk--Harry Her3hfieW
WJZ—Pickene Sisters, Pongs

7:30-WEAF—Himber Orchestra: De Marco
Bisters, Songs; Eddie Peabody,
Banjo

WOR—East Orange American Legion
Band

WJZ—Beator Orchestra
WABC—Betty Barfhell, Contralto:

Melodeer* Quartet M
7:45-WABC—Looking at Life—Roy Helton
8:00-WEAF—Teddy Bergman, Comedian;

Betty Queen. Contralto: Bill Smith,
Baritone; Stern Orchestra

WOR—City Government Talk
WJZ—Spanish Musical?
WABC—Rich Orch.; Morton Downey,

Tenor: Mary Eastman, Soprano
8:15-WOR—All Star Trio

WJZ—Bavarian Band
8.30- WEAF—Floyd Gibbons. Headline

Hunter; Music
WOR—Warren Orchestra
WJZ—Concert Orchestra; LucilleManners, Soprano; Walter Preston,

Baritone; Ramblers Trio
8:45-WABC—Fats Waller, Songs
9:00-WEAF—Voorhees Orchestra; Donald

Novis, Tenor; Frances Langford,
Contralto; Joe Cook, Comedian

WOR—Freddy Farber and Edith
Handman, Songs

WJZ—Jamboree—Musical Variety
WABC—Grtee Stueckgold, Soprano;

Kostelanetz Orchestra
9:15-WOR—Dance Orchestra
9.30- —Real Life Problems—Bketch

Beatrice Fairfax, Comtnentator
WOR—Freddy Farber and Edith

Handman. Songs
WJZ—Duchin Orchestra
WABC—Himber Orchestra; Joey

Nash. Tenor
0:45-WOR—Studio Music10:00-WEAF—Hayton Orchestra; Saxon

Sisters, Songs; Male Quartet
WOR—Della Baker. Soprano; Wil-

liam Hargrave, Bariton*
WJZ—Tim Ryan's Place—Sketch i

Bv ERSKINE CALDWELL
(Continued from Page 1)

i the overhead bridge or subway cm
his wa v to his street car, he is im-
mediately spotted bv a serviceman
and finds his job gone forever.

If he is lucky enough to be able
to walk the chalk line to his street

! car, he must then board it and go
to his garden and spend several
hours planting, weeding, and cul-

; tivating. For he has been forced to
! sign up for one of Ford's twenty
; thousand gardens, and has paid
! fifty cents for the privilege. How-
| ever, if he goes home and stretches
| out on the floor for two hours in
1 order to regain enough strength to
i eat supper after eight hours of
hounding, speed-up. and no lunch-
hour rest period, he still runs the
risk of losing his job. Because the
servicemen may have been to in-
spect his garden and found a few
w'eeds in it. Weeds in a forced la-
bor garden is one of the thousand
deadly and unpardonable Ford sins.

Ford's desire to be known as the
) father of all and sundry was the
prompter of one of his many famous
orders. Investigators from the serv-
ice department were sent out to
gather complete information re-
garding the attitude of the worker

j towards the great father. The report
I turned in stated that the father
| of them all was known to the work-
! ers as “the big bass," “the chief,’’
“the pusher," "slavedriver.” “Mister
Ford,” and other less quotable titles.
Ford’s action was immediate. The

I order was given that henceforth
I he was to be referred to by all
workers, both on and off company
property, as The Old Man. He had
been assured by his council that
the term was both affectionate and
respectful.

The stool-pigeons were notified
by the service department to report
for the blacklist any worker who
failed to use the new fatherly ad-

i dress of affection and respect when
| referring to Mr. Ford personally.
Soon afterward the new' regulation
died a swift death when the reports
began coming in that the workers
in abiding by the letter of the law,
had evaded the spirit of It by add- j

img a few syllables of their own
Ford was being called Old Man Son-

, ofabitch.
These are the workers once en-

j vied throughout the world. News-
papers through their news columns,I and many by editorials, helped
spread the misinformation, always
supplied by his publicity depart-
ment, that Ford workers are the
highest paid and enjoy the most
ideal working conditions in the j
automobile industry. It was recently j
announced throughout the country,
and in news columns again and not |

i in paid advertisements, that Ford’s |
: lowest daily wage was five dollars.

! No mention was made of the fact
that, in order to cover the raise in

j pay, Ford had instituted a new
! speed-up on the conveyor and as-
sembly lines, had increased the

jhourly production schedule, and had
1 laid off enough men In every de-

i partment to more than save himself
I money on the new w'age scale.

But even then the workers who
I retained their jobs were not “the
highest paid in the industry." The
Ford worker, as a matter of fact,
receives the lowest wages. Ford
pays a worker on the final assembly
line *5. In the same department at
the Hudson plant a worker doing
the same operation receives $6.80.
and in the Plymouth plant $7 per
day.

In addition to this fact, the Ford
worker is the victim of the most
inhuman system of extracting labor
known in any industry. The speed-
up system—of which Ford is the
proud papa—drives men insane.
Others are so wrecked physically
that they can never work again.
After having invented the speed-
up—w'hich was laterlntroduced into
cotton mills as the stret-h-out
Ford is still the leader. No other
motor car manufacturer in America
dares drive men as Ford does. He
is proud of his man-killing system,
and his engineers are constantly
improving it to such an extent that.,
at the present rate of increase in
speed, workers will soon be forced
to run in order to keep up with
their labor. Once there was a time
when the workers could stand still
and perform their labor; today they
must actually hop. skip and jump
w'hile. performing it; tomorrow the
workers face the likelihood of being
forced to rUn while bolting frames
and tightening nuts. A bed-ridden
wreck of a man. a victim of Ford's
speed-up, muttered. "May God rest
Henry Ford's soul for his hop-skip-
and-jump.”

For the workers who remain at
their jobs today at River Rouge
there is no time to flex a kink out
of a contrarted muscle; no
straighten up your back; no time to
get a drink of water; hurry, hurry,
hurry; no time to draw a handker-
chief to wipe your nose—wipe it on
your sleeve or let it run. Some days
you will have thirteen minutes in
which to eat your lunch and catch
your breath and get to the toilets.
Take your choice between losing
your job and being constipated.
The servicemen are holding a stop- ;
W'atch on you. If you say to the
man next to you that it’s hot today, j
the man may be a stool and report
you to the blacklist for complaining I
about working conditions, and the \
next morning you will find yourself i

Ilf you have seen the play you will uanl
to read it—ls you have not seen it you il

MUST read it jj||
Steveilefe I
THE THEATRE UNION PRODUCTION g;
PAUL PETERS and GEORGE SKLAR jl
is now available in book form exactly as pro-

duced and in a thrilling pbotosrapbic jacket
51.50 (U All Bookstores, or from the Publishers.
Covict Fmf.de. INC.. 386 Fourth Are.. \ew York W

standing in Miller Road with four
or five or six thousand other unem-
ployed workers and wondering how
in the world you got there so
quickly.

The Ford kingdom embraces not
only River Rouge and Dearborn, but
the city of Detroit as well. Job-
selling agents comb the metropol-
itan area extracting S4O in exchange
for the promise of a job at Ford’s.
By some method employed by them,
the hiring office will actually pro-
duce a job for you at Ford's' But,
for some reason or other, it lasts
only two or three weeks, and it all
has to be done over again, if you
have S4O. The S4O turnover is prof-
itable to everyone concerned, save
the worker. Real estate agents have
a method of their own. If you will
agree to buy a house in Dearborn
from one of them, you will get with
the down payment the promise of
a job at River Rouge. But somehow
it never turns out to be in the
worker's favor. At the end of two
or three weeks you are fired, you
find yourself unable to keep up
the payments on your home, and
you are back where you started
from, after everybody, including
either Ford or his hiring depart-
ment, has taken a cut from your
savings. On Michigan Avenue there
are automobile dealers who will sell
you a Ford car, brand new, right
off the assembly line, for only SSO
down payment. You can take the
receipt to Ford's hiring office and
the flimsy slip of paper works more
magic than you thought was in
a whole book of tricks. Strangely
enough, when you have paid for
the car in full, you stand a grave
change of losing your job at Ford's.
And Ford says, "We do not require
our employes to own Ford cars, but
we advise them to do so."

Ford has discontinued the emer- ]
geney hospital at the River Rouge [
plant, and in its place has substi-!
tuted several first-aid kits and a;
few nurses to explain how to use
them in ease of accident. The con-
stant sight of so many injured
workers at the plant disturbed his
peace of mind. He found he could
not work very well when so many
bodies of workers killed by acci-
dents were carried out for burial.

And so Ford built, not at River
Rouge, not in Dparborn. but in De-
troit, the Henry Ford hospital.
There the injured worker, instead of
receiving medical and surgical treat-
ment from the company that em-
ployed him, is forced to pay seven
dollars and a half a day. He is not
permitted to be taken to other city
hospitals, where the charge is four-
fifty a day. Ford pays his W’orkers
five dollars a day for their labor,
and charges them seven-fifty a day
for their injuries.

The only workers' organizations
that make an attempt to demand

Detroit: Kingdom of Henry I.

*'
•'. ■***'■

<*-

FORD VICTIMS—Joe York, 23, District Organizer of the Young
Communist League; George Russell, 16, Ford worker. Coleman Lenny,
20, Ford worker, and Joe Deblasio. “Daily Worker” Agent, were murdered
on March 7, 1932. when the police of Henry I poured machine gun
bullets into a. crowd of 5,000 workers demonstrating at Ford’s Dear-
bom plant for work or relief. Twenty-three other workers were .seri-
ously wounded, and hundreds injured.

recognition of workers’ rights are
the Auto Workers Union and the
Mechanics Educational Society of
America. The A. W. U. already has
several hundred members at Ford's,
and this has been accomplished
without aid from the American
Federation of Labor. The M.E.S.A.
has accomplished nothing under its
present leadership, and will never
accomplish anything for the worker
in the automobile industry until its
A. F. of L. influence has been re-
moved.

Ford has many good reasons of
; his own for not allowing workers at
River Rouge to organize. Not evenI company unions, which other auto-

j mobile manufacturers tolerate, are
J permissible. In the Kingdom of
Henry 1., the right of labor to bar-

I gain collectively has never been
| taken seriously. Ford laughed whenI other manufacturers signed the N.
iR. A. code. His sole reason for notI signing it was the provision whichJ would have forced unions into

j River Rouge, There is no pow’eri yet strong enough to force him to
j allow workers to organize for their

! owm benefit. He is the power unto
himself.

Isn't he King Henry I?

Picnic am) Athletic
Meet of Associated
Workers Clubs Today

NEW YORK. The Associated
Workers Clubs will hold an athletic
field day and picnic today at Ulmer

I Park. Brooklyn. The athletic events
l will start at 1 p. m„ to be followedjin the evening with a varied pro-
gram consisting of a mass ehorus.

! a showing of the Soviet film “The
! Patriots" and newsreels, the Work-

j ers Laboratory Theatre in a new
1 side-show’, and Artists Union mem-j bers w’ho will do portraits and cari-
catures. At 7 p. m.. Max Bedacht,
National Secretary of the I. w. o.
w’ill speak. The program will con-
clude with dancing in an open air
pavilion.

Second New Thcalre
Night Offers All-Star

Program on Sunday
NEW YORK. The Second New’

Theatre Night takes place tonight
at the Fifth Ave. Theatre, 28th St.
and Broadway, at 8:30 p.m.. with an
All-Star program. The Workers
Laboratory Theatre will show "Hol-
lywood Goes Red," “Our Comrade
Munn," and “Help, Police.” Mem-
bers of the staff of "Men in White"
will present "Dimitroff”; the Artef
players, "A New Play,” and Asadata
Da fora Horton will perform in the
native African opera “Kykunkor."

=“=f==== TONIGHT '■ -

19 Groups in Socialist Competition
at

WORKERS' DANCE LEAGUE

DANCE FEfTIVM
TOW N HALL West 43rd Street., New York City

TICKETS ON 'SALE at
Workers Dance League, 80 East 11th Street
Workers Book Shop. 50 East 13th Street.

ia/wgwt -ii ■ ■ ~ rVT, ■... .IT

theatre T
~ .. Lastcollective

Labor Temple Theatre Performance
242 East 14th Rtr-et and Second Avenue

".MARION MODELS, Inc.”
A collective play by O. Shapiro J. E. Bonn. J. Shapiro

On the Struggle of a New York Needle Trade Shop
Only 3 Performances this season: May 31: June 1; June ?

Reserved Seats
30 and 50 Cents p ’,rfcrmin(:- c -

Tickets cr ■?:- - Bisk Chop, 50 T, 13th St.. V/L.T. 42 E
12th St., Box Office 9-1 P.M.

"The Unpossesseda
hovel in the Post-War

7rddition ofFu till ty
| THE UNPOSSESSED he Tess Sle-

singer. Simon and Schnster; New
York. $2.50.

Reviewed by
IOSFFH FREEMAN

| THE bourgeois literary press has
* given considerable attention and
Inordinate praise to the talented

I Tess Slesinger’s flrrt novel. "The
Unpossessed." One of the reasons for
this Is that the novel presumably
deals with the so-called intellec-
tuals. It is in the post-war tradi-
tion of futility. Its characters are
for the most part ineffectual talk-
ers. frustrated self-deceivers. But

I they differ from their literary pre-
decessors in that they talk not only
of sex and drink, but also of “Marx-

I Ism." That makes the narrative
right uo to the minute. But it must

I be realized at the outset that there
are no real Communists in the

• book, nor are any of the characters
| seen with Communist eyes. We have

| here a series of connected, though
| not. Integrated, sketches about spe-
cially picked types of unsuccessfulj liberal literati.

Intellectuals mav be divided into
| those who function and those who
are frustrated. You cannot lump
into the same group Joris Karl
Huysmans decadent aristocrat des
Esseintes. or Marcel Proust's deca-
dent bourgeois Swann, with the vig-
orous, if reactionary, lawyers, en-
gineers, doctors, and editors who
are part of the ruling French bour-
geoisie. You cannot identify Prince
Mishkin with Premier Mulyukov; or

j the characterless Rudin with theI counter-revolutionary' Savinkov; or
Hemingway’s “lost generation” with
the intellectuals who today do er- |i rands for the N.R.A. machine. |
There are important differences be- |
tween an ineffectual Oblomov and |
an energetic, dangerous Ramzin.

These characters are threp di- 1
mensional: Teas Slpsinger has '
drawn hers in two. Not because she
has drawn caricatures. Daumier :
did his in three dimensions. What j
she has drawn are comic strips IProfessor Bruno Leonard, the cen- |
tral character of the novel, is a I
Hemingway hero with a Jewish ac-
cent. His drunkenness, his wise-
cracks in which he is at once the j
gag-artist and the stooge, have
nothing in rornmon with the pseu- i
do-Marxist.s on the fringe of the i
revolutionary movement. These
may, within a very limited sphere
and in a very small way. be harm-
ful; but they are not inactive. The
author’s difficulties in visualizing
her characters from the inside are
frequently apparent. We see ges-
tures rather than characters; we
bear the voice of mimicry’ rather
than of reality: the voice not of the
artist, but of the impersonator. We
never get, below the surface of the
people.

• • *

IRONY is more biting, humorj
* warmer, satire more penetrating,
analysis mere instructive where the j
author has a definite feeling about |
his characters. Detachment which
springs from an anxiety to avoid
mistakes at any cast estranges the
author from his own characters.
Jeffrey’s don Juanism appears to
Missis Flinders as the mere mono-
logue of an actor “relying on a pa-
tient memory”; Bruno Leonard, the
center of the little group of serious
vacillators, a man with presumably
loftier interests, also talks “like a
play too often played before.” Peo-
ple seem unreal to us, like actorson a stage, or puppets in a Punch j
and Judy show, when we do not |
like them, hence do not understand !
them. Now note this significant
paradox: in a novel dealing with
intellectuals the only character who
seems real, adequately realized,
postivelv attractive beside the im-
potent drivelers, is the successful
business man, whose son is a
“Marxist" and a pansy: and the
most abstract, unreal, one-dimen-
siona! characters are the Black
Sheep, the Communist students.
Possibly the author has standards
by which she judges her characters?

j Thev are ridiculed because thev are
: weak: they fail. Suppose they* sue*
! oecded? Suppose Bruno Leonard
| are*, his Magazine and Missis? Flm*..
] der got her baby—then what? Lock
I at the Magazines which the success*
| ful Bruno Leonards are -

| look at the Missis Finders who
! have had their baort".

In contrast to the sharply cari-
catured intellectuals, the Black

[Sheep never emerge a* people We
[get. you might say. the “collectiv-'

j ist” touch. The students are "like
a younv army restless to takej chairs": but they are not human
beings, certainly’ not Communists,

: even if they do go off to a hunger
I march as a symbol. Nothing they

: say approaches the Communist
i viewpoint; much that they’ sav is a
: shallow cartoon of it, How silly t/)

! make the Black Sheep bleat that
j poetry is “for forgetting what's
j wrong with the world and getting
all fancied un being Ivrieal about

j birds." This is not a portrait of.| Communist students, but an echo
.lof these political paranoiacs who

leap through the bourgeois edito-
i rial ctfieps shrieking that Commu*

j nism kills art. No wonder the reac-j tionary critics applauded so loudly.
• • •

THE baric weakness of the book •
| —which has many technical vir-

j tues—is indicated in the author’s
| letter to the publishers printed on
the bookjacket. which all reviewers
read and from which many of them
take their cue. “The idea in my, ,
head." the author wrote, describing
her book, “is intellectuals anywhere
(but. Russia) in the twentieth een-
tury.” Take John Strachey and
Walter Lippman. two intellectuals
on opposite sides of the barricades, ~

or Stephen Spender and Sol Funa-
roff, twm on the samp side. They
have vital differences due not only
to differences in personality’, back-
ground. viewpoint: but due also to'
the fact, that, although all four
write in English, there is no such"'
place as “anywhere." This meta-
physical notion leads the author in-
to one of the commonest errors ex- -

tant among the intellectuals about
themselves, and among other classes
of the population about the Intel- ■lectuals—the illusion that "intellec-
tuals are, a class by themselves.”

Intellectuals are not a separate
class. They are auxiliary troops of
the various contending social
groups. They are an integral part'
of the social class into which they
are born or with which, under pres-
sure of events or voluntarily, they •
affiliate. Arthur Brisbane and Karl
Radek. T. S. Eliot and Michael
Gold. Noel Coward and Paul Peters,
Floyd Gibbons and Jack Spivak, *-

Samuel Untermyer and Joseph
Brodsky. Franklin Roosevelt and
Earl Browder, are all intellectuals;...
but to say that, they form one class
apart, from the rest of .society’ is to
say that the soldiers in two oppos-
ing armies are really in the samegroup because they are all soldiers.
That is a piece of abstraction which
leads to mischief. In this case the
mischief has confused the author....
The novel is not about Marxist in-
tellectuals “in general.” It is a nar-
rative-study of one small section of
the intelligentsia, rather unimpor;
tant in the U. S. A., where the
mass of professional people, from
engineers to authors, are an active,”
purposeful, practical, energetic lot, -

chiefly, for the present, on the side -

of the bourgeoisie. The novel is a
study in social impotence without
any real explanation of that impo-
tence. We cannot expect such an'
explanation from the successful
business man in the book. How
much more interesting and real and ...

illuminating this novel would have,
been had there been, among all the
phony “Marxists." one genuine
Communist.

Thp Dally Worker. America's only
workingclass daily newspaper, fights.,
for the interests of the working
class Read the Daily Worker. Buy
it at the newsstands. Three cents a
copy.

AMUSEMENTS
Drams . . .Story of the Struggle of the Russian Workers tjniier Czamm”'JB - DAILY WORKERIT-l MAXIM GORKI’SI3*| “Mother”

D ’r'v:i bi_ PPPOVKIV ---"h BATai OV of Road to Life
..

AC. IF, THEATRE, 14th Street and Union Square
THE THEATRE Gt’lEn presents—

JIG SA W
A ram-lv by DAWN POWELL withERNEST TRI EX—SPRING BYINGTON
ETHEL BARRYMORETheatre, 47th Street, w. of Broadway
Evgs. 8 40. Mat. Wed., Thurs. and Sat.
Last Week-EI GEN’E O'NEILL S ComedvAH. WILDERNESS!

with GEORGE M. COHAN
GUII n Thea„ r.ea SI. W. of B war

Er.8.50 Mat. Wed.Thors.«,t.

MAXWELL ANDERSON'S New Plus
MARY OF SCOTLAND”
with HELEN PHILIP HELEN

HATES MERIV,ALE MENKEN
\ I \TN Th,-a > - rt S( -- W. of F.'sras,Jj ' 1 ’ Er.B-n Mats.Thors.A Sat.2.?li

Tell your friends and shonmates
about the Daily Worker. L“t them
read your copy.

THE THEATRE UNION Presents -
The Season's Outstanding Drsmatic Hit |stevedore
CIVIC REPERTORY THEA. 105 W 14 St. I
Eves 8:45 Mats Wed. & Sat. 245 1”

39r-4ftc-6flc-75c-SI.OO Sc 11.30. No Tat |j ——

Ro BE RT A
A New Musical Comedy by

.IEROME KERN A- OTTO HARBACK
: NEW AMSTERDAM. W. 4.’d St. Ergs. 8.41
! Matinees Wednesday and Saturday 2.30

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
I 50th S.t. At 6th Are. Show place of the

Nation—Opens 11:30 A. M.
Margaret SIT,LAVAN inj ‘‘Little Man, 'S hat Now? '

From the Novel by HANS FALLADA
On the stag. -FIESTA MEXICAN.*

June 3rd , , . inother

SSt THEATRE NIGHT
(Stem of Broadway, Hrtrleni ard 14th Street)

• 3 NEW PLAYS bv Workers 1 »b. Theatre
• DIMITROFF by Greup Theatre Members
• ARTEF Scene from "A"«ror Biiiitrhev''
F EULA GRAY. "Snntrs"

Extra • H. W. L. nan \. chairman
“KYKUNKOR’’ or ‘‘THE WITCH WOMAN’*

ASADATA DATOHA'S NATIVE AFRICAN DANCE OPERA

Reserve Tiek-ts at:2,sc, 35c, 55c, 83c, 99c, Inc. Tax
'%%■*:-; Zl FIFTH AVE. THEATRE~'V'n 59 r *"i C'm*

•

Sundry R;3O r.>T. 28th St. at BVay
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Why MoreDelay inToledo?
THOSE leaders who are delaying the

general strike in Toledo are simply
blocking the attempts of the men to get
better wages, hours and conditions.

Every hour of delay gives the employ-
ers added advantage. If the delay is
continued the men will never get the
economic demands for whiah they are struggling
so eagerly.

Ramsey, head of the Auto-Lite men, is run-
ning from one government official after another to
arrange whatever “mediation” he can. But in ac-
tual strike action he is continuously stalling. Two
days ago now he has gotten an “extension' of the
“truce.” Instead of organizing the mass power
of the workers, he is diligently training them to
look finally to the employers' government for aid

against the employers.
Now, with the tremendous feeling among the

men for an immediate general strike, the A. F. of
L. officials are hinting at a “24-hour general strike
protest,"

This is a trick. In some cases a protest strike
can have immense significance for the workers.
Even a five-minute strike can have such significance.
But right now in Toledo the men are fighting not
only to “protest,” but to get certain definite eco-
nomic demands!

Whatever hurts the men’s chances of getting
these demands, or whatever does not result in any

strengthening of the fight for these economic de-

mands is only a trick to get the men to forget
what they are really fighting about.

The A. F. of L. officials are rushing tearful ap-
peals to Roosevelt. But it was just Roosevelt or
his agents and nobody else who tricked the Weirton
steel workers, the Detroit and Minneapolis workers.
Why do they want his agents new in Toledo? To
repeat these shameful performances?

* * *

BEHIND Ramsey trails A. J. Muste. Muste doesn’t
disassociate himself from the A. F. of L. leader-

ship. He doesn't subject their policies and actions
to a withering fire of criticism.

He trails along with them, making the whole
outcome of the struggle dependent soiely upon
these very officials who are stalling the whole
strike action. * *

IUST listen to him on the subject of Taft, Roose-
J velt’s “mediator.” The workers, bursting with
fighting spirit and eagerness for struggle, so far
don’t pay much attention to Taft. Taft is in dis-
repute. Therefore Muste also joins the bandwagon
and attacks Taft.

But Muste attacks the government strike-
breaker in such away as already paves the way
for government strikebreaking through a “media-
tor”!

What does he have against Taft? Does he
denounce him as a strikebreaking agent of Roose-
velt? Does he warn the Toledo workers against ALL
“mediators”? No. He merely points out that this
particular government agent is unsuitable. He
says in this week’s “Nation”:

“.
. . .he (Taft) revealed his mental attitude

and his utter unfitness for the role of IMPAR-
TIAL MEDIATOR. . .

.(our emphasis—D. W.)

So Muste’s hypocritical echo of the workers’ op-
position to Taft is only for the purpose of smug-

gling in a different kind of government “arbitra-
tion;’ someone, perhaps more “suitable,” someone
more “impartial”! Suppose Taft /were to change
his "mental attitude”? Then he would be O.K.
for Muste.

He doesn't point out to the workers that it is
absolutely IMPOSSIBLE for any Federal mediator
to be “impartial." He doesn't point out that Roose-
velt is using this cloak of “impartiality” only in
order to better act as the chief strikebreaker for
the employers.

Thus, behind ail his “militant" rant, Muste is
concealing a dagger for the Toledo strikers, the
deadly dagger of “impartial mediation”!

* * *

RIGHT now Muste is going along with the strik-
ers. He has his ear carefully to the ground.

Dimitroff to the Austrian Workers

But all the time he's got this “mediation” dagger
behind his back. All the time he builds up the
prestige of the A. F. of L. leaders who are delaying
action.

The answer to Muste and the A. F. of L. lead-
ers who are stalling for time, must be immediate
general strike. The strike must be settled only on
the basis that the workers get what they are ask-
ing for. All negotiations must be by the workers,
for the demands of the workers. Roosevelt's media-
tors are only strikebreakers with a fancy name and
government sanction.

Toledo, strike now! The working class of the
whole country is with you!

For National Action in the
Longshore Strike

THE strike of the West Coast longshore-
men is entering a new stage.

After three weeks of militant struggle,
after every attempt to break the strike
with the aid of the armed forces of the
government, the N.R.A. labor boards and
the maneuvers of Ryan, the strikers have
overwhelmingly voted down an attempt to send
them back to work without gaining all their de-
mands.

Likewise, the maneuvers of Scharrenberg and of
the other officials of the International Seamen's
Union have been unable to split the ranks of the
seamen, who are fighting side by side with the long-
shoremen. They are determinedly following the
policies of the united front strike committee which
was established on the initiative of the Marine
Workers Industrial Union.

In no other recent strike has the question of
the need for national action been raised so sharply.
Despite the splendid militancy of the workers on
the Pacific Coast, without the additional support
of the seamen and longshoremen of the North At-
lantic. their struggle faces great odds, because of
the determined efforts of the shipping interests
throughout the country to crush this strike.

That national action is demanded by the work-
ers can be seen from the fact that even Ryan, who
went to the Pacific Coast for the express purpose
of ending the strike and who has tried to send the
workers back to work without realizing their de-
mands. has been compelled not only to sanction the
continuation of the strike, but also is compelled to
speak about a national strike of longshoremen. This
is because of the insistence of the West Coast long-
shoremen for the calling out of all union member-
ship throughout the country and because of the
evident restlessness on the part of the longshore-
men in the Atlantic ports who are desirous of act-
ing in solidarity with their fellow workers on the
Pacific Coast.

* * *

THIS situation imposes upon all our Party organi-
* zations, upon the Trade Union Unity League or-
ganizations, American Federation of Labor opposi-
tions, upon all revolutionary workers, the task of
giving all possible support to the striking longshore-
men and seamen on the Pacific Coast, to use all
their connections and resources for reaching the
longshoremen and seamen in the Atlantic ports,
explaining to them the situation, helping them to
get into the struggle in spite of all the obstacles
placed in their path by the A. F. of L. bureaucracy.

The Marine Workers Industrial Union, which
from the very beginning has done everything pos-
sible to help the striking longshoremen, has mobi-
lized its forces in their support, has already through
its initiative drawn in large sections of the seamen
on the West Coast in joint struggle with the long-
shoremen, is now bending all efforts to extend this
struggle to the Atlantic ports. The Union has just
sent its proposal to the District Councils and locals
of the international Longshoremen’s Association in
the Atlantic ports urging upon the workers in the
local organizations, without any delay, to get into
action.

We call upon all workers and workers’ organi-
zations to support the efforts of the Marine Work-
ers Industrial Union in this great struggle.

The Marine Workers Industrial Union, recogniz-
ing the situation, the need for struggle among the
masses of the longshoremen and seamen through-
out the country, recognizing the vote of the rank
and file against their bureaucratic leadership, the
Ryans and Scharrenbergs, has already a few weeks
ago taken steps for the convening of a national
conference of seamen and longshoremen on Sep-
tember 1 and 2 for the purpose of uniting the ranks
of the seamen and longshoremen and developing
the struggle on a national scale. The Union is bend-
ing all efforts to accomplish this now in the present
strike situation.

The Marine Workers Industrial Union deserves
the support of all class-conscious workers and
workers’ organizations and we urge upon you to
come to their support financially to enable them
to carry on this great work. All communications
and financial aid should be sent to the National
Office of she Marine Workers Industrial Union,
2 Stone Street, Room 701, New York City.

(Continued from page Five)

is bringing, we saw in the east the U.S.S.R. —

the gigantic stronghold of the working class of
the world. There is no force which can stay
the historic march of humanity to socialism.
One cf the battles is over; the fighters count
those who have fallen, but their strength is not
broken; the great proletarian army is march-
ing onward to its final victory.

* * *

DERHAPS, Comrade Social-Democratic work-
* ers, the thoughts expressed in this letter may
seem to you difficult to accept. Nevertheless, I
hc::e that this letter will help you in your criti-
f,i ... 0 f the past, to draw the proper
conclusions. But if anything in this letter is not
quite clear or gives cause for doubts I should
be very glad if you shared them with me.

GEORGE DIMITROFF.
Moscow Hospital,
March, 1934

* * *

This letter had already been written when at
the end of March, I received from one cf the
authors of the first letter, the following letter
written on March 2 1934;

Karl Marx House,
Vienna, March 2, 1934.

Dear Comrade Dimttroff:
I hear with joy that you and the other two

comrades—Popoff and Taneff—have escaped
from the Brr.wn hell and arc already in the
Soviet Union. Thousands of proletarians
heaved a sigh of relief when they heard this
news, fer we need such heroie, fighters re ye::
in c'lr rank-. If we had had them, the work-
ing class of Austria would not have suffered
Inch a shameful defeat through treachery,.

It was a sanguinary lesson for us. It was the
same as 1905 in Russia and we hope that we
shall not have to wait too long for the estab-
lishment of a Soviet Austria, when we shall
be able to extend a fraternal hand to Russia
and jointly build a new state, a pure workers’
state,* in which only proletarians will be per-
mitted to live.

Dear Comrade Dimitroff. do us a favor and
write a few lines so that we may know that
you really are in Russia, because we have
turned into pessimists.

With greetings of freedom,
(Signed)

* There is something wrong here, comrades.
Os course, ycu mean a Soviet state, which is the
state of the dictatorship of the proletariat. But
in it there are not only workers, but all the
toilers, building socialism under the leadership
of the proletariat.

* * *

Yes, comrades, you are right. If your ranks
had been headed by real Bolshevik fighters your
heroic struggle would certainly have ended dif-
ferently. But such fighters can develop only in
the process of irreconcilable class struggle
against the bourgeoisie. However, Social-De-
mccracy failed to carry on such a struggle;
moreover, the Otto Bauers and Friedrich Ad-
lers prevented this struggle. Only in constant
struggle in a united revolutionary front against
fascism will new, steeled, fearless fighters grow
up. Only under the banner of Marx-Engc-ls-
Lenin-St-ilin will ne-.v Bolshevik leaders grow
up. and the Austrian proletariat will at last ob-
tain what it needs frr victory in its heroic
struggle—a powerful Bolshevik Party.

April ,1934. <3. DIMITROFF.

Wall St. Envoy
Aids Frame-Up
OsCuba Editor
Workers Demonstrate

Against Imperialism,
and Hitler

HAVANA. June I.—The hand of
the Wall Street embassy in Cuba
can be seen in the arrest and frame
up today of the editor of the co-
operative newspaper “Ahora,” Guil-
lermo Martinez Marques, on the
charge of conspiracy of terror
against U. S. Ambassador Caffery
and his retinue. Col. Batista per-
sonally supervised the jailing of
“Ahora’s,” editor, who is now held
incommunicado.

“Ahora," a newspaper which
prints news favorable to the work-
ers’ s'niggles, published some startl-
ing exposures of the fake assassina-
tion campaign and its real purpose,
the opening of a new campaign of
terror against the Communist Party
of Cuba.

Forty-four workers were arrested
during a funeral today, of whom
four were women.

A demonstration was held under
the leadership of the Communist
Party against U.S. imperialism and
German fascism. Rocks with notes
and slogans were thrown through
the windows of the North German
Lloyd and Hamburg American
Steamship Lines last night. The
slogans read: “Down with German
fascism! Release Ernst Thaelmann!
Down with Wall Street's Ambas-
sador, Jefferson Caffery!”

HugeMeetsPlanned
On 20th Anniv. of
Last World War

League Against War &

Fascism Holds Regional
Conferences

NEW YORK.—Five regional con-
ferences called last week-end by the
New York City Central Committee
of the American League Against
War and Fascism in as many dif-
ferent boroughs, fired the opening

I gun in the campaign to build a tre-
j mendous demonstration against war
and fascism cn August 4, the 20th
anniversary of the outbreak of the
World War.

Each conference, sub-divided into
committees which took responsibil-
ity for setting up neighborhood
committees in the various sections
within each borough.

The work outlined 9t each con-
ference includes the following
tasks: To build a thousand neigh-
borhood committees and enlisted
supporter branches by August 4;
to send a delegation from New York
City to the Women's Congress in
Paris; to send a thousand delegates
from New York City to the second
U. S.' Congress Against War and
Fascism scheduled for Chicago in
September; to raise a fighting fund
of SIO,OOO to back the work of the
League; to break the Nazi terror
backed by La Guardia’s police in
Yorkville and Ridgewood and stop
its spread to other sections of the
city. All activities will build toward
a gigantic anti-war'and anti-fascist
demonstration on August 4.

All organizations recognizing the
necessity to join the fight against
war and fascism may secure further

i information from the General Sec-
! retary, Norman H. Tallentire, at
the office of the League, 112 East
19th St., Room 605.

* * •

NEW YORK. —All delegates to
the City Central Committee of the
League Against War and Fascism

I are urged to be present at the reg-
ular monthly meeting at Irving
Plaza, 7:30 p.m., Monday, June 4.

The proletarian revolution can
not take place without the forcible
destruction of the bourgeois State

\ machine and its replacement by
| a new machine.—Lenin.

(Continued from Page 1)

themselves. Even now. with two
years of rich experience in Geneva
negotiations, there is no hope that
such schemes will be adopted by
all countries. Corresponding con-
clusions should be drawn from the
present situation.

“If disarmament, as a means of
the security of peace, has failed, it
is natural that other means should
be sought, because, for the Soviet
Union it is still a question of secur-
ing peace. If the Geneva conference
appeared incapable of consolidating
universal peace by such means as
disarmament, it does not follow at
all that the Geneva conference must
be buried, as suggested by German
fascists, Japanese imperialists, and
bellicose factions of other countries.
Whoever is interested in securing
peace must do his utmost to see
that the conference could 'feel
about for other guarantees of peace,
or at least increase measures of se-
curity for those states, which, hav-
ing no aggressive schemes, are not
interested in war, and which in
case of war. might therefore be-
come an object of attack.’ (Lit-
vinoff).

A New Program
“The conference needs a new,

concrete, efficacious program of
struggle for the consolidation of
peace. This program was set forth
in Litvinoff’s speech. The proposals
of the Soviet delegation are based
on a real caculation of the situation.
The danger of war and an attack
on the U.S.S.R. growing out of the
intensification of imperialist con-
tradictions is greater than ever be-
fore. These contradictions have also
resulted in a split cn the anti-Sov-
iet front. There are countries in the
capitalist world which are now
actively striving, and openly prepar-
ing for an attack on the U.S.S.R.

Overcome Difficulties in
USSR Spring Sowing Drive

By VERN SMITH

Daily Worker Moscow Correspon-
dent

MOSCOW, June 1, (by radio)—
Spring sowing has been successfully
completed In many regions of the
Soviet Union. The Tartar Republic
had sowed 6,000,000 acres by May 25,
which is about 145,000 acres more
than have ever been planted here.
Prospects for the crops are very
good.

In Western Siberia, at the same
date, there had been 13,750,000 acres
sown, over 10,000,000 of whiih are in
wheat. This is more than 440,000
acres more than was planted a year
ago. The new quality of sowing of
the collective farms, and the suffi-
ciency of moisture in the ground,
promise an abundant harvest for
Siberia.

Favorable weather conditions
have helped the Leningrad district
greatly. Although previously the
agricultural products of this region
were very limited in quantity be-
cause of draught, this year sowing
has been considerably extended by
the ploughing of new soil which was
formerly uncultivated. By May 25,
this district had sowed 2,057,500
acres of grain, including three times
more wheat than last year, and a
total which had formerly not been
planted in all the north.

Potatoes planted In theLeningrad
district have increased 92,500 acres
in comparison with last year. Fifty
thousand acres more of garden
vegetables were planted than last
year. The conditions of sowing in
the Leningrad district promise
abundant crops.

In almost all districts, Soviet
Union farm collectives continue
to sow, above the amount required
by the Five-Year Plan into the
late summer hardened crops, like
maize, etc.

Prepare for Harvest
At the same time the southern

districts of the U. S. S. R. are pro-
ceeding with active preparations for
harvest of the early crops. Warm
weather in all territories following
an abundant rainfall have hastened
development of winter and summer
sowing in the majority of districts.

Even those southern districts

Cuban Communist
Party Exposes the

New U. S. Treaty
Only Soviet Power Will
Wipe Out Wall Street

Exploitation
(Special to the Daily Worker)
HAVANA, June 1 (By Cable).—

Declaring that the anti-imperial-
ist struggles of the Cuban masses
and in the United States and Latin
America brought about the annul-
ment of the Platt amendment, the
Communist Party of Cuba stated
today that the danger of interven-
tion is not lessened. It called for
an intensified fight against inter-
vention, imperialism and imperialist
war.

The statement jDf the Communist
Party of Cuba scored the crawling
declarations of Grau San Martin,
ex-President of Cuba. The Commu-
nist Party stated that the new move
of Roosevelt brought no change to
*the Cuban toiling masses, who are
exploited by the Wall Street sugar
companies and the bankers. The
country remains more than ever
oppressed by Yankee imperialism.

Only the rising . revolutionary
movement and the support of the
broad masses who prevented an
application of the Platt amendment
through the landing of troops up
until now can end the oppression
of Yankee imperialism.

The Communist Party statement
further points out that the move is
aimed at lulling the anti-interven-
tion movement, and the anti-impe-
rialist upsurge in Cuba, and the
reinforcing of the war front in the
Caribbean area and South America,
by a fake gesture of generosity, and
also to bolster up the position of
the reactionary Mcndieta concen-
tration government, which has been
badly shaken by the mass struggles.

Mass demonstrations are being
arranged against the retention .of
Guantanamo as a Wall Street war
base, to demand the removal of the
warships, to demand the cancella-
tion of the loans of the Chase Na-
tional Bank and other foreign
debts, and declaring that only So-
viet power will give the Cuban
people national liberation.

where sowing, mostly of winter
crops, have suffered partial damages,
owing to dry weather, May sowing
is satisfactory.

The advantages of the kolkhoz
system have been shown repeatedly.
Whatever couldn’t be overcome in
individual farming cases, such as
manifestations of the elements and
nature, have been successfully over-
come by collective farmers.

A part of the damaged sowing
has been resown, in some places
even to an extended volume. In the
majority of the places which were
affected by the May drought the
collectives averted damage to their
crops. They organized timely mass
weeding of grain fields, measures
which had never been adopted be-
fore last year, and with which in-
dividual farmers, of course, could
not cope. In many 'places kolkhozes
even resorted to mass artificial
watering of the fields. Such
measures also are only thinkable
under collective, mechanized farm-
ing. For the earty sowing, in wh>ch
much moisture was preserved in the
soil from snow, was properly com-
batted by the kolkhozes (collective
farms) by the method of re-working
the fields with tractors.

The result of all this, even in
the drought districts, after the rain-
fall, is that the condition of sowing
has been considerably improved.
Throughout the south of the Soviet
Union winter rye is flowering, and
wheat, in places, is already earing.
Summer sowing is also developing
well even in the central districts of
the U. S. S. R., Siberia and the
Urals.

At a rally of representatives of
kolkhozes devoted to the forth-
coming harvest, held at Dnepropet-
rovsk, in the Ukraine, an appeal
was made to the kolkhozes, stating,
“Sowing in our kolkhozes is cheer-
ing, and strong in promise, although
this was a dry spring. Sowing is in
good condition because we sowed
early, ploughed the soil well, well-
timed, sowed good grain, and sowed
collectively. If such a dry spring as
we have had come in the time when
we lived on individual scattered
farms, sowing would have looked
sorry. Under collective forms of
farming we expect a good harvest. 1’

"USSR Has OnlyPeace Plan Against War Makers”

There are countries which, though
they would not wish to be embroiled
in a war, are practically paving the
road for it, prompting and encour-
aging the war incendiaries. And
finally, there are such countries,
which are presently not interested
in war, and would wish to avert it,
and therefore agree now to cooper-
ate with those who are interested in
the consolidation of peace.

“Such is the concrete situation,
making it possible to combine the
efforts of several countries for se-
curing universal peace by new
means. Rejecting the projects of
complete or partial disarmament
put forward by the U.S.S.R.. the
capitalist countries followed their
class interests. Two worlds, two
policies, two classes, clashed in this
case. By concluding non-aggression
pacts with the U.S.S.R., pacts defin-
ing an aggressor, ihese or those
capitalist countries also follow their
class promptings.

Contradictions Sharper
“But here the contradictions be-

tween the imperialist countries be-
come active. Very many capitalist
countries which rejected Soviet dis-
armament projects, thereby prede-
termining the failure of the Geneva
conference at the first stage of its
existence, are compelled, half-way,
to meet this or that peaceable in-
itia'ive of the U.S.S.R., since they
themselves are menaced by danger,
and cannot ignore the greater fac-
tor of the conso’idaticn of peace,
such as our country constitutes.

“Therefore, there is full possibil-
ity of adopting efficacious guar-
antees. even if this or that state
docs net agree with them, because
T':.s in no way should hamper
others, to unite still closer in order
to carry out measures which will
increase their own security.’ (Lit-
vinoff).

“Litvinoff proposed a number of

such measures. That is, firstly, the
adoption of the Soviet proposal of
the definition of an aggressor. Sec-
ondly, these or those sanctions
against violators of peace. Thirdly,
separate regional (comprising this
or that group of countries) pacts.
But the Soviet delegation simul-
taneously proposed something more
than separate measures, separate
guarantees.

“It proposed to convert the con-
ference into a regular organ'which
shall takfe care, in every way, to
defend the security of all states,
to defend universal peace; to con-
vert it into a permament confer-
ence which shall meet periodically.
'Until now,’ said Litvinoff, 'peace
conferences were convoked chiefly |
after war, for the purpose of shar-
ing the spoils of war, and imposing
heavy and degrading conditions
upon the defeated, redistributing
territories, readjusting states, and
thus sowing the embryo of fresh
wars. Whereas, the conference 1
have in view must be created for
preventing war, and its burdensome
results. It must work out, extend,
and improve, the methods of the
consolidation of security and give
timely response and warnings of
the future war dangers, respond
to the call to aid of the states
menaced, rendering the latter time-
ly aid within one's power, whether
moral, economic, financial or any
other.’

Will Get Wide Response
“The program of the struggle for

peace set forth by the Soviet dele-
gation is clear and practical, and
will undoub ealy find a wide re-
sponse among the toiling masses,
not only of the U.S.S.R., but of the
whole world.

“The danger of war menaces all
of toiling humanity. There is no
country which can consider itself

1 outside of this danger. And sooner

or later it affects the toilers of all
countries. Let the ruling classes of
Britain, or certain countries situ-
ated near the very threshold of
eastern Europe, not create for
themselves the illusions that they
will be able to direct the war in
channels desired by them.

“The calculation of the pillagers
will go awry. And these countries
may find themselves in a not very
pleasant position.

“The speech of Sir John Simon,
foreign secretary of Britain, is a
brilliant illustration of the appraisal
of the situation given by Litvinoff.
Simon's oratorical contrivances con-
cealed from nobody the fact that he
spoke against Litvonoff's proposals,
and as an advocate of German fas-
cism. Barthou’s speech sufficiently
and clearly revealed the sense of
Simon's speech. Simon openly de-
fended, at the Geneva tribune, the
policy of disruption of guarantees
of a policy of peace, facilitating the
war incendiaries in their criminal
work. Simon's speech shows where
the forces are which are pushing
oiling humanity to a fresh catas-

trophe.
“The U.S.S.R. said her weighty

word. She set forth the program
cf struggle for the consolidation
of p-p.ee and security against the
war ineerd'arics. This program
accords with the interests of toil-
ing humanity against whom the
schemes of the fascist enslavers
and the militarist cliques arc di-
rected.

“Wc do not doubt that the pro-
gram of the U.S.S.R. will meet
with full approval among the
widest masses of the whole world,
end will be supported by the
power and authority o" the entire
proletarian fatherland, which is
rn guard for the peace, security,
and prosperity for which all her
loyal sons stand.”

On the

World Front
By HARRY CANNES

i 2 Cuba Maneuvers
i Mr, Lcre Explains

I Change, and No Change

DOLLAR diplomacy has re-
cently made two major

maneuvers in the Carribbean,
i the axis of yankee imperial-
ism. The first was the war

I games of the fleet, now rest-
| ing in the East River, New
York. The second was Roosevelt's
purported annulling of the infamous
Platt amendment.

Os the two maneuvers, the most
confusing is the new treaty with
Cuba. War maneuvers have their
simplicity. But treaties are filled 1
with duplicity, machinations and

: demagogy. The reactions of the
American capitalist press to the new
Cuban-Wal! Street treaty throw
some very interesting light on its
real significance.

First we have that outstanding
! interpreter of foreign events for the
I capitalist press, Ludwig Lore, who

j writes the "Behind the Cable” col-
-1 umn for the New York Post. Mr.

1 Lore is a leading light in that new
! American “revolutionary” Party, the
I American Workers Party that feeds
so liberally at the paps of Miss
Columbia.

Rcosevelt’s New Deal imperialist
maneuvers in Cuba is greeted by Mr.
Lore very much as the Socialist
leaders at first greeted the N. R. A.,
as a move against Wall Street,
against the big trysts, when all later
experience showed that it was a

! definite step in the interest of fi-
nance capital.

"With its renunciation of the
Platt Amendment by the adoption
of a new treaty just signed by
Cuba and the United States,” ex-

plains Mr. Lore. “America has
taken a gratifying step away from
imperialism and in the direction
cf amity and goed will in the
Western Hemisphere.”
Hurray for Mr. Roosevelt, shouts

this theoretician of the American
Workers Party! Clarence Darrow
in his report on the N. R. A. admits
that Roosevelt supports the big
trusts, increasing their profits and
power at the expense of the Amer-
ican workers; in short, intensifying
the base of predatory, ravaging im-
perialism. But Mr. Lore, neverthe-
less, is gratified by the “step away
from imperialism” contained in a
treaty maneuver.

* * •

ON THE other hand, one of the
competitors of Mr. Lore in the

field of capitalist interpretation of
the Cuban treaty, the editorial
writer of the Herald-Tribune, ex-
plains the Cuban treaty quite dif-
ferently;

“In away, it can be s«t'.d ijiat
the abolition of the Platt Amend-
ment which for thirty-three
years has contrciied the reia-

I tions between the United States
and Cuba—will alter nothing.”

: Both Mr. Lore and his colleague
j on the Herald-Tribune are wrong,
j It is a new maneuver required by

; Wall Street, in furtherance of the
I imperialist policy at the present

i stage of world conditions, and par-
I ticularly because of the revolution-

! ary situation in Cuba. This much
i even, is inadvertently admitted by
the same Herald-Tribune editorial
which in its Bourbon manner can
see nothing altered.

“It is fairly obvious that in pro-
posing the abrogation at this mo-
ment President Roosevelt is try-
ing to bolster a regime in Cuba
already showing signs of tottering.”

So you see, Mr. Lore, that Roose-
velt's maneuver is an attempt to

| save the Mendista-Batista butcher
j regime against the rising wrath of

! the Cuban people, which is mount-
-1 ing under the leadership of the
! Communist Party of Cuba. It is
I'not “a step away from imperialism,”

j but a more slimy imperialist policyI forced by an understanding of tha
< present situation in Cuba.

“By offering to resign our paper
| title,” writes the Herald-Tribune,

“we interfere more deeply still. It
| simply re-emphasizes the fact that

no revisions of the documents can
! change the fundamental relation-
| ships in which the two peoples are

j entangled.”
Which is a thousand times correct

I especially, when wo have the factj that the whole policy of the New
I Deal, shouted from the house tops

! in Washington by the petty-bour-
geois critics, and whoever has eyes

; to see, is one basically supporting
' finance capitalism in its program ol
, war, plunder and colonial aggran-
! dizement. „

WHEREIN, however, lies tha
change of the new policy toward

| Cuba? Eecause of the tremendous
j struggles of the Communist Party

; of Cuba, and the revolutionary trade
unions, which have a majority of

! the proletariat behind them, along
| with the support of vast sections
I of the anti-imperialist students and
petty-bcurgeoisie, the Piatt Amend-

i ment was made cne of the central
i points of attack, and became an-

| athema to the majority of. the Cuban
’ people.

| The Mcndieta government was
rapidly losing its ability to rule.
Roosevelt could think of no better

; pulmotor at this time for Wal’1 Street's puppet government than the
abrogation cf the Piatt Amendment.■ Will this change American exploita-

: ‘ion, American suppression, Amer-
: ican intervention, American dom-
ination in Cuba? Not a whit. Will
it obviate the landing of troops?
Not at all. It provides specifically

; that American marines, sailors and
| soldiers must remain at Guantanamo
j naval base.

Indeed, the Herald-Tribune which
j understands a thing or two about
; imperialism from the side cf the
i Chase National Bank and the Na-
tional City Bank who own mest of

| Cuba, declared:
The present administration,

| which has proclaimed its dislike
’ cf intervention, more earnestly
! than any other has managed to
j get itself more deeply involved in
| (he internal affairs of Cube than
; any, perhaps, since Mr. Wilson's
| day.”

As for example, Messrs. Welles
; and Caffery.
| Intervention can be stooped only
I by the united action of the Cuban
1 and American toiling massesl
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